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ioy iiutcmns oi auuurD, who was attacked
last Friday, died today.
with the grip

State Officers

On Sunday the case took a serious turn,
developing into typhoid pneumonia. Mrs.
Hutchins
suffered terribly,
especially
during the last few hours of her life, but
it is believed she was conscious only in a
slight degree.
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only Extracts in the State
that have received the Highest Award (over 8
competitors) and always been bottled Full
measure mud Absolutely Paie.
Sold
novl6eodtr-sn
everywhere.
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of Terror in
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—How Rife Was Saved in Bangor—Pal-
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Like

Decreed at Rockland-Strange

myra’s Missing Man Settles.
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, December 24.—Governor Burleigh has made the following nominations i
Bink Examiner—Geo. D. BIsbee, Buck field.
Commissioner of Fisheries aud Game—K. M.

Stillwell, Bangor.

1

v

d

disease* before

Commissioner to take depositions and disclosures ol trustees-Helen M. Redington,
Waterville.
bisk and Game Warden—B. A. Swasey, CanTrial Justices—Frank M.' Bradbury, LimlDgF. A. Packard, Camden.
Notaries Public—Henry S. Webster, Gardiner; Henry Deering. Decrltig.
Justices of the Peace and Quorum—David W.
N. Bridges, Calais;
Babb, Westbrook; Jobu
Henry S. Webster, Gardiner; David P. Chaplin,
Bridgton; B. C. Hammond, Lincoln; Henry

Deenng, Deering.

Belmont, Me.,

was
afflicted with a com-

plication of diseases peculiar to

her sex, and an invar
lid for over fifteen
years. Was treated
by ten physicians, but
worse.

so at times
lose her reaTHREE BOT*TLES of DANA’S

/^Suffered
»as to

Ison.

Drought back her
Mrs. Helen c. row. usual
weight, enabled her to do her housework, and walk
to the
Grange Store, one-fourth of a mile
distant, twice a day.
A POSITIVE CURE FOB DISEASES OF WOMEN.

229,000 BOTTLES SOLD IN SIX MONTHS,
PROVES ITS W0N0ERFUL EFFICACY.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Ballast, Maine.
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J DISORDERED LIVER
l
Taken

as

directed these famous Pills.>

will

prove marvellous restoratives to all11
j | enfeebled by the above or kindred diseases. JI
20 Cents a Box,
generally recognized in England and, j}
| but
,;, in fact throughout the world tobe‘‘wortha »
# guinea a box,” for the reason that they1!
<
, | WILL CURE a wide range of com- [,
;
! plaints, and that they have saved to many >
< > sufferers not merely one but many guineas.1!
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BONDS BROKEN.
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Price 25 cents a box. < >
New York Depot, 365 Canal St.
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A BOTTLE OF

ScfiloMeck’s Violet Water,
FOR CHRISTMAS.

Divorces Decreed by the Supreme Court
for Knox

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INBUR ANOE COMPANY is now in the
forty-third year ol its existence. It
has already paid more than Twenty
five Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

FOR CHRISTMAS DAY
nor

Boston Promises

Very Good Weather,
Washington, December 24.—Following
Is the forecast of the weather for Northern
New England;
Threatening and rain;
slight changes in [temperature; high east
winds, becoming variable. Cautionary signals displaved from Delaware Break writer
to Portland section.
Boston, December 24.—For Maine: Rain
followed daring the afternoon or evening

by clearing

ture.

and

fair;

stationary tempera-

Local Weather Report.

Portland, Me., December 24,1891.
18

A. M.

18

Barometer. 30.149 80.187
38.
27.
98.
NE

Veloctty.9

12

Weather. Cloudy Lt!rain
Mean daily ther....41.4 Max. vet wind.~'14 NE
Maximum ther.43.8 Total precip ... .28
Minimum ther.39.2
Weather Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather Bureau for yesterday December 24, taken at 8
p. m. 75th merldan time, the observations
for each station being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of the wind, state
of the weather:
Boston, 40°, NE. rain; New York, 44°,

NE, rain;

Philadelphia, 48°,

N,

Biddeford House Leased.

Biddeford,

December 24.— Frederick

Yates, p.oprietor of the Biddeford House,
has leased his hotel to Frank F. Perkins
of Saco, who will take possession January
4th.
OBITUARY.
John M. Peck.

lain;

Washington. 54°, S, cloudy; Albany, 40°,
N. rain; Buffalo, 40°, NE. raid: Detroit, 38°,

NW, ram; Chicago, 40°, SE, cloudv; St.
Paul, 32°, E. cloudy; Dulutb, 34°. NE,
cloudy; St. Vincent, 2°, N, cloudy: Huron.
So. Dak., 12°, NW, snow; Bismarck, 2°, N
W, snow; Jacksonville, 70°, SW, partly
cloud*-

Mr. John M. Peck, the well known photographer, died at an early hour this morning, of pneumonia, after an illness of only
a
few
Mrs.
Peck and a
days.
daughter survive him. Mr. Peck was a
member of Bos worth Post, G. A. R., and
Odd Fellow.
city government.
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Washington:

How the Democrats will try to transact
House business.
Payment to the Bath Iron Works.
Many lives lost in railroad accidents in
New York and Mexico.

Foreign Agalrs:
Danger hidden in the dense fog in England.

Redmond, the Parnelllte, victor at Waterford, Ireland.
Russia supporting France in the Bulga-

rian affair.
War on the Mexican border.
Funeral of the late Senator Plumb.
Russell Sage sued for 8100,000 by Broker’s
Clerk Laidlaw.
Death of John M. Peck.
Walt Whitman dying.
Dr. Graves on the witness stand.
Page 8.
An Illinois woman who is vigorous at the
age of 1G2.
In his passenger's muff.

Augusta, December 24—The continued
mild weather and thaw are creating no little interest among the ice dealers and speculators who see money in a short ice crop.
They are again watching the Hudson with
a vigilant eye and hoping that that river
will not freeze thick enough for harvesting.
The warm weather is also welcomed by
the ice operators for another reason.
The
freeze was by no means perfect and not a
few fields were almost worthless, so that
at Richmond tugboats were employed to
break un the poor ice. Let the thaw carry
the ice out of the river, and the nest freeze
will, it is hoped be a good one. A rise in
the rive would also be acceptable.
There
are now oniy about 50,000 tons of ice on
the river, the quantity being less than for
many years at the opeuiug of the harvesting season.
Bangob, December 24.—The rain has
eaten away the ice in the Penobscot and
the river is now very clear. There is a noticeable rise of water, which Is reassuring
to the manufacturers aud ice harvesters.
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Bethel

DEATH PRINTED.

Woman

Revived

After

What Seemed To Be Death.

Bethel, December 24.—Mrs. Timothy
Hastings of Bethel, was reported dead
Tuesday. After lying in a comatose state
one hour, but she revived and is comfortable today. She is 76 years old.
Her son
and the attendants believing her to be
dead, he came to the village, three miles,
and made arrangements for interment, but
when he returned found that in preparing
the body for burial, life had given signs of
being present, and under treatment she
restored.
Notice of her death had
been sent to the newspapers and printed.
was

THE NEXT MUSTER
Will Be Held Earlier

Than

East—An In-

novation.

Bangob, December 24—Adjutant General SnracriiA and Cel. Brett,

tvnuua

have

neen

In

consultation iQ this city on militia matters.
It is probable the annual muster will be
held earlier next year than this, probably
In June or July.
An innovation of the
next muster will be the encampment of the
militia by regiments.
Drove a Mile and a Half and Saved a Life.

December 24.—A Winterport
whose name is unknown, walked off
the steamboat wharf in this city last night.
He broke through the ice, but held onto
the ragged edges, yelling for help.
His
cries attracted the attention of City Marshal Fickett in Brewer, across the river,
who took a team and drove to this city and
to the scene of the accident, a distance of a
mile and a half and rescued the man, the
Bangor police being unaware of any accident.

Bangor,

Bccksport,

Terror

Crash

on

the

Hudson Liver Hoad.

OF TWELVE

DEITH LIST

IN

AN

ACCIDENT IN MEXICO.

Accident In

Tunnel Causes Another and

a

Worse One on the

Hudson River Road

Come

—East Trains
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to

Together—Escapthe Horror

Accidents

Not Identified

on

Head

Boston

Roads.

Yonkers, N. Y., December 24.—On the
Hudson itiver road tonight the St. Louis
express and Niagara Falls special trains
collided at Hastings. The locomotive of
one train crushed into the rear sleeper of
the other express and several cars, mostly
Bleepers, were telescoped. Several persons
are reported killed and many injured.
Some say the number of killed Is eight;
others claim that 10 were crushed or scalded to death.
The locomotive, when it
crushed into the sleeper, exploded and the
escaping steam did deadly work on the
victims in the wreck. ;The accident was
the outcome of a previous accident in Sing
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The dead and injured
special train. No
list of killed or wounded has been secured
as yet.
The latest estimate is seven killed,
three of whom are identified, and eight injured, one fatally. There were 18 passengers in the rear coaOh of the Niagara express, and only three escaped uninjured.
was

thick.

brought here

were

on a

REPORTED FROM BOSTON.
Collisions

the New

on

York & New Eng-

land and Old Colony.

Boston, December 24.—A freight train
the New York & New England was run
into tonight, near Walpole, by the Providence express, which left Boston at 4 30.
The cars were thrown across the tracks
and delayed traffic several hours.
No one
was hurt.
At Braintree, on the Old Colony, the 7.30
passenger train from Boston was run into
by the 7 45 train. The rear engine was derailed.
The passengers in thn last train
were badly shaken up and three
badly
bruised.
on

_

TWELVE KILLED
When Two Trains Crashed

Together

on a

Mexican Koad.

City of Mexico, December 24.—A collision occurred today near Cuernevaca on
the Southern railroad, resulting in the
death of 12 persons.
GRAVES ON THE STAND.
Story of

The

HI#

Relations

with Mrs.

Barnaby.

Page 4.
Editorials.

Concerning books.

As children see it.
Celebrated warships to be at the World’s
Fair.
Page

in Bucksport.

December

24.—Quite a
reign of terror prevails in Bucksport, owing to incendiary attempts to destroy valuable property which, following the announcement of burglaries in an adjoining
town, have created considerable excitement.
Death Caused by Grip.

Lbwisioh, December 24.—Mrs. H. Wes-

5.

Royal burial in India,

Music and Drama.
The Court Record.
Registration of voters.
Christmas music.
Two swindlers in the Ogdensburg region.
Deaths and marriages.
•Several gentlemen receive Christmas presents.

Senior orators at Bowdoin are announced.
John Pombriant’s gallant act.
A Flourishing Good Templars' Lodge.
Beering roads.
Reception to H. H. Nevens at Woodfords.
Page 6.
Some Christmas things,
Lafitte, the freebooter.
Page 7.
Markets and Financial Reports.
Marine News.
Page 8.
Personal.
Brief Jottings.
The project to build a seal silk plush mill.
Marriage of W. C. Crawford and Miss Cora A.

King.

Christmas toddy in Portland.
Christmas at the post office.
The Oregon llbeiled again.
Net results of Bosworth Post fair.

24. —In
Denver, Col.. December
the Graves
trial
Saltoday Miss
lie Hanley, formerly Mrs. Barnaby’s maid,
testified that she became acquainted with
Dr. Graves about three years ago.
She
visited at Dr. Graves’s house and Dr.
Graves bad been her physician.
Dr.
Graves introduced her to Mrs. Barnaby,
and through his influence,Mrs.Barnaby accepted her
services.
On
crossexamination, she said she threatened
Mrs. Barnaby with trouble if she did not
pay $75 due her, and bad told Mrs. Barnaby that if tha question of appointiDa a
guardian should come up it would be well
to have her on Mrs. Barnaby’s side.
Dr. Graves went on the stand. He said he
made the acquaintance of Mrs. Barnaby
a little over three years ago.
Soon after,
wards, she engaged him as her pbyslcianAfter the death of Mrs. Barnaby, he advised Mrs. Barnaby to contest her husband's will, suggesting Lawyer Ballou as
the person to take charge of the case. After the compromise of the contested will
case, the witness became Mrs. Batnaby’s
He said be never advised Mrs.
agent.
Barnaby to make affidavit that Maud Barnaby was not her daughter, as testified to
He denied that be told
by Mr. Hickley.
Mrs. Barnaby that her husband had willed
$100,000 to his mistress. He said Mrs. Barnaby was extravagant, and spent $16,000 in
one year.
As her agent, he objected to
this, and wished to resign hts position, but
6he would not allow him.
He did not
know how much Mrs. Barnaby had bequeathed him until the will was read after
her death.

AFTER GARZA’S GEURILLAS*

Arrested at the Altar.

Spokane Faixs, Wash., December 24
—Patrick Egau, a nephew of the minister
to Cbili, was arrested yesterday when
about to be married. He is a cattle king
and was about to wed Mrs. Matilda Wilder, a widow. Yesterday was set for the
wedding but when the clergyman asked if
anyone had any objection to interpose, H.
W. Cole, the prospective bride’s son-inlaw and deputy United States marshal,
rose and exclaimed, ‘‘I have a warrant for
your arrest Egan,” and took the disap.
pointed bridegroom to jail.
Mrs. Wilder
fainted.
The charge preferred is that
Egan betrayed Annie Wilder, the 12-vearold daughter oi the woman be was about
to wed.
Bravery Rewarded.

Washington, December 23.—Pensions
have been granted to the following Maine
people:

ORIGINAL.

Henry M. Reed,
Dani*-! M. Smith,

Alexander Henderson.

Wm, G. Davis,
Thomas B. Hussey,

INCREASE.

Howard H. Doe.
REISSUE.

Albert S. York,
Jos. A. Shaw.
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
Sarah J. Abbott,
Minors of Nathan C.
Minors of Reuben S. Gil- Moore.
Cbrist.
Gave His Men Insurance Policies.

Orange, Mass., December 24.—Jay
Breynolds, shoe manufacturer, tonight
presented each of his employes with a life
insurance policy for $1000 on which he
had paid the premium for one year.
Roth Declared Insane.

New York, December 24.—John H.
Roth, the would-be murderer of Rev. John
Hall, was acquitted today on the ground of
insanity. Tne jury was out ten minutes.
Walt Whitman

Dying.
Philadelphia, December 25.—Walt
Whitman’s physician said early this morning that be bad but a few hours to live.

1891.

PRICE THREE CENTS

EmueSSSm

lhe reform
laws enacted during the presidency of
Juanz forbid the assembling of persons
and religious orders to the number of three
under one roof but within three or four
years there have been clandestine att mpis
on the part of the clerical paity to establish convents and as Pueblo is a city where
there Is much devotion to the chuich It was
not difficult owing to popular sympathy to
secure houses for the three religious communities mentioned. The attention of tne
authorities was called to this violation of
the law and accordingly a few days ago
REDMOND. THE PARNELLITE, THE the district judge issued a formal order for
the expulsion of the monks which was acVICTOR AT WATERFORD.
complished by a corns of rurals. During
the serving of the order a number of people assembled and began throwing stones
at the cavalrymen who, after patient bearing with this at'ack for a few minutes,
Business Suspended in London by the Fog opened fire on the crowd and one person
was
Many Lives Lost by Bewildered Per- the killed. There Is much indignation on
part of the members of the clerical
sons Falling Into Ponds and Streams
party, but no other coutse was open to the
—Many Disasters on the Water Feared government than that of compelling submission to the laws regulating ecclesiastical
—Election Scenes at Waterford -Dav- matters.
It is believed in various otiier
cities secret convents exist which are likely
itt Narrowly Escapes Violence.
to meet with the same fate as those in
Pueblo.
London, December 24.—The dense fog
See Prosperity In Union.
whichlset in on Tuesday morning still continues, and instead of there being any imLondon, Ont., December 24.—At a pubprovement the state of affairs was worse lic meeting held at Ianerkip, last night, a
today. It was impossible to see for more resolution was carried favoring political
union with the United States, as a means
than a few inches in any direction, and, as of
bringing prosperity to the people of
a consequence, all traffic was suspended. Canada.
The fog is not only prevalent in London,
The Pope’s Failing Health.
bat it extends over wide sections of the
December 24 —The Lancet’s
London,
It is, without exception, the correspondent in
country.
Home, who has, on a
worst visitation of the kind that has come number of former occasions, given inforto England in years.
Fears are enter- mation regarding the Pope’s nealtb, which
co rect, telegraphs
tained that if the thick weather prevails subsequently proved
today confirming the rumor which has
off the coast it will be the cause of many heretofore been extremely doubtful, that
disasters to shipping, particularly to ves- the Pope was seized with a fainting fit »fIt was
qpU hnnnri nn nnri rinwn Hi a f!hannpl With ter presiding at the last consistory.
thought for a time that death had supera fog that has already lasted for nearly
vened, but efforts of the Vatican physithree days. It would be Impossible for ship- cians, who were
hastily summoned, remasters to determine their positions, and stored him to animation.
in a comparatively narrow body of water
Russia Supports France.
like the English Channel, where there are
many currents and counter currents to upSt. Petersburg, December 24.—The
set all dead reckoning calculations, the po- Russian
government has decided to supsition of a vessel would be extremely dan- port France in her
application to the powgerous. With the atmospheric conditions ers to enforce Bulgaria's observance of the
now prevailing, lighthouses are of little
capitulation between France and Bulgaria.
service, and even the steam sirens are of
Canadian Statesmen Committed.
little avail.
The fog could not have come at a worse
Ottawa, December 24 —In the Connollytime for the London shopkeepers. They McGreevy
conspiracy case this morning
have been building hopes upon their Judge Rose committed
McGreevy and
Christmas trade, but the weather is so bad Nicholas
Connolly for trial lor fraud in
that few people venture into the streets connection with the famons cross
wall
unless they are absolutely compelled to, contract of
Quebec.
and the result will be that the shopkeepers
will, instead of reaping profits, have to
IN THEIR LAST RESTING PLACE.
submit to very heavy losses
The saddest feature of the situation is,
however, the great loss of life that has Remains of Senator i’lumb Buried With
been caused by persons losing their way
Appropriate Ceremony.
and wandering into the rivers, canals and
ponds. Already seven bodies of unfortunates who have fallen into the river and
Emporia, Kan., December 24.—The rebeen drowned have been recovered, and mains of the late Senator
Preston B.
the coroners are holding inquests upon Plumb were
buried today. The flags on
them. Poor other men and a girl have
been reported to the police as missing, and the public buildings were displayed at half
there is scarcely any doubt that they inad mast and nearly all business hoases and
vertently waDdered into the river and mis- private residences were draped in mournerably perished. Of coarse it is impossible to make a close search of the water in ing. Private funeral services were held at
the docks at present, but it is expected the family residence, at which only the
that when the fog lifts many bodies will he members oflthe family, the congressional
A t Leeds alone, delegations and a few chosen friends were
found floating in them.
according to a dispatch from that pi see, present. The services consisted only of
three men walked into the canal and were prayer by Rev. Dr. Cordley and the hymn,
drowned. As may readily be imagined,the “Abide with Me," sung by the choir of the
fogis having a most serious effect up' n Congregational church.
The procession
railroad traffic, and the result Is that all luuucu iu uuub u& wo resiueucfl to escort
uj
the funeral car to the church.
At the
train, while the fog lasts, is both a slow church the casket was placed upon a cataand dangerous business, though up to the falque raised on a dais. The lid was represent uo serious accidents have been re- moved and the features of the distinguished
This delay in railroad traffic is Kansan exposed to the gazs of the people
ported.
causing great annoyance to that portion of who, as they passed the funeral bier,
the commercial community depending up- placed upon it fl»wers, wreatns and vaCoun- rious floral designs. At 2 the funeral seron Christmas shopping for a profit
try visitors find the greatest difficulty in vices were held at the church, at the concoming to London to make their purchases, clusion of which the procession proceeded
and the theatres, which count upon the to the cemetary, where the remains of the
country contingent to help fill their seats Seuator were placed in their last resting
at this time of the year, are suffering con- place.
siderable loss.
WANTS $100,000.
Carmen and bantu Domingo,
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Eight Lives Lost in

Ice dealers jubilant.

ICE MEN JUBILANT.
TXTnrr..,1--

He had served In the

THIS MORNING’S NEWS.

P. M.

Thermometer... 40.
Dew Point. 83.
Humidity. 77.
Wind.. N

next month.

County.

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, December 24.—Today there
was a final hearing before Judge Haskell
in the case of Robert D. Metcalf, in equity,
which case was submitted to the jury last
week on an issue of fact.
The suit was
brought to have cancelled and annulled a
deed given by the plaintiff to the defendant. The jury found that the deed was
obtained by fraud and deceit, and today
the court filed a decree ordering that the
deed be cancelled and annulled and that
the defendant release to the plaintiff all
pretended Interest in said deed to the land
named therein. An appeal was filed by
The court adjourned
the
defendant.
finally this afternoon. The following divorces were decreed during the term:
Addle M. Mills of Ylnalhaven, vs. Rodney L. Mills, for utter desertion.
John E. Mulligan of Rockland, vs. Abbie L. Mulligan, for gross and confirmed
habits of Intoxication.
Hattie A. Biackington of Rockland, vs.
Wm. H. Biackington, for cruel and abusive tieatment. Custody of minor children
given to the mother.
J. P. Wentworth of Rockland, vs. Clara
E. Wentworth, for adultery.
Ephraim C. Cross of Appleton, vs. Alice
A. Cross, for adultery.
Custody of minor
child decreed to libellant.
Ella D. Whltehouse of St. George vs. Joseph F. Whitehouse, for utter desertion.
Custody of minor child decreed to mother.
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doctors’bills.
| inOf
all druggists.

the Lobster Men.

25,

WALE TO illElR DEATH.

Biddeford, December 24.—Game Warden Henry J. Lord, who prosecuted the
case against the Gape Porpoise lobster
men, will make an attempt to have them
Indicted by the grand jury, in the supreme

ton;

it.'

READ THIS I I
Mrs. Helen C. Foss,

“

parties.
Prosecuting

ton.

Saved! Wives and Mothers

steadily grew

Dexter, December 24 —It will be remembered that a Palmyra man decamped
recently, leaving the Dexter Saving Bank
and confiding neighbors mourning for about
81000. He has been located and has made
a settlement with the bank and Mr. Blalsdell of Palmyra, entirely satisfactory to all

DECEMBER

MORNING,

FK DAY

PORTLAND, MAINE,

PRESS.

United States Troop# Taking a Hand in the
Border War.

New Orleans, La., December 24,—The
Picayune's San Antonin, Tex., special
says: Gen. David S. Stanley yesterday ordered two troops of cavalry from the military post here to the scenes of tbe troubles
that are being had with the revolutionists
of the Rio Grande border. They left here
by special train this morning. They were
commauded by Lieuts. W. D. Beach and
A telegram was received
John Knight.
last evening by Asst. Adjt. Gen. Martin of
this military department from Capt. G.
Bourke, giving an official report of the engagement which he Had with the Mexican
revolutionists Tuesday.
The dispatch is
A coorier jnst in from Carlso
as follows:
reports that the Garza men scattered when
pursued. Ten of them crossed the river at
a point nine miles west of the Cariso.
Capt. Hardie counted 31 camp fires in one
camp and six dead beeves in another.
Capt. Hardie reports that the revolutionists witl attack Mier, but that is a bluff:
they would have taken Camargo yesterday
morning had we not attacked them at
Retinal Springs.
They are concentrated
in Enclnal county, Texas, hoping to draw
all the treops away from Liredo, so that
they can then join Sandoval In the mounI have given orders to
tains of Coahula.
my men to kill on sight any of Garza's men
found prowling over the country In arms.
Gen. Stanley has received a dispatch from
President Diaz complimenting the United
States army officers for the efforts they
have made to put down the organization of
revolutionists agalust Mexico on this side
of the river.
*

News of

a

Battle.

Laredo, Tex., December 24—Reports
from Carrizo, Seapata county, where Capt.
Hardie's troop of United States cavalry Is
stationed, say there Is no doubt that Garza, the revolutionist, crossed with 900 men
into Mexico at points between that city
and Brownsville.
It is understood that
Garza's men met and aefeated the Mexican
troops at Los Torillites, 70 miles from the
border. About 40 men were killed on botb
sides.
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No startling move against Cbiii need be
expected until the reassembling of ConInformation comes direct from the
White House that tbe President will not
crowd the little South American republic
until after tbe new government has assumed office, early In the new year. Chill
will then have a firmly established government, regularly elected by the people. If
the answer of the new president Is not satisfactory, force will have to be resorted to
or tbe entire contention abandoned.
The
President, however, is not liable to let the
matter drop if he has his way.
gress.

fond.

Cruiser San Francisco will sail from San
Francisco for Chili today.
At Norfolk,
Va., great efforts are being made to get the
Newark ready for sea.
Governor Hill has granted a pardon to
John A. Davis, the defaulting city treasurer
of Rochester, sentenced to five years’ imprisonment, March, 1890.
The President yesterday morning signed
the commission of Stephen B. Elkins as
secretary of war, and later the new secretary took the oath of office. Mr. Elkins
will not assume charge of me war department until January 4.
of

Bath’s Christmas Money.

Washington, December

23 —The Navy
Department t iday made the 14th payment
of $28,665 nu the gunboats 5 and 6 tc the
Bath Iron Works of bath, Me.
The Blaine Divorce

Suit.

New York, December 24.—Yesterday
afternoon Mr. Janies G. Blaine, Jr., uiet
his wife at the office of her lawyer, and,
through his counsel, presented a document
purporting to oe an otter ot compromise on
the part of Mr. Blaine, Jr in the pending
divorce proceedings.
Alter considerable
difcussion the otter was rejected
Mrs,
Blaine, Jr., will now go on to Dakota,
where she hopes to obtain a divorce.

th.
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lin. numbers him amoDg her alumni. In
1881 he won a seat in Parliament. Two
years afterward he made a trip to Australia in the interests of the Irish party, then
unbroken under the leadership of Mr.
Parnell, and took home about 850,000 for
the treasury.
He married the daughter of
a wealthy Australian
In 1884, he was
present with Thomas Sexton in the Irish
convention, held at Boston, and he was in
America a second time, in 1886, when he attended the Chicago convention of the
Irish American League, in company with
William O’Brien and John Deasey. Mr.
Redmond, then member of Parliament for
W^xiorrt, was convicted under the crimes
act in 1888, and imprisoned without hard
He is reported to
labor for five Jweeks.
have declared himself “the elected leader
of the parliamentary party.”

and

A Pause in the Chilian Fracas.

Cyrus W. Field is still improving, but his
daughter, Mrs. Lindley, is siuking.

ever

wavs

and
appropriations is now
Mr.
is
McMillin
fully understood.
to be the actual floor leader and Mr.
Springer is to be tbe leader of tbe Home
only when tariff matters are up for discussion. In all otber matters Mr. McMillin is
to be tbe recognized captain of tbe Democratic side. It is a tact which basnow leaked
out that when Mr. Springer was offered tbe
ways and means chairmanship, there was
a string tied to the tender.
He was frankly
told by Mr. Crisp that the chairmanship
did not mean tbe recognized leadhis
ership of
party, and that he
would be
expected to keep himself
tbe background except
very much iu
wben the business from bis committee was
Mr. Springer did not
under discussion.
like this new order of things in the least,
but he either bad to accept tbe conditions
He has
or else yield to some one else.
promised to bottle himself up as much as
possible, but Mr. Springer is such an irrepressible man that Speaker Crisp and bis
friends f»ar that be will forget all about
his promise before the House agaiu meets,
and that his efforts to play at leadership
will lead to a conflict of authority between
him and Mr. Millin, and cause a good
deal of trouble.
means

BRIEFLY TOLD.

cnn

to Send One

the chairmen of the committee of

New York, December 24 —Preliminary
I ve been taken by W. R.
Laidlaw,
clerk, for 8100,000 damages in a
suit ag uust Russell Sage for using him as
a shield to save himself when Norcross exploded the bomb In Mr. Sage’s office December 4. The suit will be based upon the
allegation that Mr. Sage deliberately held
Mr. Laidlaw between himself and the menacing dynamiter, with the result that Mr.
Sage’s life was saved at the expense of terrible Injuries to Mr. Laidlaw.
Mr. Laidlaw is still an inmate of St. Vincent’s Hospital and it will De weeks before be can
leave for his home.

The first. 12-ineh

May
Tariff

Bottling Up Springer.
The change made in baviDg the comipittee on rales composed of others than

by the Parnellites since Washington Naval Ordnance foundry was
the split in the Irish party.
The result is successfully tested at the proving grounds
a big surprise for the McCarthyltes.
Mr. at Indian Head, Md., Tuesday.
Reduiond is a young man, genial and eloFailures occurring in the last six days,
quent. He was born in 1856, the son of a reported by Dun & Russell, number for the
gentleman, at one time member of Parlia- United States 257. There were 303 in the
ment for Wexford.
Trinity College, Dub- corresponding time last year.
bye election

Proposal

a

Mills May Have a Chaco*.
In this connection it is intimated by some
of Mr. Mills’s friends that early In the
session a general tariff bill may be Introduced into the House and the House will
be directed to refer it to the committee on
interstate and foreign commerce. This, of
course, would be aa unusual reference but
It could be done if the House so de-tred, as
any committee can be given jurisdiction of
It
any subject by direction of the House.
is not likely that this reference will be
made but if It was done, it would give Mr.
Mills and not Mr. Springer control of the
tariff bill.
Mr Mills has not vet signified
whether he will accept the chairmanship
ol the committee on commerce, although
it Is believed he will, and his friends have
advised him to do so.
While be is better
now than he has been, he is still very weak
and unable to leave his room.

Him as a Shield

refuses

Manipulate

[Special to the Press.]
December 24.— Speaker
Crisp’s departure from precedent in the
appointment of his committees on rales
and the appointments of the other committees is not the only change which is to
mark his administration.
The affairs of
the majority in this House will be managed somewhat differently from that which
has been the eastern in recent years. Hitherto the policy of the majority has been in
the hands of the Speaker and a few of his
intimate friends and admirers, two of
whom at least have been his associates on
the committee on rules. It has been possible by the Speaker using the vast power
lodged In bis bands to determine wbat matters shall receive consideration and to
practically determine in advance the legislation to be enacted by the Congress.
By
the plan now agreed upon, the tariff policy,
silver legislation and other great matters
will be first discussed in caucus and the
wishes of a majority of the cancus will
prevail. The votes of a majority of the
Democratic members of Congress will determine what shall be done, it will thus
remain for the caucns to decide whether
Mr. Mills’s plan of a general tariff bill or
Mr. Springer's plan of passing separate tariff bills shall be adopted.

Exploded.

Field still

Springer,

Washington,

Dublin, December 24.—The parliamentsteps
ary election in Waterford yesterday resultbroki

Edward M.

A

not

Leader—Mills

to His Committee.

Proves To Be the Victor.

ed in the election of John E Redmond, the
Parnellite. The official count of the elec,
tion shows that Mr. Redmond received
1775, making a majority over Mr. Davitt of
546. The announcement of the official figures was followed by a scene of the wildIt is customary for the
est enthusiasm.
defeated candidate to second the vote of
thanks, and Mr. Davitt did not fail in this
duty. He took occasion to add, however,
that he would rather lose the election than
win by combined terrorism and rowdyism.
This remark provoked the most uproarious
outburst of protest from the Parnellites,
and for a time it looked ns though the i fficial canvass might end in a free fignt.
Some of the more hot-headed shook their
fists in Mr. Davitt's face and threatened
him with all sorts of dire punishment.
Amid the noise and confusion could be
heard cries of “shame” and “coward.”
For a time the position of the defeated
candidate was very precarious. The uproar continued several minutes, when the
police intervened and, by threats and the
free use of physical force, succeeded in reWhen Mr. Davitt withstoring order.
drew from the counting room he was escorted to his hotel by a number of policemen.
Both Mr. Redmond and Mr. Davitt,
left Waterford this afternoon, and started
A detachment of hussars esfor Dublin.
corted Mr. Davitt to the railway station.
He was offered no molestation. Mr. Redmond was escorted by a large number of
bis supporters, who engaged the services

Democratic

Have a Chance to

uiu^

SURPRISE AT WATERFORD.
Redmond,

Reassembles-McMiUin,
the

White Star sleatner Germanic broke a
crank pin while at .Queenstown yesterday.
She will be delayed some time.
The court-martial of Major Throckmorton, U. S. A., accused of duplicating his
Day accounts, has been resumed in New
York.
Three officers of the Chicago Seamen’s
Union have been indicted for conspiracy to
prevent non-union men shipping on lake
vessels.
The bloodstained car found at Portsmouth did not give a clue to a murder. It
has "been learned that two local pugilists
fought in the car.
Geo. H. Page, proprietor of the Langham
hotel, Boston, has assigned. He will prob
ably effect a settlement and resume ouslness.

Josephine Brown, aged about 35, was
shot and killed by a man who registered as
R T. Scanned, at tbe Sudburj House, BosFatal Result of the Use of Police to
The murton, early yesterday morning
Fnforce the Raw.
derer escape i. The deed was probably unpremeditated. Scannel is well known to
New Yobk, December 24.—A City of the Lawrence police, in which city he beOn Monday there longs.
Mexico special says:
was much excitement In the city of Pueblo
A special from Valparaiso says rumors
on account of the breaking up of three of an intended uprising on the part of the
of tue dead dictator’s army have
convents by a body of soldiers.
These officers
caused the government to adopt precautions
convents were ithese of San Augustine, El to prevent such an occurrence.

t

BLOODSHED IN PUEBLO-

Absolutely Pure.
A cream of tartar baking powder.

High-

est of all in leavening st rength.—Latest U.
S, Government r"o<t Report.
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FOR SCROFULA
scrofulous humor
In the blood,

ulcers, catarrh, and
consumption,
use

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
The most

economical,
safe, speedy,

anc

effective of ail

blood"purifiers.
Has Cured Others
will

cure

JVERTHREE HUNDRED DESCENDANTS

Aerial Navigation and Warfare.

you.

Many ask what use aerial navigation
will be put to in case it succeeds. To
this I would reply, certainly not for carrying freight, and not, for a considerable
time at least, for carrying passengers.
When the first flying machine succeeds,
its first great use will be for military

jU illinoU 'Woman Who Is Vigorous
the Age of 103.

At the home of Moses Bordner, two
miles east of Lewistown, Ills., his mother,
Mrs. Christina Bordner, recently cele.91_9

purposes. It will at once become an engine of war, not only to reconnoiter the
enemy’s positions, as has been attempted
with the socalled dirigible balloons, but
also for carrying and dropping into the
enemy’s lines and country large bomba
charged with high explosives.
It does not require a prophet to foresee that successful machines of this character would at once make it possible for
a nation possessing them to paralyze
completely an enemy by destroying in a
few hours the important bridges, armories, arsenals, gas and water works, railway stations, public buildings, etc., and
that all the modern means of defense,
both by land and sea, which have cost
untold millions, would at once be rendered worthless. Of course this mode
of warfare would not do away com
pletely with all forms of small firearms,
which would still have to be used in order to enable these future engines of wai
to combat one another; but it is safe tc
assert that none but small and light guns
would be used.—Hiram S. Maxim in

years, ner nusLand dying in CHRISTINA bordner.
1881 at the age of ninety-nine. Thirteen
children were bom of the union, and
subsequent generations are as follows:
Grandchildren, 99: great-grandchildren,
a
217; great-great-grandchildren, 24
total of 853.
Mrs. Bordner’s living children are
Moses Bordner, of Lewistown; Mrs.
Levina Baker, Dallas; Washington Bordner and Mrs. Margaret Ewers (twins),
the former of Lewistown and Mrs. Ewers,
of Erath county, Tex.; Mrs. Francis
McCracken, Liverpool, township; Mrs.
Temperance M. Bass, of Erath county,
Texas; Alfred Bordner, Lewistown; Mrs.
Christina Putnam, of Dallas. All these
except Peter were present at the anniThe deceased children are
versary.
Jonathan Bordner, Mrs. Catharine Shaw,
Mrs. Angeline Brown, all well known
Illinois pioneers. Sarah died at the age
—

Maine’s First Bicycle.
The great principle of the bicycle
wheel is that it has tension spokes. That
is, it differs from the ordinary carriage
wheel in that the weight hangs from the
tire instead of being supported upon the
hub by stiff radiating spokes. Hiram
Maxim, the great gunmaker, claims and
is supported by testimony that in 1851
he made a tension wheel. The wheel
was used upon the bicycle that Maxim
constructed. This bicycle was the first
ever seen in Maine.
It was the real article in nrototvne. but Maxim oonfassfis
that “it went almighty hard.” No one
realized or even respected the importance of Maxim’s discovery, and he was
fairly overwhelmed with jeers as he
rode his strange contrivance about the
streets of Dexter.
Perhaps it was for this reason that he
gave the toy to his little brother, who
took it into the seclusion of Sangerville.
One day the little shaver left it out in
the highway, and the first horse that
came along that way nearly had a fit.
Finally the driver secured his frantic
beast, and inspired by righteous rage
and thorough ignorance attacked the bicycle as though it were some rare wild
beast. He batted and mauled it every
which way, and Maxim’s hopes on
wheels were a wreck forever.—Holman
F. Day in Lewiston Journal.

or ten

years.
Mother Bordner is medium sized,
neither fleshy nor spare. Her hair is
gray; her eyes are unusually bright and
piercing. Her complexion is dark, and
there is an entire absence of the parchment appearance of flesh generally seen
in very old people. Her voice is strong
and steady. In all these particulars Bhe
Beems to be a well preserved woman of
seventy-five or eighty years. In early
life she joined the Lutheran church, but
in later years she has been a member of
the Christian (Disciples’) church. She
was bom and reared among Pennsylvania Germans.
Indeed, her children
when they went to Illinois could speak
no
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MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
ARE DAILY SACRIFICED BY

TAKING MERCURIAL AND
OTHER STRONG MEDICINES.
IF TO-DAY OR HEREAFTER
YOU HAVE

RHEUMATISM,
SCROFULA,

CATARRH,
BOILS OR CARBUNCLES,
PIMPLES ON THE FACE OR

BODY, OR ANY
DISEASE ARISING FROM

IMPURE BLOOD,
USE THE GREAT

died recently in Dresden, was not quite
thirty years old, but had already reached
a high rank in literature.
He commenced writing short stories at seventeen, and at twenty-two was favorably
known to several magazine editors. He
was bora in Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 13,
1861, and in 1884 his first complete novel,
“A Patent Philter,” appeared in the New

the older residents of this section remember the late Dr. John Warner,
of New Milford, and will appreciate this
little story. When Dr. Warner was a
student at Yale he used to come home
Saturday nights and return to New
Haven Mondays. That was before the
days of railways, and as 6tage coaches
did not leave New Milford Monday
for New Haven young Warner used to
mount his father’s horse and ride to Yale
on horseback.
There were several toll
gates on the route, and at each Warner
would pay the return toll for his horse.
Arriving at Yale he would affix to the
bridle a card bearing these words,
“Please not stop this horse.” The sagacious animal would jog along homeward,
invariably reaching his stall at New Milford all right. The toll takers got to
know the horse, and he was never interrupted. On Fridays the horse would be
started alone to New Haven with a
__luuauai

MADE BY THE INDIANS
FROM ROOTS AND HERBS.

KICKAPOO INDIAN SAGWA

{^ICKAPOO
Xi&4«
Qulok

cur* for ill
of Pals.
Good for Man and Beast. It Gives Immediate
Relief. It has No Equal. Keep it in the House.
*
TRY IT.

5 Bottles for 81.00.

YOUR DRUGGIST FOR IT.

FMW&wnm

We do not know why
Scott’s Emulsion of cod-liver
oil is so useful in those simple
but varied conditions which
“
you know as
having a

We

cannot

explain

it: we only know the fact
from experience.
It may be due to the combination of tonic effects of
cod-liver oil and the hypophosphites ; it may be partly
due to the glycerine. There
are many effects in medical
practice the causes of which
appear to be plain, but how
those causes produce those
effects we do not know at all,
Scott & Bowne,

New York.

Chemists. 13s South cth Avenue,

Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—all druggists everywhere do. |i,
sc

BOYNTON,
047

Congress St.

Do not pay the

big profits
which jewelers have always

chareed.
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it in a new one called Time. He
next went to London, and in partnership
with a Mr. Heineman, established a
branch publishing house, the main business being to secure copyrights of English works. In that business he formed
a literary connection withRudyard Kipling, and together they wrote “Naulahka, ’’now running in The Century. It
would seem that hard work weakened
his constitution, and he died of typhoid
fever at the very outset of a brilliant

merged

career.

Was Andrew Jackson’s Servant.

“Uncle Alfred” is the last survivor of
the household of General Andrew Jackeon, and lives in great honor at the old
He is
place.
years old,
and black as tar,
but still intelligent and able to
Bhow visitors
about the Hermitage, where he
was bom and has
passed his entire
life. His mother
was a slave of the
general, and bo
the boy was
trained to be his
body servant. He

ninety

Bow Some Men Waste Time.

The train stopped at a little town. A
commercial traveler, dealing in groceries
and tobacco, got off; a crate of live chickens was put ou and the cars started
a

fwain

fryocs

eight in that village, for it happens
two or three times every day. The people had no welcome for the commercial
traveler, no tears were shed over the departure of the chickens; yet on the station steps I coanted forty men and boys
who were there when the train came in
—farm boys, who ought to have been at
work in the fields; village boys, who
might have been doing something somewhere, every interest of economics and
aesthetics alike calling them away from
the village and off to the farms. Two
men attended to all the business of the
station. The solitary passenger went his
own way.
The rest were there because
they had not the moral strength to go
anywhere else. They stood there on the
Station steps, embodied ghosts, dead to
all life and hope, with only force enough
to stand around and gape.—David S.
Jordan in Forum.
rare

Mr. Gladstone gets fifty
his magazine article**)
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he waited in his last illness, and almost
worships the memory of Rachel Jackson,
the general’s wife.
His story of the
place is told in a quaint and homely way
that makes it very interesting.
Inaccurate Map Makers.

Now the geographers

put on the
productions by a
are

to their
to Africa who has traveled
on the middle Zambesi, and who says the
best maps of the country are very inaccurate; that rivers are laid down where
they do not exist, and that numerous
villages appear where there is not a trace
He says the
of a human habitation.
an
are
to travsimply
aggravation
maps
elers, who are often put to inconvenience
by relying on information which they
find later to be inaccurate.
defensive

as

A party of wel? known oil men, who
have followed! the producing business
from its infancy and have worked in its
different branches, from dipping oil to
running several sets of tools as contractors, were at the Union depot waiting
for the train on their way to the McDonald field, Sunday, when the talk
drifted to old times and narrow escapes
they had seen and personal reminiscences.
One of the party, who had
quietly listened to the talk, pnffed nervously at his toby and remarked:
“Talk about scares, boys, did I ever
tell you of the scare I had in the seventies,
when I was running the tools in the
Millerstown field? You know the time
that young fellow who came np from
Butler and started a pop factory in Millerstown, and after making coDections
in Butler of over $300 was waylaid on
the road, shot through the head and his
body found in the woods, where it had
been dragged by the murderer with the
pockets of the clothing rifled and no clue
to the thief. It was a short time after
that—in the winter. There had been a
heavy snow and the sleighing was splendid, and I had a 4-year-old colt that cost
me $350 when it was a
year old, and that
did not take dust from anything that
traveler! the middle »»il

field
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MOTHERS
Realize the great 1or« of their children
when young from iiLease, ur lack of vitality, and many rimes it conies from
carelessness of the attending nurse.
Be it inherited, climate, or disease «le<
reloped from carelessness, there is relief and life is saved by the nse of

JlLlilMKK’i upil 101)0,
This is

July 8,

ARE YOU WRITING TO, DEAR?"
I am answering Mrs. Pinkham’s letter, that reached ns at Cairo. She
has told me just what to do, and I am feeling much
better; besides, she
has given me a list of places where her preparations are sold. I found
them here in Alexandria, and have laid in a stock.
My mind is easy now,
”
so any time you wish to start, I’m
ready!
American ladies travelling abroad find the Compound invaluable. It
sustains the energies in the most trying climate, and is a faithful friend
whenever needed. Mrs. Pinkham’s foreign correspondence is very lar^e
®
and increases rapidly.

LYDIA E. PINK HAWS ’S

t

Warm borax water applied
speedy cure for dandruff,

dally

is

a

VEGETABLE

Is the only Positive Cor* and Lefllimate
Itcmcdy --——
COMPOUND
for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
It cures the worst forms of Female
that
Complaints,
Bearing down Peeling, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacement of the Womb, Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all
Organic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is Invaluable to the Change of Life. Dissolves and expels Tumors from the Uterus at an early stage, and checks
any tendency to

j

!

Cancerous Humor. Subdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous Prostration, Exhaustion,
and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures
Headache, General Debility, Indigestion,
etc., and invigorates the whole system. For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex,
the Compound has no rival.
All Druggists sell it as a siamlard article, or sent by mall, In form of Pill* or
Lozenges, on receipt of $1.00.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MED. CO.. LYNN. MASS.
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made better.
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Breakfast Jackets
—

AND

'HOUSE

This building was formerly the Free Hurgtcgl
Hospital fm Women, and supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Company, Boston (now etl ir
works). Over 8000 women were treated In six
years at a cost of Si CM a day, Including operalions—which would amount to over $1* 0,(Mo—

—

COATS
—

FOB

value of Nutrition as ound In
Wurdoek’s Liquid Food. The last 1000 operations were made with a loss of 6 deaths.

to prove the

—

[Christmas Presents.

The last 882 operations were mad«
with only one death, and consisted of

—

f
»

apltal cases........4/>
<tectal ”. 26
.Hceratlon of Cervlx.,....120
itupture of Perltoaeuin... At)
Frocldentta. 88
Vescio Vaulnal Fit- *
tula........ 2
6
Removal of Cysts..
“
Poiypo. 6
“
Nasvus.. 1
Recto..
9

You caD’t select a more useful gift, or one
that a man will appreciate more, than one of
those comfortable Neglige Garments. Our line
this year Is far superior In q lantity and quality
to those we bave shown in previous seasons,
and the prices are exceedingly low for this class
of goods. We carry them in sizes from 34 to
44. You should call and look over our stock
before the assortment Is broken. Here Is a list
of articles which we make a specialty of for
Holiday buyers:

1000, aunuaiiy.

These results show that the value of Nutrition
found lu Murdock’s Liqull Food In preventing relapse after operations, as t is ss great
as In curing all classes of disease, as it makes
as
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pi' par.itious
known, and new blood will cleanse the system
of disease, as well as heal the wounds after

operations.

Haskell & Jones,

wmmmmmm

Murdock’s liquid Food

MEN’S OUTFITTERS,

MESSRS. WATSON A GIBSON,

FINEST LINE OF

Miscellaneous

is more widely read and copied than that of any
other broker, and it can be consulted dally at our
office. A large majority of brokers’ market letters
are simply a conglomeration of words, without
any head or tall, but the above firm aay aometMng,
ana state fhcts Just as they arc.
Our facilities for executing orders are unequalled. and we believe we have the fastest wire
between Boston and New York, which runs IVora
our office directly to the floor of the Con. block
Exchange, New York.
We should be pleased to send you circulars, and
solicit a portion of your busmen.
COBEY, JIILLIKE.Y A CO.,
(Members M. Y. Con. Stock Exchange),
45 Kilby St., Koaton.
Send for circular, or, better still, call and see as.

and Jnvenile

EVER DISPLAYED IN PORTLAND.
Full Line of

a

BOOKLETS

ancl

CARDS.
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SILVER, PLUSH AVI) LEATHER FASCY GOODS.

Liebig Company’s-

STEVENS L JONES COMPANY,
=Extract of Beef.
Under Falmoutn Hotel,
BEST

OPEN

,
Hoa'7,1
tr

EVENINC8

UNTIL

CHRISTMAS.

PUREST

=

BEEF TEA

CHEAPEST

INVALUABLE
In the Kitchen for Soups, Sauces
and Mudo Dishes.
nov27
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(Trade-Mark;

DRY GOODS

P &P.

AT COST.

KID GLOVES

Proposing to make a change in onr
business, we will offer our entire
stock of Dry G ods at cost for the
next 60 days. No such chauce to buy
nice irosh goods at cost was ever be-

PORTLAND, ME., HEAD BROWN * WHARF.

I

SATISFACTORY

m

Make the boy happy by buying one of my 88 Waltham
Watches for him.

I

I

S«hifftaaaa;»Asthiiia Curo nntt/ailt to give
vutaKirt.tr/

in

TOILET

genuine unless stamp***,D

[

EI

eoil&Mow.tm

BOTTLES;

25 Cents
octaa

n

the wont cuen In,ares com- ■
vbene all others fail. A a
e/eeplical. Price. SO «»• cad 8

CJ fortable sleep; effects om-cs
■ trull eonciiu-et the molt
oovll

ALWAYS

RU
I

eoutl

■sum0’

THEREFORE

dtf

St.

Timber, Plank aud Flooring Boards.
Largest Assonant and Lowest Plioes.

THE HOST DURABLE

J.M.DYER&CO.
547

SOUTHERN PINE

JanlO

THE LATEST STYLES

THE BEST WORKflANSHlP.

BO YNTO
Congress

Sch letter beck & Foss

REEKING, WINSLOW & CO.,

THE NEWEST SHADES

fore offered in Portland.
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Cut Class Bottles
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Sir Arthur Sullivan will write the music
for Lord Tennyson's new

play,

The two moit Important point* that operator*
in the stock market concider are, first, securing
the earliest information on the market; and,
second, the execution of orders.
We believe the daily market letter of our Mew
York correspondenta,

FORTHE HOLIDAYS.

Also

Company

JlyM__BURTON_M.W&Ktt

Monument Square.
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Horae Eats.

A horse consumes every year the prodof 6ix acres in oats and hay, and
may be said to consume one-sixth of
what he cultivates. If a horse is kept
hungry for any length of time, he will
afterward devour bis food so voraciously
as to distend his stomach and
endanger
an attack of
staggers.—London Tit-Bits.
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Any case that hag been under medical
treatment fur three mouths and no relief we will carry free of expense, witt*
Murdock’s Liquid Food until cured

_An Illustrated book.entitled "Guide to Health and Etlouetts.11 hy Lydia E. Pinkhsm. I,nf gnat
value to ladles. We will present a copy to anyone addressing us with two 2-cent stamps,

Illustrated, Standard,

words.-—Electricity.
a

that we

cases

Murdock liquid Food Co.. Boston. Mass.:
Gentlemen-—l have sent you by mall a pboto
graph o( mv (our children (boys), thinking that
U might interest you a dttle. as they were all
(our brought up on your Liquid Food as their
standard diet, most especially the one on the
I
right ol the picture. When be was about six
month' old be was very sick from having been
given sour milk by a careless uurse—in (act was
was unable to leave the
so bad the physician
house (or two weeks, during which time the
child w as virtually dead (rum want of nutrition,
as he was unable to keep anything whatever
on bis stomach.
After trying all the known
prepared foods, both foreigu and domestic—
none of which were of any use—the physician,
as a final hope, bad me buy a bottle of your
Liquid Food, .nd trout the very first five drops
I given be begah to rally, and has been In most
excellent health mce.
Whenever any of them show any sign* of
weak ness whatever we immediately give them
your Liquid Food, and U always acts like a
unarm in restoring them to health.
Very truly yours,
ARTHUR J. PITRHKI.f..

“

Telegraphic Codec.
Ever since submarine telegraphy became an established means of communication much ingenuity has been expended on the compilation of codes,
partly for secrecy, but principally to
abbreviate the messages and save money
in rates. To such a fine point has codifying been brought in this latter direction
that the telegraph companies are at their
wits’ end to maintain a proper equilibrium between the number of messages
sent and the number of words transmitted; in other words between the volume of actual business and the amount
of revenue.
All
large commercial
houses now use complicated codes, in
which a single word of ten letters represents a sentence of ten, fifteen or

How Mach

of many

460 Fifth avknub, NkwYork City I
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our ministers have never been received by the
emperor in person. The Chinese have
fought against such receptions as sacrilegious. In 1873, however, the foreign
ministers forced the emperor to receive
them, and in 1891 the new emperor gave
his first reception to the foreign diplomats. He probably will have to do this
many times in the future. I have received a letter from China describing
this reception and saying that it had a
great influence on the Chinese at Peking.
It shows the people that these so called
“tribute bearers” are worthy of notice
and makes them respect our ministers.
The last emperor wanted the diplomats to go down on their knees and
bump their heads against the floor nine
times in front of the emperor, as the
Chinese do, but they refused to do this,
and no attempt was made to demand
this on the present occasion. The Chinese idea is to make the foreign ministers, as far as possible, contemptible in
the eyes of the people, and it was forr
months before the audience of 1873 could
be arranged.—Frank G. Carpenter in
National Tribune.

twenty

one

rnrnisb, to show the value of our
Liquid Food OYER ALL OTHER
TREAT! E:*-TS, AN D WHEN ALL OTHER TREATMENTS FAIL.
can

I was drilling for was sick, and sent me
word to come to Butler and he would
|
pay me for work done on his four wells |
that month. I drove over bright and !
early and got a check for $1,100. I met
several friends, and, being in no special
hurry, I drove around town until nearly
time for the bank to close. As I got the
cash I turned and saw a man eyeing the
money so greedily that an involuntary
shiver of fear passed over me. I forgot
the incident and monkeyed around in
the town until nearly 10 o’clock that
night, when I started for home.
“Half way home was the piece of dark
woods in which the body of the
young
popmaker had been found. As I looked
at the side of the road I shivered with
apprehension in spite of the Dutch courage I had absorbed that evening, as 1
saw some one trudging along in the road
ahead of me, but I felt relieved when I
saw it was a woman.
The woman stopped and in a hoarse voice explained that
her daughter, who lived up the road, had
been taken suddenly sick and she was
on her way to visit her, and asked for a
lift. Glad to have company, I helped
her into the sleigh, and offered to take
her muff, but she kept it in her other
hand. Jolting over a rough piece of
road she pulled one hand out of the
muff and my heart grew cold with fear.
I caught the glitter of steel as the moon
shone through an open place in the
woods.
“With a presence of mind that I wonder at to this day I cut the horse savagely with the whip and dropped it by
the side of the road. Explaining to the
woman that the horse could not be held
by any one but myself, I begged her to
get out and pick up my whip. She carefully deposited her muff in the bottom
of the sleigh and sprang out. As soon
as she struck the ground I shouted to
the colt, who, unused to the whip and
spirited, went like a shot from a gun.
As he started I heard an unmistakable
masculine oath behind me, and, expecting a bullet in the back every minute, I
crouched over in the Rleigh. The ride
was the longest I ever had before and
since until the jangles of the bells
brought my wife to the door. I put the
horse up, and as I took out the blankets
I picked up the muff and carried it into
the house. Inside was a revolver of large
caliber, with all six of its chambers fully
loaded. I staid awake all that night,
and in the morning paid off my men.”—
Oil City Derrick.
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The Driver Haiy the Gleam of the Steel
aud It Put Him on His Guard.

Visitors and the Chinese Emperor.

fitted.—San Francisco Argonaut.
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Until the present generation

“A Business Woman” writes to protest against the agitation of dress reform
for women, upon the ground that
women's dress is in no need of reformation, and to propose a dress reform for
men.
She wants to know why men's
trousers should not be cut off at the
ankles; she wants to know if there is
comfort in a shiny shirt front or a stiff
collar—the growing prevalence of flannel, silk, cheviot and unstarched linen
answers nay; she asks why men should
stuff a yard or two of superfluous
cotton cloth into their trousers, instead
of wearing shirt waists as the little
shavers do; she shoots the hat of man,
so to speak, with a condemnation of its
stiffness.
Sensible
men
will
welcome the
thought of an effort to reform their
dress in the direction of comfort and
convenience. But our hopes are damped
somewhat by the memory of the fact
that, throughout the ages, when women
were the
architects of men’s shirts,
there was never known a shirt that

ItCTuin

PASSENGER’S

WE HAVE THE

Reform In Men’s Dress.

INDIAN Oik

cough.”

U19

uated.—Danbury (Conn.) News.

Sold hy all Druggists.

ASK

I3 11

York Tribune.
The same yew he published “A Fair
Device” and a campaign life of James
G. Blaine.
He edited the periodical
called Tid Bits for a short time and

which was the exact change for the tolls.
Each toll taker would take his toll, and
the horse would trot along, reaching
Yale in the evening. This practice was
kept up until the young doctor was grad-

KICKAPOO INDIAN SAGWA,
NATURE’S REMEDY,

Price 25 cents per Bottle.

.li_1_.3
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Bright Career Cut Short.

Mr. "Wolcott Balestier, the author who

The Horse That Paid His Toll.

TERRIBLE SACRIFICE.

English.

Since the death of her husband she has
resided with her descendants, passing
from place to place as she desired. There
is a loving rivalry among them as to
which one shall entertain the old lady.
Usually her health is good.

Many of
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WHAT

HOWELLS

Fighting

SAYS.

Ibe Kotcd Novelist Chats ^boat

a

Hazird of Sew Fortunes.
Be Leave* the Harpers and Goes to the

Cosmopolitan
That Paid to

at a Larger Salary Than
Any Other Literary Sian

in America.

Had Mr. W. D. Howells cut his own
the act would have scarcely created more of a sensation in literary cirtles than his retirement from Harper's

throat,

Magazine

and his connection with The
Cosmopolitan. It was generally supposed
that, like Mr. George William Curtis,
he had settled down into a position that
he would retain for the rest of his life.
The position was regarded by everybody

being particularly attractive, not
only on account of the large salary that
as

he received, but because of the unusual
honor of a connection with an old and
established magazine.
But these at-

tractions
of

overcome, and on the 1st
he will assume editorial con-

were

January

trol of The Cosmopolitan.
The event is of course

one of imto
that
importance
publication,
which has had a curious and varied
career.
Under the impulse of Mr.
Howells* genius and reputation it is not
likely to encounter the vicissitudes that
have made its history one of more than
usual interest.
It originated in the
brain of a country minister, who, without
the slightest editorial experience, became
■or some time its editor and manager. But
nis ideas as to what it ought to be were
is unlike what it afterward became as a
chrysalis and a butterfly. After it had
passed through two or three hands, it
was purchased
by Mr. John Brisben
Walker, an old journalist, who had
gained a fortune in the west. The same
courage and energy that had made him
a millionaire has made him a successful
editor and publisher. U nder his direcmense

^

His Flash.

BEAR

Furlong is a gentleman of independent means, who lives at the Fifth
Avenue hotel. He is a large, heavy set
man, whose tendency is to get larger
and heavier set. All he has in the world
to do is to look pleasant—in which he
Bncceeds admirably—and to fight this
flesh. Most people thus unhappily situated have some hobby to ride and always go cantering off on the slightest
provocation. Not so General Farlong.
His hobby is walking. He never rides
anything—not even his hobby.
Most people in easy financial circumitances would now and then try a Broadway car if they didn’t keep a brougham
and pair, bat he entertains a prejudice
against everything on wheels. He walks.
Technically speaking, there are eight
furlongs to the mile; in his case one Furlong will cover eight miles without
stretching. Sixteen to twenty miles a
day are as nothing to him.
There is a pleasant fiction about the
aristocratio Fifth avenue that when
General Furlong is out he has “just
stepped down to the A.stor House.’’ If
anybody calls for him, “Oh, he’ll be back
soon—he is probably strolling around Irvington somewhere,” or, “He went out
for a short walk—he is by this time
either at the Battery or in Harlem.”
Manhattan island is too small for General
Furlong. This talk of rapid transit
makes him tired.—New York Herald.
General

Attends Executions, bnt Dislikes Funerals.

The

great weakness of a well known
reporter in a large city is a partiality for
attending executions! For many years

1

past he has been present at all the execations which have taken place in his
own neighborhood as the representative
of and important daily journal.
Mr. Titerope can tell yon scores of interesting anecdotes abont celebrated
criminals, unknown to or forgotten by
the present generation, whose departure
to another sphere he assisted at, as ho
himself jocularly puts it. He can make
your blood run cold with his stories about
awful scenes on the scaffold. He is still
hale and hearty, and expects to be a witness of many more scaffold scenes before
his own work is ended. A murder in hia
own neighborhood is enough to raise him
to an unwonted state of excitement, for
in the murderer he sees a wretch who
probably will pay the penalty of his
crime upon the scaffold.
Mr. Titerope is an excellent reporter
and is ready for any kind of work with
one exception.
That exception, strange
to say, is a fnneral. His chief and his
colleagues are aware of his dislike for
that particular kind of duty, and to a
fnneral he has not been for years. But
what an extraordinary thing it is that a
man with a fondness for executions should
be so averse to attending a fnneral
London Tit-Bits.
_

Pure Coffee.

WILLIAM DEAN HOWELLS.

Win The Cosmopolitan has improved in
every way. It was believed that he intended to remain editor as well as
publisher as long: as he owned it.
That had, however, never been his intention. “EVer since The Cosmopolitan
came into my hands," he said to me, “I
have had Mr. HoweXs in mind. I engaged him because he represents all that
is to me clean and best in American literature. He is a man who is in sympathy with all that is noblest in America.
After becoming the foremost American
in letters and attaining a high social position, he has remained perfectly simple
in character, with tastes that are democratic and sympathies that go out in the
broadest way to the struggling masses.
This was the idea that I wanted at the
head of the magazine—a man who stood
for purity and nobility of character.”
The report that Mr. Howells left the
Harpers because of some dissatisfaction
is without foundation.
“Their treatment of me," he said, in reply to my
question on this point, “has been uniformly kind and considerate under circumstances whan men of less delicacy
andjsrS&erosity might have made it painful-for me. I have nothing but the kindest feelings to'Vard them, and so far as I
know there is no dissatisfaction on their
part with me. It was well known that
our relation was to cease on the 1st of
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Mr. Howells had found
that his work on the “Editor’s Study”
was so serious an interruption to his
story writing that he decided to leave
the Harpers and‘devote himself exclusively to the production of fiction. For
this reason he will probably have no special department in The Cosmopolitan.
As an editor Mr. Howells has had a
long and interesting experience. His
first work was on his father’s paper, the
Ashtabula Sentinel.
Here he served
When nineteen years old
seven years.
he went to the capital of Ohio as legislative correspondent for the Cincinnati
Gazette and Cleveland Herald. “When
I left,” he said, describing in brief his
editorial career, “Whitelaw Reid, whose
acquaintance I had mAde, took my place.
In 1859 I went to the Ohio State Journal and became news and literary editor. I was connected with it three years.
I then got my appointment as consul to
Venice, and was there till 1865. I came
to New York and began to look up
newspaper work. I became an outside
contributor to The Times and to The
Nation, which had then just been started.
“Mr. Godkin, the editor, then offered
*ne a salary to write exclusively for The
Nation, and for three months I did work
in the same office with him. Then Mr.
Fields came on from Boston and asked
me to become his assistant on The Atlantic Monthly. I was with him from 1868
till 1872, gradually assuming all the editorial duties. In the latter year he retired and I becjuno sole editor, and continued to be till 1881. Then I resigned
and went abroad the next year. In 1886
the Harpers asked we to undertake ‘The
Study,’ which I invented and named,
and I have written for it ever since.”
I did not dare to ask Mr. Howells the
impertinent question, “How much does
The Cosmopolitan pay yon?” Mr. Walker himself had refused to answer it, saying simply that it was the largest salary
paid any editor in the United States. I
am in a position to assert, however, that
it is in the neighborhood of $16,000 or

Cosmopolitan.”

•

Fwankun Smith.

$16,000 a year.
V

There is one consolation for the prevalent adulteration of coffee, which is
that the people who use the adulterated
article are apt to be better off in health
than those who partake largely of the
pure article. It is known that coffee increases the pulse, makes the mind active
and produces wakefulness. Consequently most people take it in the morning.
In large quantities it produces palpitation of the heart, consequently
people
with heart trouble are forbidden to drink
coffee. Taken at night it produces wakefulness.
One cnp of black coffee at night will
give a night of misery to any one inclined
to heart trouble and keep awake for the
entire night a person not accustomed to
its nse.
The optimist must therefore
hail with delight the prevalence of adulterated coffee.
The epicure, however, will continue to
get his coffee green, roast it himself,
grind it with religions exclusion of any
adulterants and use it at once by making a decoction by pouring boiling water
over it and never boiling the coffee in
the water to be drunk. Thus the epicure
may extract the utmost of nnhealthfnlness from the fragrant and delicious
berry, adding another to the long list of
pleasures that are somewhat hurtful.—
New York Sun.
Fashion in Pill Boxes.

You saw the customer ahead of you.
You heard him ask what sort of pill
boxes we are using this season. There is
a fashion in pill boxes the same as in hats
and bonnets and parasols. Some years
the round pill box of the olden times is
the rage. Then we have the oblong box
and the box which has a drawer in it.
There is a variety of shades in these boxes.
Some seasons they run to one color
altogether, and there are customers who
insist upon their pills being put into the
box which is all the go. A woman sent
back a box of capsules because the box
was black when the fashionable shade is
pink. These things do not prevail in
such stores as oars, but in the parlor
drug stores in the swell centers they
have to observe these niceties to the letter.—Pharmacist in Chicago Tribune.
Effective Way of Catting: Iron.

It is well known that a smooth disk of
steel driven at a high speed will cut in
two a file held to the edge of the disk.
This principle does not seem to have
been practically used save in an instance
recorded in a government armory. The
ends of tempered steel ramrods, such as
were in use twenty-five years
ago, were
being treated and the material was found
to be too hard to cut. Some small wheels
of iron, about six inches in diameter and
one inch thick, were brought into
requisition. They were driven at the rate of
6,000 revolutions per minute, and melted
or abraded the metal away
instantly, at
the same time drawing the temper so
that a screw thread could afterward be
cut on the end of the tempered rod.—

Pittsburg Dispatch.
Four Wall Insured Men.

The Earl of Dudley holds the
largest
life insurance ever effected, the amount!
being for $0,000,000. Second in the list
comes Mr.
Wanamaker, whose policies
of $5,250,000 exceed that of the czar of
all the Russias by $250,000. Fourth
|
comes the Prince of Wales, whose life is>
insured for $3,625,000.—Yankee Blade.
Coal is twentydollars

Venezuela.
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HUNTING

IN

ALASKA,

The bed of the Colorado desert today
a study to the seeker
may well afford
as well as to the geologist.
after
marvels
One dark day in winter, during a
It is a desert wonderland. Imagine a
heavy snow blizzard, with the thermomreeter down to 40 degs. and the wind at plain of clay, monotonously level,
there by hills of sand
and
lieved
here
the rate of forty miles an honr, when
beautifully waveliko outlines.
the mere thought of outdoors sent a built in
are not stationary; they travThese
hills
cold shudder through the system, a nael constantly, though slowly, journeying
tive oame rushing into the station exThe
over the plain as the winds direct.
claiming, “Nan-nook! nan-nook! nan- Band
of which they are composed is not
nook!” To say that all were startled
like ordinary sand at all, but of a nature
would be speaking mildly. We were
Most of the grains are transmarvelous.
excited. A few queries put to the native
are translucent,
while
located bruin about ten rods from the parent, others
rainbow
in
fact
of
are
hues,
being
station, quietly eating his breakfast many
small gems of red carnelian, green chrysfrom a dead walrus that had drifted
olite and varicolored garnet.
ashore the fall before.
Grasping our
Looked upon beneath a microscope
rifles, handing one to the native, which
A majority
are most interesting.
they
we kept conveniently at hand, shoving a
of them are perfect spheres, rounded and
few cartridges into our pockets, throwby attrition with each other.
ing on whatever garments came at hand, polished
When mixed with a familiar acid they
we Sallied forth for Mr. Bruin’s skin.
effervesce like seidlitz powders. ComA short distance from the station the
of these strangely wrought maassistant passed the writer, his long legs posed
terials, the sandhills look like great
having a decided advantage in wallowsnowdrifts, with here and there a gleam
ing through the deep snow. Some four of color.
Continually they give forth a
or five rods from the station the steward
sound as the tiny spheres are
rustling
was met returning with face and ears
shifted by the winds, slowly rolling onfrozen. The writer however kept on
ward.—Washington Star.
doing his best to keep the two hunters,
just seen through the dimness ahead, in
How Some Insects Sing.
sight, when he heard the report of a rifle
The Greeks shut the cicadas in cages
quickly followed by the report of anso
as to be sung to by them in their sleep.
other; thinking that bruin had at last
The
Greeks were at odds concerning the
succumbed, the writer hurried on until
he came to the dead walrus, when he nature of the singing apparatus, and the
stopped to listen. Nothing of bruin or controversy among naturalists on the
hunters could be seen and nothing subject lasted till very recently. The
hut the howling of the winds could be zoologist, H. Landois, who investigated
T_3
T> ..A-_1.
_1__?_a
the difficult subject of animal sounds
auiycu
at the station with face frostbitten and with ceaseless industry and great skill,

tben Explorers Were Too Badly Frightened aod Froccen to Shoot.
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both ears frozen. Some half an hour
after the assistant and native returned
and the assistant tells the following

story:
the

Approaching

place they suddenly

upon bruin quietly feeding, scarceten
ly
paces distant. The native being
in advance without intimating his intention raised his rifle and fired, causing
bruin to raise his head and give an ominous growl. The assistant, in order to
use his rifle more dexterously, had taken
the mitten in his right hand, in his agitation dropped it and the wind whirled
it instantly out of sight. In stepping
aside to bring the native out of line he
stepped into a hollow, came near failing,
thereby losing his sight on the bear
when he fired. He thinks his bullet
must have struck very near the animal,
as the snow flew all over him, and he
was so frightened that he marched off,
they following, but soon lost sight of
their object. Perhaps they did not care
to get too near and were perfectly willing he should go. One of the natives in
the old signal station hearing of the occurrence muffled himself up in skins,
took his rifle and a supply of cartridges,
went down to within fifteen paces of the
dead walrus, sat down and waited for
Mr. Bruin to come back and finish his
breakfast.
He had not long to wait, for bruin
soon came and commeneed
tearing off
the flesh at a great rate, as though in
anger for having been driven away and
now determined to make
up for lost
time. At the proper moment the native
raised his rifle and fired,
killing the
brute instantly. Help being near, he
was dragged into the old station and
skinned, the carcass furnishing a good
supply of fresh meat for the natives and
his skin proving to be one of the largest
and finest the writer ever saw.—Alaska
Cor. New Bedford Standard.
came

Tha People of the Chinese
Empire.
In order to understand China you must
remember that the country is not made
up of one people. Nearly every one of
the eighteen provinces has a different
language from the others, and the coolie
of Peking can no more understand the
language of the coolie of Canton than
can the peasant of Berlin understand the
jargon of the lazzaroni of Naples. A
servant of north China is no good in
south China, and the people of the different provinces have different habits
and customs and different ideas.
They
look different.
The Chinamen who
come to America are all from the southern part of the empire.
They are lean,
scrawny and short.
The Chinamen who live along the
great wall are, as a rule, six footers.
Many of them can carry 500 pounds cn
their backs, and they are either fat or
muscular.
In the provinces between
you find differences of physical structure
and of intellectual caliber. The people
of the north have better faces than those
of the south.—Frank G. Carpenter iu
National Tribune.

Wanted,

a

Big Bell.

Young Lady—Good morning, Mr. Surplice. You stated yesterday that you
wished
a

of the members of the conwould solicit subscriptions for

some

gregation
bell.

Clergyman—Yes,

Miss De Goode. It
is my ambition to have the largest and
finest bell in the city.
Young Lady—I have plenty of leisure
and would like to help.
\r_
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book. Don’t waste time applying to
families who live within two or three
blocks of the church. They won’t give
anything.—New York Weekly.
Popularity of Blonds.
It is interesting to know that an intelligent hair dresser claims that blonds
cannot be done away with; that blonds
are essentially the beauties of civilization, and that they cannot be driven
away. He says that the blond can dress
more effectively, and that a well
kept
blond has ten years’ advantage in the
point of youthful looks. You cannot
expunge her in favor of the brunette
even in literature, for in the novels
turned out during the year there have
been 382 blonds to eighty-two brunettes.
—Ladies’ Home Journal.
Easily Distinguished.
He—I was just reading about life on a
cattle wanch. So interesting, dontcher
know. They brand the little calves so
as to distinguish them.
She (coldly)—That is unnecessary in
the east.—Life.
Observation stepladaera
Belgian army.

are

used by the

nifti ELLA.iKu

WIT AND WISDOM.

A Deiert Wonderland.

Cause for Sorrow.
She—Has Papa asked you about your income?
He—Yes.
She—And you told him that little fib about the

large salary?
He-Yes.
She—I’m

so

glad.

He—Well, I’m sorry: He borrowed $»0 from
the spot.—Smith, Gray & Co’s Monthly.

Monthly.
Conscientious.

odd little girl, very conscientious, considering that she is only
four years old.
The other day she
came to her mother with a half penitent,
half triumphant look on her face.
“What is the matter, dear?” said her
mother.
“Well,” she said, “I told you I would
tell you in three days, and I’m going to
tell you now.”
“Tell me what?’
“Oh, that I ate the green apples. You
see, it was this way: I ate three green
apples last Tuesday! After I’d eaten
them I begun to think that I’d be awful
sick, but I didn’t come and tell you
about it; I just went up to my room and
told God. ‘Oh, God!’ I said, ‘If you will
keep me from being sick with these
green apples, in three days I’ll tell my
mamma all about it!
So I didn t get
Bick at all, and now I’ve told you.”
Tina was certainly a remarkable case
of faith cure—or else a very good infantile digestion.—Boston Transcript,
Rose is

Wow

Baby cried,

sighed,
Doctor prescribed: Castoria!

Mother

Debts of Honor.
Sister—What makes you so downhearted to-

Open!
EVANS

JVSILLETT,

&

CO.

night?
Bad Brother—Debts of honor.
Sisier—Well why don’t you tell Papa. He
never objects to what Is honorable.—New York
Herald.

Ulcers, old Sores and Wounds, cured by
Pond's Extract. Insist on having tue standard,
reliable article. Pond’s Extract.

We hare

ety

of

now

have

we

open for Christmas the finest
ever

vari-

displayed, comprising

Dress

Goods in all grades, Silks in Colors and Black.

Would NeedJIt.

Elderly Widow—Well, there, I believe I’ve
the bequests 1 wish to make; stilt I

made all

find ten thousand remaining.
Mutual Friend—Oh, ibat’s all right. It will
take all of that to prove that you were of sound
mind when you maue your will.—Pittsburg
Bulletin.

Age will not be so marked if you
ingham’s Dye for the Whiskers.

use

Buck-

Baskets,

Cioakings,

Celluloid Goods,

Table Covers, 64, 8-4, 104, in

Fancy Baskets,

Chinelle and Raw Silk,

long Story Short.
Husband—What a splendid dinner you have
tonight.
Wife (complacently)—Yes, dear, I thought It
Making

Shawls,

undecorated,

a

would please
nu'unuu

vou.
wu;u

Kir.u

ox

a

ureas

are

thinking ot getting?—Life.

you

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla makes the blood pure,
rich, and vitalizing. Sold by all druggists.

Table

decorated and

Leather Goods,

Damask,

Napkins,

Toilet Cases,

Tray Cloths,

Manicure Sets,

Fa and Ma Cloths,

Fancy Drapes,

6 O’clock

Cushions,

Covers,

Way she Reasoned.

Doylies,

Eider Down Pillows,

money.

Fringed Table Sets,

Mufflers,

Kiliel— I’m told he doesn’t care for monev;
throwing it away as fast as he gets it.—Smith,
Gray & Co.’s Mouhly.

Hemstitched Table Sets,

Plain Linen

Cardinal Table Covers,

Hemstitched

Ethel—I think I shall be safe in marrying
never marry me for my

George; he would

Maud—How do you know?

For throat and lung troubles Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral, seasonably taken, is a certain specific.
The Reason.
Gentleman (at an evening party)—Madame,
will you tell me why low dresses are called
“full dress?”
Lady—For tne same reasoD, I suppose, that a
picked chicken is called a “dressed chicken.—
—Harper’s Bazar.

Towels,

Handkerchiefs,
Linen

Handker-

chiefs,

Blankets,

Initial Linen

Wrapper Blankets,

Embroidered

Crib Blankets,

Handkerchiefs,

chiefs,

Silk

Handker-

4

an

Saplilr’* Wit.
A very peor actor, having played the
part of the ghost in “Hamlet” for many
years, Saphir, the German wit, on seeing
him, said: “It would be a good thing if
this man gave up the ghost, so that somebody else could take his part.” A young
poet once sent the humorist an “Ode to
Immortality,” requesting his opinion of
it. Saphir returned the manuscript,with
the message, “This package will never
reach its address.”
“Three persons,”
remarked the wit, “sleep soundly—a
child, a corpse and a night watchman.”
During his sojourn in Berlin, Saphir was
frequently in the society of a well known
theatrical manager, whose dullness was
notorious. “How strange it is that my
legs go to sleep every day!” he remarked
upon one occasion. “How can you wonder?” returned Saphir; “they are
always
in your company.”—San Francisco Ar-

City of Westbrook.

Notice to Voters.

For about ten minutes a ghost was
to have taken charge of a Boston dime museum. The sweeper, preparing to clean the main room, placed
Mr. Bass, the ossified man, in a comer,
and that bony gentleman leaned lazily in
the angle. The sweeper hurried with his
work, and passed to the next room, leaving nobody in sight but the mechanic,
who was fixing the electric lights. The
silence of the grave was broken by a
sepulchral voice, which came from the
ossified man, uttering these words, “I
want my breakfast!” The mechanic fell
from the .ladder and crawled hastily out
of sight. In the next room, with hair
standing erect, he exclaimed: “Don’t go
in there! One of the wax figures is
talkin.”—Yankee Blade.

supposed

December 3, 1891.

Ay ACT to provide a Board of Registration to
the Cities of th is State.
Sect. l. a board of registration Is hereby
established in each city of the State, which
shall have the exclusive power an«1 authority to
ueierraine me quaitncauon ot voteis therein,
aud exclusive power to make up, correct and
revise the list of voters iu each of said cities,
and shall perform all the duties aud have exclusively, all the powers now exercised by the
municipal officers of said cities in making, preparing, revising aud correcting the list of voters
therela under chapter four of the Revised Statutes or any other statute relating thereto.
The undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board for the Registration of
Voters for this city under said law, hereby notify all persons claiming the right to vote iu this
city at the municipal election or March next,
that said Board will be in session at the times
and places below menttoned, for ihe purpose of
receiving the uames of said persons and forming lists thereof.

Upper Room,

Hose House No.
Dec.
1,
21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28.

Upper Room, Pride’s Corner
School H juse, Dec.

Collector’s Room, Odd Fellow’s
Block, Jan. 5, 6, 7.

Upper

room,

Hose House No.l.

Hours to be from 1 to 6 and from 7 to 9 p. m.,

excepting Pride’s Corner and Duck Pond,where
the hours will be from 1.30 to 6.30, and from 7
to 9 p, m.
The board, wishing to avoid favoring any persons or classes of persons have decided on a

personal registration, and every person must go
before the board himself, or his name will be
left off.
Voters from any part of the city may register
at any place where the board is in session.
Naturalized citizens will bring their papers aud
be ready t o answer where naturalized, when
naturalized, and before what court.
Every voter must state his name, residence,
occupation, place of occupation, place of birth,
residence in Westbrook, where he last voted
married, residence of wife aud family.
It is to
1.
wv

„« «

uvj<wu

selves

The waste of a paper and
pulp mill,
West Troy, is being utilized as the
basis of a new fuel, which is said to be
of much value. The waste as it comes
from the mills is nearly pure carbon, and
by cleansing and chemical treatment it
is converted into a form that
of
near

permits
nearly perfect combustion. It is said to
burn rapidly, with intense heat and with
little of the unpleasant features attendant upon the use of bituminous coal.—
New York Telegram.
AssUt.

popular idea of the labor which
goes to the making of books is often an
amusing one. A literary woman who
had urged as a reason for
shortening her
call on a dear old lady the fact that she
had some work to do when she
got home
was confronted with the
question:
The

sheet of paper and
noy??”
“W hat for?” was her astonished
query,
“Why, to write something!” Ex-

on
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Me

Handker-

Quilted Lasting Skirts,

China Silk Handkerchiefs,

Ginghams,

Fancy Silk Handkerchiefs,

Percales,

Children’s Handkerchiefs,]
Colored

Fur Lined
Kid

Bordered

Handker-

chiefs,

Glores,

Kid

Silk Ties,

Gloves,

Fans,

Mittens,

Suspenders,
Silk Mittens,

Pocket

Umbrellas,

Hand

Books,]
Bags.

millet!, Evans & Co.
/
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REICHARDT’S PERFUMERY
-FOR THE

HOLIDAY_TRADE.
WE HATE A

<

OMPLETE LINE OF THESE STANDARD ODORS

AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING:

ILANG YLANG. WHITE ROSE. JOCKEY CL CD, CASHMERE
LILY, WILD ROSE, VIOLET, HELIOTROPE, MAY
BLOSSOM, LILY OF
THE VALLEY,
ERANGIPANNI .CLOVE PINK
AND NEW 310WN HAY.
We take pleasure in recommending these perfumes to our patrons feeling that they
They are put; up in a handsome stoppered bottle containing
half pint, for only 81.50 each, or sold by the ounce at 20 cents.

will give entire satisfaction.
a

330

*«23

Congress

Street.

M

jw!

...

poaouu

UJCUI*

the days named, in order that Use
be made complete.
CHARLES M. WATERHOUSE,
CHARLES E. JACKSON
GEORGE W. LEIGHTON.

registration

dec7

dtjanll
OCt26

HUYLER’S

Christmas Candies,

MW&KcM2m

FIRST

CLASS

,

PIA NOS
for sale

-AT-

or

rent; also

Sclilotterbeck & Foss
very

BOYNTON,
547 Congress St.

I heard the yonn? lady say she
was in hopes she would have a
dair of Pearl Opera Glasses.

fancy

or

plain,

at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
the product of an A-l factory, locatod la
Springfield, Mass., and established in 852.

are

W. P. HAST!MS’S.
el7

dtx

This brand of Cigars is exceedingly

POPULAR
with smokers everywhere
smooth flavor. Try them.
dealers everywhere.

a

pencil right

Mull

chiefs,

29, 30, 31.

Woodbury’s Hall, Duck Pond,
Jaij. 1, 2, 4.

__

“Don’t you want

Colored Blankets,

CHAPTER 34.

A New Fuel from Waste Paper.

to

Embroidered

Jan. 8, 9,11.

A Scare in the Musonm.

Ready

Pnffs,

Board of Registration of Voters. Aprons,

gonaut.

a

HOLIDAY GOODS

me on

was a Die to give a

satisiaciory solution
to the question. According to hia research, the case is one in which the sound
is really made by air circulating through
passages in the interior of the body.
Every insect’s body is penetrated by a
system of breathing tubes or tracheal
which open at places on the surface. The
openings are called stigmata. This system of breathing tubes, through which
the air is inspired and expired, takes the
place of the lung of the higher animals.
Landois discovered them in very obscure
parts of the cicada, and found that they
form a kind of windpipe representing the
actual tone factory of the animals.—
R. Francheschini in Popular Science

».

CIGAR. JEWEL 4 MET
Boxes in Wood.

Sclilotterbeck & Foss

547

Congress St,

Eight day, Cathedral Gong Imitation
French docks, $4,60.

!
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JOSEPH
nov27

for its mild and
Sold by the best

WHITCOMB
HpriOiiUciil, Maas.
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PORTLAND

DAILY

PRESS

neut men of

the

majority

the chairmen of

the important committees

in a very
large degree disregarded. Very few of the
MAINE STATE PRESS.
Democratic leaders in the last House get
prominent positions.
Mills is given a
Subscription Rates.
chairmanship, but it is a comparatively ob.
scure one.
Daily <In advance) $6 per year; S3 for six
The Breckinrldges are iu commonths; $ i .60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
plete eclipse. Iu fact the chairmanships of
Daily (Notin advance), invariably at the
most of the important committees have
rate of £7 a year.
been turned over to men of little experiMaine State Fbess, (Weekly) published
ence aud prominence.
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six
The leadership of the House as far as the
mouths; 60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial
can control it has been bestowed
Speaker
subscription of six weeks.
upon McMillan and Springer, the former
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
shon periods may have the addresses of their
being placed at the head of the committee
papers changed as often as desired.
! on rules, and the latter at the head of the
! committee on ways aud means. McMillan
Advertising Rates.
is a fairly capable man, though bis career
In Daily Pbkss $i.5u per squire, first
has given him little claim for leadership.
76
cents
Tnree inserweek;
per week after.
As for Spriuger, be is entirely destitute of
tions or less, 01.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
dignity and has few of the qualities needed
rates,
in a leader, except perhaps a certain kind
Half square advertisements gi.OO per week,
of energy which is constantly impelling
first week; half price each succeeding week.
him to pop up aud fire oil short speeches,
Special notices, on first page, one third
which are sometimes witty, but seldom
additional.
wise. Probably the ablest Democrat on
Amusements and Auction Sates, $2 00 per
the
ways and means committee is Wilson
square eacn week. Three insertions or less
of West Virginia, and a regard for the fit$1 50 per square.
ness of things would have dictated his
Wants, To Lets. For Sales and similiar adveriisements, 26 cents per week In advance,
selection for the head of the committee infor 40 words or ess, no displav, Displayed adstead of Springer. But the latter had mavertisements under these heading will be
terially aided Mr. Crisp’s Speakership camAND

vuai

ut

to^uiOii

rturc*.

In Maine i'Tatb Phess-#1.00 per square
or first insertion and 5'J cents per square for
each subsequent Inseitinn,

THEE
FRIDAY,

PEEBST
DECEMBER

‘25.

The Boston Globe is still industriously
nursing its Bussell boopi, but the results
are not very perceptible.
Perhaps, however, it will take a start and grow later on.
The Democratic party appears to be in a
fair way to be in the predicament of the
Kilkenny cats alter their celebrated scrimmage, before the dowers bloom in the

spring._
The rejuvenated Boston Post remarks
that Mr. George Fred Williams will be a
force upon the coinage comm ttee for
sound money.
If Mr. Williams should
tumble into a whirlpool he would be a
force, for a short time and just about as
effective a force as he will be on the coinage committee.
Instead of supporting the anti-lottery
faction of the Democratic party it looks
now as if the Republicans would split np,
and the lottery crowd thus have a walk
It looks as
if
over.
the people
must reply entirely
the nationupon
al government for protection against the
Louisiana swindle. The people of that
state, both Republicans and Democrats,
appear to have been pretty thoroughly
debauched by It.
There Is little room for doubt that Welch,
the New York election inspector who dlsoueyeu

tun

imiuuitw ui me

supreme

uouri

prompted so to do by Gov. Hill. An
obligation was therefore imposed upon the
was

latter to take

care

of him if he

got into

trouble, and Hiii has now discharged it by
promptly issuing a pardon. But what a
beautiful figure the executive of the foremost state in the Union cuts in instigating
violate the laws of the state and
the mandates of the courts of justice, and
using bis official prerogative to protect
them against the consequences of their
actsl Yet the man who does these things
is a candidate for the Democratic nomination lor the Presidency and is receiving a
wide and enthusiastic support; and such
acts as these instead of hurting him only
seem to accelerate his boom and make him
dearer to the mass of bis party.
men to

The meeting of prominent citizens at
Mr. Atkinson’s establishment yesterday,
a report of which is given
elsewhere, deserves a good deal of careful attention on
the part of people interested to see Portland grow and prosper.
We know that
there is among conservative men a prejudice against attempts to hrlng into existence all at once a great manufacturing
establishment, the feeling beiDg that such
attempts are generally unsuccessful. It is
doubtless true as a rule that successful
businesses are a gradual growth.
But
once in a while it happens that the 'conditions are such that an industry can be crested full-fledged, so to speak, and there are
a good many signs that point to the existence of such conditions in the case under
discussion.
There is
a
growing demand for the
goods
that
it
is
proposed to produce, and by reason
of the existing tariff law there has been a
great crippling of the former source of
supplying the demand. English manufacturers can no longer put into our market
these goods at prices to compete with our
own manufactories, and these latter are
far from adequate to supply the existing
demand, There would seem, therefore, to
exist all the great essential conditions
for the successful establishment of a
new and prosperous manufactory of these
_
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that tne necessary knowledge and
skill are at hand} so that there need be no
loss of time and money in experiments, but
such a factory as is proposed may go to
work with a practical certainty that the
goods turned out will be from the start
such as the market
demands.
Of
course
it
would
be
foolish for
a newspaper to urge our business men to
embark in this enterprise. They are more
competent to judge of its prospects than
we are and such urging would make very
little impression. But the above considerations may very properly be commended
to them, as constituting sound reasons why
the enterprise proposed should receive
careful aud thoughtful attention. To treat
a project lightly
without investigation
is quite as rash, as to hot-headediy embrace it. Every enterprise which if successful would be of benefit to our people
ought to be investigated by the people who
means to farther it, upon its
have the
merits, and that is all that the projectors
of the scheme under consideration ask,
believing that suoh investigation will enlist their sympathy and assistance.
case

THE

was

HOUSE

COMMITTEES.

The idea uppermost in Speaker Crisp’s
mind in making up nis committees appears
to have been to punish his enemies and reward bis friends.
Certainly the usual
rule of making the ablest aud most promi-
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ment and turning over his forces to

Crisp,

and had thus created a claim which could
not safely be disregarded.
How much significance there is in the make up of the
committee relative to the attitude of the
Democracy towaid tariff reform it is difficult to say. But certainly that attitude is
rendered more doubtful by the selection of
Springer than it would have been by the
choice of Mills.
Millo’s selection would
have meant undoubtedly that some radical
tariff measure was to be introduced into
present house.
But if there is doubt of the attitude of
the ways and meaus committee there is
none of that of the committee on coinage.
the thirteen
members
of
Eight of
that committee are open and avowed advocates of free silver, and Bland, the chairman of it, Is the crankiest of the silver
cranks. The only Democrat on the committee radically opposed to that policy is
Mr. Tracey of New York.
The Mugwump member, Mr. George Fred Williams
of Massachusetts, is also a radical opponent. These two are the only members of
the committee except the Bopublicaus who
can be relied upon to make an aggressive
fight against the report of a free coinage
measure.
The chances of two beating six,
even when one of the two is George Fred
Williams of Massachusetts, are not very
brilliant. It is fair to assume, therefore,
that a free coinage bill will be introduced
early in the session and passed.
The course that Crisp was likely to follow in making np the committees has been
generally understood for a week or more so
that the effect of the announcement of
them was discounted in advance.
The
Mills fa tlon is very bitter over the snubbing of their leader and the opponeuts of
free coinage do not hesitate to denounce
the Speaker for playing into the hands of
the free silver men and thus as they say
imperilling Democratic success iu the next
Presidential election. It is evident enough
that a very pretty row has been started
in the ranks of the brethren; and that the
breach already made is likely to be widened
before the session comes to an end.l
CONCERNING BOOKS.
BT

E.

CAVAZZA.

Letters of Charles Dickens to Wilkie
Edited by Laurence Hutton.
Everything relating to the life and work of
Dickens is sure of a large number of interested readers; and these will have, by
means of the present volume of Letters, a
view of the author at work, in collaboration and friendly exchange of thought with
CollinB.

Wilkie Collins. When the two first met,
In 1851, Collins was a young man of twentyfive or six years. He had already published his first novel, Antonina, and had
decided to devote himself to the career of
letters. Dickens was about forty years
old, author of a dozen books, and bad begun, shortly before, to publish the weekly
journal, Household Words. The friendship between Dickens and Collins was
strengthened by the marriage, ten years
later, of Dickens's daughter to a brother
of Collins, and continued until the death of
Dickens in 1870. It is, of course, a matter
of regret that only one side of the correspondence is accessible. It was a matter of
principle with Dickens to destroy all letters received, except those upon absolute
business. He made a great fire at Gad’s
Hill and burned all the confidential letters
which he possessed—a literary holocaust
whence many precious expressions must
have gone up in flame and smoke For be
counted among his circie of friends Thackeray, Carlyle, Leigh
Hunt, Macau ay,

Jerrold, Landor, Longfellow, Irving and
many more. Yet we may be tolerably content with only the Dickens letters, which
imply more or less intelligibly also those
of Collins—in the fashion that one side of
a dialogue by telephone can afford a notion
of its affair.
Naturally, from the character of the two
men and the work in which they took part
together, much of the correspondence is
about dramas aud representation. An interesting souvenir is the fac simile playbill
of the performance at Philharmonic Hall,
Liverpool, of the two-act comedy, Used Up,
in which Dickens took the part of Sir
Charles Coldstream, andICollins appeared
as James, and the farce, Mr.
Nightingale’s
Diary, by Dickens and Mark Lemon, when
the versatile playwrights each took several
characters, and to Collins was assigned the
part of the landlord of the Water Lily Inn.
Some very interesting notes about famous
people occur in these letters. It Is amusing, perhaps, to hear Dickens complain,
that Mrs. Gaskell would not let him—"even
Mr. Dickens”—change in the
proof some
passages of her novel, North and South.
"Very well,” he writes to Collins, "said
the gifted Man, 6be shall have her own
way, but after it's published show her
this Proof, and ask her to consider whether
her story would have been the
better or
the worse for it.” One would like
see
the chemical result of the work of
that
gentlewoman and the amendments of
Dickens I Again, Dickens reports comically the impressions received from Macready’s criticisms of the version made by
George Sand of As You Like It.
"The

speech of the Seven Ages delivered as
THEY SWEPT THE SCAo.
light comedy joke; Jacques at the Court o
the Reigning Duke instead of the banisbpt I
telebrated American Warships to lie at
the World’s Fairone and winding up the thing by marryipi i
Old ships are npt in the line of bric-aCelia! Everything as wide of Shakspeari )
as possible, end confirming my previou; i
brae, but there will be some mighty toimpression that she knew just nothing a ll teresting ones at the World's fair of 1893.
all about it.” Something of the fellowshii > Two of them will probably be “raised.”
of Dickens and Collins is oddly noted ii i The brig Niagara, Commodore Perry’s
the letter from the former which lament 3
that they were not together, there by th 1
sea, "resolving never to pluck a leaf fron L
the Toady Tree, till this very small worli i
shall have rolled us off." There is muc! i
interest in the details of their collabora
J
tion in the dramas of the Frozen Deep am i
No Thoroughfare; the critical ideals o i
construction expressed by Dickens apropo i
of the character of Dr, Manette, In th 3
Tale of Two Cities; his pleasure and prid 3
in the success of his readings; clever pei
ceptions of the public mind, as when hi )
finds that the "impression of protect101
and hope”—as when Nickleby goes awa;
protecting Snibe—is exactly that which "at
audience most likes to be left with.” Hov
true and warmhearted was the friendsbi]
of Dickens for Collins is evident in hi;
generous praise, as of No Name and Th<
Woman In White, and the cheerful am
devoted proffer of literary help at a tim >
THE FRIGATE PRESIDENT.
when Collins was ill. These letters, tact
famous flagship, lies at the bottom oi
fully edited by Mr. Hutton to whom book
Lake Erie, and experts think she can be
lnvora iirii iniirthtwil far mam? ancanfahli
raised and made quite presentable.
and useful publications—include some a]
General Arnold’s flagship, the Royal
ready printed in the Letters of Charle i
went down during the famous
Savage,
Dickens, published in 1880 as a sunplemen
battle on Lake Champlain, and at low
to Forster's Life; many others were foam ‘
water her hull can still be seen. If ever
after the death of Collins, by his friem
the skeleton of it will hold together long
and literary executor, Mr. A. P. Watt wh 3
enough to be got to Chicago the sight
obtained from Miss Hogarth, the oniy r<
w'ould fill Americans with delight.
maining executor of Dickens, permissioi *
But all others yield in interest to the
tu publish thom. They will add to the es
teem and aheutiun in which Dickens ha ] famous frigate Constitution, “Old Ironlong been ueld by his admirers. (Ney r sides,” which lies in honored old age ai
York: Harper and Brothers; Portland :
Portsmouth, N. H. In 1848, when she
Loring, Short & Harmon.
was little more than a mere hulk, the
navy department proposed to break hei
AS CHILDREN SEE IT.
up, which brought forth Oliver Wendell
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SAFE

Alice is seven. She was visiting a *
Teddy’s house in the country. Tedd]
is six. They were playing “keepinj r
house” the other day when it rained.
“I’ll be the father,” said Ted, “ant l
go to the office. You are the mother
you must stay at home and dit the din
ner.”
“No,” rejoined Miss Alice, “I must gt *
%o business, too. My mamma alwayi 1
puts on her bonnet and goes to the of
fice after breakfast” (Her mother ii 1
an

editor.)

“Who dits the dinner at your house?"
iasked Teddy, thinking of his 6tomach.
“Nobody. We get things to eat al
some restaurant or we have them sent
in.”
“Hftwn’t

mil

In

ativ

1

vnm

house?”

vigorous protest:

Aye, tear her tattered ensign downl
Long has it waved on high;
And many an eye has danced to
That banner*in the sky.

O. £. LOTHKOP,

UNITED STATES

0 REALTY CO.

Organized for purchase of contrail? located improved business
•be growiag cine of the Vailed notes.

Dividends, I Vi

After that the breaking up simply
couldn’t be done. The people would have
damned any administration that permitted it.
She was repaired and re
stored by the son of Mr. Hart, her firsl
builder. Her keel was laid at Hart’s
shipyard, in Boston, in 1794, and she
was launched in 1797.
So her centennial is at hand and a way will be found
to get her to Chicago. In the war oi
1812-15 she killed nearly 100 British
bluejackets, wounded more than 200 and
captured more than 1,000.
Next to her in interest is the famous
President, but the British captured her,
and she now lies at the West India
docks, London. She left New York in a
VlPH w fpfl.l A in .Tatino w

“No; we have only mamma’s room
the sitting room, the study and mj
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irnf ouvrAnr»/1

•/ *-» O

—

—O

~

Sandy Hook and was “hogged” (01
broken backed), so that her sailing qual
iroom. Don’t you ever tell anyone, bui
ities were impaired. She beat off the
my room is just a corner of the stud]
British ship Endymion, but the entire
behind the screen.”
I
! squadron soon came up, and the PresiTed sat thinking. Then, crossing hi!
dent had to strike her colors. The Amershort, fat little legs, he said, with tin
icans regarded this as almost as glorious
air of a man who has thought much anc
as a victory.
The Constellation was the
deeply upon the woman question ! fourth
of
the
famous
American frigates
(“Well, when I dit married I shall have
of 1813-15, and she, too, is in fair presera kitchen in my house and my wife shall
vation.
book the dinner. I fink it is funny foi
The victories of the American navy ir
I fink the]
mammas to go to offices.
that war amazed the nations as much as
to
at
home.”
ought
stay
To which the small but progressive , the defeat of the Spartans by the Thebans did the ancient world—as much as
woman replied: “It isn’t funny one bit
the
overthrow of British power in India
a
deal
nicer
than
din
It’s good
cooking
now would.
In 150 actions with the
ners. When I am grown up I shall have
French
and
their
allies in the wars then
a stylographic pen, wear it behind mj
then raging, in winch single ships enmamma.
I
am
like
not
quite
par just
gaged, the English had lost but five ships
sure, though, whether I shall be a
but in the first six months of their wai
writer-woman or a doctor-woman like
with the Americans they did not gain a
jAunty May.”
Ted looked at Alice seriously out o3 1 naval victory and suffered five tremenJus big brown eyes. “I don’t fink IT dous defeats. Of the fourteen battles
between single ships the British losl
marry you then; I was finking I would,
twelve and gained but two, and during
maybe.”
the entire war the Americans captured
“I don’t care,” responded Alice, flip
pantly. “I’vp wiped dishes once and ] 568 vessels and about 50,000 men. Al]
You might cook youi
don’t like to.
Europe had looked upon the Americans
as madmen, and predicted that
own dinner and see how you’d like i1 i
Engfor awhile. My papa says he can make land would annihilate their navy in sis
cocoa just as good as he wants it anj
months.
day. I don’t want to play house wit!
Stirring Adventures of a Priest.
you if you want me to cook dinners
Father Thomas Jackson, now visiting
You play you’re sick and I’ll div, yot
the United States and making his headsome medicine. Let me feel your pulps;
at Chicago, is called by way ol
quarters
where’s your tongue?”
compliment the “St. Francis Xaviei
The eavesdropper tiptoed to the dooi
of Borneo,” and
for a peep at these wise children. Alice
has had advenwas standing over Ted trying to keep
tures enough tc
her mother’s eyeglasses on her pug
last several lifenose.
Ted was rocking a scrubby-looktimes.
When oring rag baby, and judging by the dedained
he wac
on
look
his
he
felt
thai
jected
rosy face,
sent to India and
the years of servitude predicted by Alice
went with the
had begun.—N. Y. Recorder.
British army ae
Our Atmosphere.
Catholic
chapOur atmosphere is composed of air (s
; lain into Afghanmixture of 77 parts by weight of nitroistan. There evgen and 21 parts of oxygen) with variery man had tc
able proportions of carbonic acid,
fight, and he was
aqueous vapors and ammonia, the lattei
in four battles.
in exceedingly small quantities. How
FATHER JACKSON.
In the last, Maiit came here and whence its origin nc
waonda, the British force was scattered
man can venture to say.
It is knowr
and almost annihilated, and Father Jack{hat the sun and the planets have atson had to walk forty miles across the
mospheres, but at present little it desert to reach an
English post. He was
known concerning the component parts
shut up with the trooos in Kandahar.
of
of the atmospheres
those far-ofl
suffered with them and did his turn like
globes. The spectroscope is, however, the rest. *
beginning to reveal something of theii
The pope then sent him to Borneo,
true character. It is generally conceded
where he has reduced the native
Malay
that the moon has no atmosphere, the
language to written form and built
a
theory being that the scorial and vol- church of 1,000 converts. He is up
now
the
air
and water
canic lavas absorbed
prefect apostolic of northern Borneo and
of that planet millions of years ago.
is collecting funds for the native misAn Easy Way Out of It.
sion. The greatest man on the island is
the white sultan of Sarawak, an EnglishNot long ago a young lady was spendman by birth,
a Scotch
at
weeks
some
ing
ruling a region nearly as
country
house; and just before dinner one even- large as Ireland. By his influence the
ing two cousins of the host—one oi Malays are led to favor the missions,
them the great man of the family—ar- but between Malays and Dyaks rages
rived unexpectedly.
'Shortly before an incessant war attended with most
the
butler sought
announced
was
dinner
frightful cruelties.
the young lady, and said to her confiBain
dentially: “We’re puttin’ on yesterday’s
Making In India.
Rain making experiments are not consoup; and, if there shouldna be eneuch,
you maun decline.” “Decline soup!" fined to the United States by any means.
exclaimed tbeyoung lady, much amused. Showers being badly needed in upper
“But, you know, John, that wouldn’t Burmah awhile ago, Lieutenant Pilcher
be manners.” “No,” said John, coolly; was ordered to ascend a hill 1,500 feet
“but they’ll think ye ken nae better.' high and fire off two
heavy charges of
—Christian Woman.
gun cotton of thirty and forty pounds
each. The sky had been cloudless beA Familiar Sonne,
A lady in Paris was out of patience fore, but the explosions were followed
and spirits at hearing nothing but by gathering clouds and a copious fall of
French day after day. One morning rain. The people there are convinced
she heard the cock crowing, and ex- that there is abundant rain in upper
claimed: “Thank heaven, there’s some- Burmah if it can only be shaken out.
body who Bpeaks English.”—London
Fanny Davenport,
on
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with rheumatism.

to

properties

quarterl, by coupons payable
Hank,

cent,

INCORPORATED

UNDER

THE

LAWS

OFFICERS

Hlacbstoae

at

ZSC 1ML

National

2

;

Directors i

Company

is

large surplus beyond
and
on

earning

paying 6 per cent, dividends

the

stock, these

bonds

are

a

desirable investment for Trust
Funds. These bonds can br registered if desired.

,

Exchange

dec2l

LOAN.

and UK

an

Piae
t.i

WEDNESDAY.Kane*. Mia*
THURSDAY. Pauchu
Friday.sitivpr *•«
SATURDAY MATINEE)
Tl_. Orphan,
Twn
EVENING}
—

POPULA 5

„
decal

PRICES, 15, 25, 35, 50 Ctsdtf

OILBERT’S CBRUTIAS MIL

early day.

Friday Evening, Oec. i!5, 1801.
Centlemcn with lady. $1.00.
I.nd e. unaccompanied by gcal'emaa,
05 cents,
,

dem

dtf

AT CITY

|

our

DEPARTMENT

jiyi

one

TUESDAY.

(PENN.,)

in small or large amounts
draw Interest from the first
day of each month.

ffl »X FREE IAN.

HALL,,

I

FRED E. RICHARDS, President

Deposits In

—

511) Popular!
ALLENTOWN S BETHLEHEM

PORTLAND NATIONAL SUL
C. 6. ALLEN Cashier.

HEADED BY

—

IMS KATUKHINK ROHER

oct29_

dtf

SAVINGS

Lothrop Stock Co.,

186 Kiddle Street, Portland, Maine.
dtt

St*.

MASON, Vice President.

75 cts.

Commencing' IRO'DIV, Dec. HS, aB<|
Buluuce of M eek, Return of

SWANS BARRETT,
BANKERS,

BANKERS,

W. W.

Prices, 25, 50,

Price 98 1-2

and interest.

Cor. Middle and

the Hret ihe. Huuy.
Chnapra af Scene*.
The most realistic effect ever achieved upon
the aiajje. Tickets now on sale for all
ot the performances.
HO ladeacribab'e

Holders of City of Calais
Bonds maturing Dec. 1.1891,
who wish to obtain the new
bonds in exchange can do
so upon favorable terms if
application is made to the

undersigned at

and the

Shipwreck scene,
The Reacue of Paucaten by JTleaaa af

Change of Bill Nl.h'ly.
MONDAY.l

the interest

2

With Its Wealih t>f Scenery.

DUE 1901 <1911.

a

HS.

’Saturday,

and

The Rcinarknbte Miorna at Nea

Four Per Cent,

REFUNDING
As this

S5 !

The Great Metropolis

CITY"CALAIS

GOLD 4s., Due 1927.

A.

MATSNEES

■

Friday

*• * PWflillDn. late Pres, of The Eastern and FMtnhbnrg Railroads; Hon. J. Q A.
■UiA( hETT.-x U vernorof Mass.jWH. AFP* ETON UV“T Director nUckstone Nat’l
l.ank; s». •» LORiNG Investment Banker; GEO V, APPi.ETON Real Kstat-atm Mortgages, Host' >n II ou VV. A CIjAKH.. Jr Pin. Maililf ici urer.’ Na onal Hank, Lvnn, M'ss.;
i. B. m A NON, Pres. R J Mm
igage and Trust 0-... P>ovldenen H. |.; «. (£. «. JACK40N
Pres Portland Savings Bank, Portland. Me ; UENKV RXALL. Vice Pres No. Texas National Bank, Dallas, Texas. Strict *nvestignti»u Invited. Write far V.m»la«.
ItOiMl 409 EXCHANGE IIVil.DIIVG SI'ATE 8TRERT,
HONTOX, NAta.
N. N. GARDINER,
Agent far Fartland nod vicinity, 183 Jtiddie Street, Partland.
8®Pt»
eodtirn

Portland Water

of the Year

Friday nod Saturday, Dee H3

PRESIDENT, E. B. PHILLIPS, of Boston J Trmzsukeu, WM. APPLETON RUST, of Boston
COUNSEL. Hon. JOHN Q. a. BRACKETT; Auditor JtWHCA LORINti Boston.

HOME IKVES1 NEXT.

Manage,.

-fob-

ia

MAINE, 1891.

OP

Lessee and

Strongest Attracti m

$100,000 Of STOCK M)W OFFERING AT PAR.
per

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

see

THEATReT

PORTLAND

INVESTMENT.

_

Holmes’

-lil-

FINANCIAL.

|

A Miniature Drama with a Small bat Pro
gressive Heroine.

1 "

Wednesday Even's, Dec. 30

RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY.
First

By the World Renowned Explorer, Writer and
Lecturer—Mr. Paul B.

Mortgage 6 Per Cent

Cold Bond*. Due

DU CHAILLU;

July 1,1911.

Author of “The Country of the Dwarfs”
"Wild Life Under the Equator,”
“The Viking Age,” Etc.

INTEREST JAN. 1st and JULY 1st
i

dtf

Both Principal and interest payable in Boston.
PRICE,

SUBJECT—1“Travels in

Africa—.Discovery

PAR AND INTEREST.

FRED E. USDS i CO..

Equatorial
tiorilia, etc.**

I

ILLUSTRATED.

i

98

of tbe

*

BANKERS,

Reserved seats 60 and 75 cents.
Admission
35 ceuts. Now on sale at Stookhrldsre’s.
Halt

Exchange

UcketS.
Jan 0th. The Whitney Mm:k bridge Concert
Company, (six artists.) Tickets i>oc, 76c a«d

fare xnil late trains lo

Street.

dec3dtf

THE

Du

Chxillu

Jan 13th, The Dudley Buck Quartette (o!
N. Y ) and othe s. Tickets i*6c, 6uc, 7*c.
Jan XOth, Lei and T. Bowers and the Myron
W Whitney Quartette.
Tickets 36c 60c, 7clc.
Jan. 28th .-lr Edwin Arnold (of London,
Eng.) Tickets 60C, 76. and $1 0.
Tickets now on sale to all of the above.
dec35
dlw

GascoNationalBank
OF

hulillna

nil

.

EUVCATIONAL.

runiXiAnu,

Incorporated

Ju«t the cracker for table use
aid the lunch counter. Melts in
dissolves at
yttur mouth him!
once on crumbling Into soup, linoaning a rich and delicious
flavor.
For sale at your Grocers In
bulk or beautifully labelled one

pound

uiE,

MISS E. W.

1834.

Teacheroflbe Violin

Capital and Profits $1,100,000.

(PLT1L OF MBKIlfi)

Accounts of individuals,firms and corporations
received on favorable terms.

cartoon.

Manufactured
by the IT. S.
BAKING CO., Medford kt., Bos-

ton. Mass,
decll

Interest allowed

qb BAYNES’
"ARABIAN
IN CASES OE PAIN AND INFLAMMATION.

Price 25c. and

€. MORGAN

$1

at a),

druggists.

ARSONS,

FSOTIDENUE, It. i
aplfc

A NEW

PERFUME JTOMIZERS.
Schlotterbeck & Foss

^BOYNTON;
Silver

Chatelain

Watches, every one
ranted, $6, S8, SIO.

aug37

Package.

Scblotterbeck & Foss

Pina*
llanae, 3 Free
Block, PatlUad.

dt'.in

AND

DEEKING,
Winter term opens Tuesday, Dec. 29. 1891,
and continues ten week*.
F»r lurtber purlieulars and catalogues, audress.
A. b. ALT EN, A. M.,
decl0d3w
Deerlug, Maine.

J. B, BROWN & SONS, Bankers,

418 Middle Mircet, Poi tlttnd,
Issue Letters of Credit, available In all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal European Cities.

j

INVESTMENT
noa4

!

I

SECURITIES.
dcf

| A Simple Remedy

$15,000
Jaineitown,

WATER

Y.

SUPPLY

•£

T

Y.,

£

t For All Stomach Troubles*

COMPANY

4c

and

4c

* BRONSON CHEMICAL

of

CO.. Providence. R. I. *

Interest Guaranteed.

$5,000
City

Dr. Bronson’s Pepsin Troches, made from *
Hoots. Barks, Oums amt Pepsin, are re *
liable and effective. 29c. aud 50c. a box. *
Of all druggists or by mall.
*

4(

6’s,
Principal

*

Ft: Heartburn. Sour Stomach, Nausea,*
Water Brash, Wind in Stomach, Distress *
or Fullness after Eating, Indigestion.♦
Loss ot Appetite, Palpitation, Hiccough, T
Offensive Breath and

*

•k

Water

)

dec

IB_eod2w

A. R. & t. A.

Company

Real Estate

jurivettk, his r».

DOTE

and

Mi

Loans.

,

Principal

$50,000

and Interest Guaranteed.
rr: FOB BALE by

In large

H. M. PAYSON &

GO.,

32

Exchange

Street.

PR

Jul

dtt

boynton;

fsostn

Parties w Ishiug to
small amouuts.
build cau be accomodated.

or

Kooua* 3 aud

decs_

to

COMMERCIAL PAPER.

KAAKEttS,

war-

SACHET POWDER,
lOc

Mireel

Female Co'le^e,
MAINE.

547 Congress SI.

Solid

Thurawa’i

dtt

IMPORTATION^

Prenoli

•r

febU

Frop’s,

eod&wly

time

R. %all, Marshall R. Coding,
Stephen
WESTBROOK8K MISARY
President.
Cwakier.

Salsa

This excellent compound is achieving the mosi
signal triumphs, astonishing many who have occasion to use It by the certainty with which it relieves
them of theirsufferlngs, both externally and in v-rnrlly. It Is safe and certain in its action.
.Jhr Burns, Poisoning, Ergs' -las. Inflammation
o/ the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, Vrp'nej.i, Rheumatism, Pains In Ride, Back 01
Shoulders, Piles
Rare Throat, Croup or Bronchus

will receive pupils September l»t(
ADDRESS 83 MONUMENT STREET,

deposits.

eod2w

One of the Best Medicines Ever
Invented for
PFRFFP.T fiNn mFniflTF rfi ire

on

Mm,

4, Jaa« Huildiu*,

KXCHANGK
•

STREET
eudlf

| "'BOYNTONT
547 Congress Stieet.

547 Congress St.

Rogers & Bros. At

Knives,

Folks and

star

Gentlemen's Solid Sliver Stem WindVlalih ni aud Elgin Watches,

brand

Spoons,

ing
i

$lv, $14, $12, $15 &$•><>.

/
•
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DEERING ROADS.

CHRISTMAS MUSIC-

These
the

be rendered at County Commissioner# Will Locate the
churches today:
Hounds on Two Streets.

programmes will

following

St. Stephen's.

The County Commissioners held a hearAnthem—Hail to the Munarch.Msrston
Veui e In E.Barnett ing yesterday forenoon in regard to the
GloriaPatrl in D.Ero<t
the SaccarapGloria Patrl in Eb.Buck bounds of Spring street and
L oyd pa road in Deering.
Gloiiafatn in Eo.
It is tbe law that
Te Deum in Bb.Goold
when the bounds of an old road are lost
Benedict!!* mDb.Haven
Hymo-Haik. the Herald Angels Bing Mozart the selectmen may petition tbe county
GloilsTlbi in G.
Dykes commissioners to come In and re-estabiish
Hymn—Come Hither \e Faithful.Reading
tn
Monk the bounds.
Glad
Twiugs..
Jn view of tbe fact that tbe
Hymn—Kliout
Hymu—ToHail Thy tiiaiug Sun.Baruby electric road will
probably be extended
Glory in Excelds in G.Tuckerman
and the Saccarappa
6treet
along
Spring
The choir consists of Miss Ella W. Morroad in the spring, the establishment of
Miss
Katie
A,
congan. soprano;
Wilson,
the bounds is a matter of importance.
tralto; Mr. J. Morgan, tenor; Mr. H. G.
Park man, basso; Mr. A. L. Kyser, organ- There was no adverse interest, Messrs.
Leavitt and Clark, selectmen of Deering,
ist.
alone appearing.
Christmas service and sermon this mornThe County Commissioners will probaing at 10.30 o’clock; Christmas tree with bly go on and define the bounds before
carols Saturday afternoon at 4 o’clock in
long.
the church as usual. Ail are welcome.
The selectmen of Deering also want the
St. Dominic’s.
new road from Cumberland Mills to MorServices at 5 and 10.30 a. m.
rill's to come out on the avenue at the corVon La Hacbe’s mass in Bb lo St. Theresa.
nor, instead of about 800 feet down on the
Organ Voluntary.
Kviie.La Iiacbe Windham road, as at present surveyed.
Gloiia.La Hache
Veui Creator.Moiltar
Credo.... .....La Hache
Adeste Fidells (offertory).Noveilo
Banc!us
.La Hache
Beuedictus.La Ilache
Agnus Del.La Hache
Organ Postlude.
Vespers at 3 p. m.

THE GREAT METROPOLIS.
Today, at Portland theatre, at both tbe

lxxxv, Turle.
Te Hruin.J. B. Calkin
Benedictus ..Gatrett
Introlt Anthem, Slug O' Heavens.B. Tours
Kyritt.Tours

Gloria Tibi.Tallis
Hvnm 20
Offe tory Sentences, Stainer, Com. Hy. 26.
Sauctus, Ancient Plain Song—.
Gloria in Ixcelsls, Ancient Plain Song....
Keci-ssional, O. L.. (Ps) Greg->rian Tune....
W. H. Carter, organist and choirmaster.
Mr.

H.

H. Jievens’s Friends Call Upon
Him.

Last evenings, at Woodforas, the many
friends of Mr. H. H. Neveus gathered at
Lewis Hall to testify their appreciation of
his services as Sunday school superintendent in the Congregational church, and of
his excellence as a neighbor and friend.
In the company of 150 or 200 who gathered
at the ball in spite of the rain were people
from this city as well as from Woodfords.
It had been the intention of the company
to have Mr. Nevens attend at the hall, and
there present to him a beautiful silver service and piece of royal Worcester ware,
but, unfortunately, Mr. Nevens was quite
sick at bis home with the grip. This did
not frustrate the intention of his friends,
however. They chose a committee to proceed from the hall with the gifts and present them to him at his home.
Among the
members of this committee were Mrs. C.
A. Woodbury, Mrs. John M. Adams, Mrs.
E. T. Harmon and Mrs. Pierce. They performed their mission, and if there is any
antidote for the miseries of the grip, Mr.
Nevens undoubtedly felt better last night.

a

young

superior

drama, “The Great Metropolis.” Usually,
in firi-t class organizations, there are two or
three persons who have attained celebrity
while the others are taken from the rank
and file of the profession. In the case of
“The Great Metropolis” company, however, there are at least six persons who
have achieved distinction, and whose names
and work are familiar to theatre-goers in
all of the large cities of the United States.
They have occupied the best positions attainable upon the American stage, outside
of the list of prominent stars.
MB. PAUL B. DUCHAILLU.

The name of DuChaillu is a household
word. Every one has read his wonderful
stories of adventure in wild countries, and
every American child has breathlessly followed his hairbreadth escapes from cannibals, gorillas and all sorts of strange men
and beasts, through volumes which have
passed through many editions, and
which have been translated into many
tongues. His experiences are inexhaustible. His fund of good stories has no end.
He passes from one country to another—
from the equator to the Arctic circle.
Yesterday he was in the forests of Central
Africa; today he is with the Laps and the
reindeer in the land of the midnight sun;
and everywhere he is the same dauntless,
blithe, light hearted Paul. He lectures in
the “Pops” next week and evening tickets
are now on sale at Stockbridge’s.
THE LOTIIKOP STOCK COMPANY.

Tickets are now procurable for the performances to be given next week at Portland theatre by Lothrop’s stock company.
A different play will be presented every
evening, opening with the “Lone Pine”
Monday.
WATWa

F. S. Johnson, Goo. Want, Clarence E.
Hay and Myron W Whitney compose the
lady iu Portland,—or Whitney Quartette.
other place,—who is
Their

John Pombriant of Biddeford Was

There is

uuuuiry in uiexuurnuja

to the one which will be Been at the opera
house In this city iu the celebrated melo-

Proi.ei Pnairas, xix, Monk; xiv, Fnseley;

a

Hero

perhaps now in some
Names on the List.
deeply indebted to John Pombriant of BidThe names of the following voters of
deford, although she may not know it.
John Pombriant was leaving the Union Ward 7 have been added to the list by the
Station last Tuesday night on the train, Board of Registration:
WABD SEVEN.
wheD, as the train bad attained quite a
Rowell, George H., 68 Thomas.
a
speed,
young lady on the same car disRoach, Thomas, rear 622 Danforth.
Reddy. Thomas H., 248 Dauforth.
covered that she was on the wrong train,
and started for the platform with the evident intention of jumping off. Coming
toward them upon the double track was
another train which she did not see, nor
did she heed Pombriant’s advice not to
She jumped, and as she struck
jump off.
the ground she was thrown across the
tiack upon which the other train was approaching. Pombriant, seeing the danger,
jumped after her, kept bis feet, and seizing
hold of her clothing pulled her off the
track just as the train passed over the
The two
place where she had been lying.
had jumped from one of tne forward cars,
and the incident occupied so little time
that Pombriant was able to catch the rear
car of his own train before the lady he had
rescued bad time to thank him.
Christmas Presents.

Mr. T. P. R. Cartland, of the shoe manArm of Jones, Cartiand & Co.,
was presented with an oak office chair by
his workmen yesterday.
The employes of the finishing room at
Ayer, Houston & Co.’s hat factory, gave
their foreman, C. J. McDonald, a solid
gold watch, chain and charm. Mr. McDonald invited his workmen to a supper at
his residence in Knightvllle last evening.
The Ladies’ Circle of the Second Parish
church wiil bold a reception in honor of
Mrs. P. W. Woodbury's seventieth birthday, Saturday evening, December 26th,
from 8 to 10 p. m., at her residence 366 Cod.
gress street. All the friends of Mrs.Woodbury are most cordially invited.

ufacturing

Roberts, Charles F.. 82 May.
Robinson, George Henry, 19 Bramhall.
Rowel', william B., 68 Thomas.
Roberts, Nathan D., 16 Bramhall.
R<nci, Georg. B., 366 Bramhall.
Robmts, William W, 809 Congress,
Robinson, Leon G„ v67 Brackett.
Rollins, Alpbonso, 87 Spruce.
Rich. Marshall N., 806 Congress.
Robinson. Frank K., 27 Lowell.
Ragan, James D., rear 218 Dauforth.
Rya'l, Wiuiain H ’.6 Douglass.
Roberts Herbert Augustus, 128 Emery.

Roach, Edward, 16 Briggs.
Regan. Jeremiah, 46 Summer.
Richards, James J., 20 B>iggs
Randal) Thomas H 3 Btamhall.
Stone, William F., 69 Thomas.
Sherman, Louis 8., 12 bemlock.
Small, St phen R , 18 Cushman.
Swett. George L., 17 Thomas.
Skillings, Charles H 213 Spring.
Strout. George D., 47 Thomas.
8 <y ward. John H., 782 Congress.
Short, Leonard O.. 6 Storer.
Stover, Benjamin W., 866 Congress.
Smardon George H.. 823 < dmrress.

Swett, Edward G.. 17 Thomas.
Small, Frederick L., 24 Douglass.
Soule. Henry. 12 A.
Senter, Llewellvn P., 69 spruce.
Suieeney. Edward P,, 262 Dauforth.
SktUin, Charles T., 20 Forrest.
Soule, Lewis T., 81 Cushman.
Strout, Frank Marshall, 277 Spring.

Stanton. Patrick J.. 64 Salem.
Snow, Charles K., 280 Brackett.
Ste*ens, Tristam, 173 Neal.
Spear, Pearl S.. Jr 116 Clark.
Shannon. Thomas, 63 Salem.
Sawyer, Edward P., 261 Spring.
S'ephenson James G., 171 Vaughan.
Shiw George C, 766 Congress.
Shaw. Frank Lewis. 21 A.
Sampson, Moses H 841 Congress.
Shae.kford, George, 14 Frederick.
Shaylor. Horace W., 122 Pine.
Small. Frederick, 18 Cushman.
Shattuck, Henry R., 32 Salem.
Sweat, Tewksbury L., 67 Spruce.
Scribner, Wm. M., 19 A.
Steadman, James M., 124 Pine.
Swett, Woodman R., 17 Thomas.
Steadman, Ephraim M„ 62, Thomas.
8w zey. Henry W„ 827 spring.
J.1
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Two swindlers are “doing” the region
lyiDg northwest of Portlaud along the Ogdensburg branch of the Maine Central. In
the towns they visit they register as M.
D. Daniels and S. F. Burke.
The latter
sometimes calls himself Louts Levi. Their
ostensible business is giving away soap;
but they generally leave the people of the
place poorer and wiser.
Bowdoin College.

Atrong the members of the senior class
in Bowdoin Colleae who have been ap*
pointed, because of excellence in compositlon, to deliver original orations are C. S.
Rich of this city.
The others are F. Bartlett and II. C. Emery, Ellsworth; H. F.

Llnscott, Chicago, Hi.; E. A. Pugsley,
Rochester, N. H.; E. B. Wood, Bangor.
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BKFOKE JUDGE GOULD.

Thursday—Rutus li. Reed. Intoxication ; duet! 83 and costs.
Kate Curran. Search and seizure; continued for sentence.
Eugene Hill. Cruelty to animals; continued for sentence.
State vs. Dennis E. Kilday, et als.
Liauor and nuisanbe. Decision reserved.

Interest

pondents

Gathered

by Corres-

of the Press.

South Windham.

Mr. Geo, Maxfield, who is slowly recovering from a long and painful illness was
recently the recipient of a substantial donation from his neighbors and friends
both here and In Poitiand. The affair
took the form of a pound party and was
held at Hill's hall. A heavy team was
loaded with the many boxes and barrels
which contained the gifts and of great
importance was the money gift amounting
to almost fifty dollars. One neighbor not
to be outdone by others sent the next day
a barrel of flour and several dollars worth
of other groceries. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Maxfield desire to express their very profound thauks not only for the gifts but for
the thoughtful kindne s which thus expressed itself.
There will be a Christmas tree Friday

VUVJ, JLLCUIJ

till

rui

lug.

Thompson, Frederic W., 298 Brackett.
Tworney, Patrick 231 Dantorth.
Talbot, Cnarles M.. )29 Emery.
Turner, Geo H.. 270 Brackett.
Thompson, Wrn. D., 299 Brackett.
Thompson, John W., loo Salem.
True, Henry C., 2 LeLacheur Place.
Tarbox, Gilbert H .13 Mav.
Tucker Ansel C„ 17 Frederick.
Toiman, Charles H.. S06 Brackett.
Thurston, Elmer E., 263 Danforth.
True.Chailes A., 146 Vaughan.

Talbi t, James A., 25 Beach.
'i urner, Levi, Jr.. 1602 Neal.
Talbot, Andrew J., 23 Beach.
T -wle, Dauiel H , 284 Brackett.
Thomas, Oeo. M.. 30 Grove,
Taylor. Wm. a., 31 Ellsworth.
True. Geo W., 26 Thomas.
Wheeler, Samuel E„ 127 Emery.
Waterhouse, William 1., 44 Carieton.
W hite, Henry P. 22 Forest.
West, Maurice, 83 Spruce.
Wesiwcod, wniiam, 1091 Congress.
W alton, Mark W., 100 Clark.
W’ooumau. Edward, 76 Vaughan.
Ward, Henry P., 116 Pine.
White, James, 166 Neal.
Waldron, Holman D., 92 Emery.
Walley, Charles Henry, 1020 Congress.
Walsh, Janies. 140 Clark.
Waish, Michael J., 24 Briggs.
Warren. Frea E„ 142 Pine.
Wheeler, Charles E., 127 Emery.
Waterhouse, Samuel, 44 Carieton.
Wade. William h., 93 Salem.
Wad», John J., 93 Salem.
Winslow, Orlando J., 14 Wescott.
Williams, Henry, 3H Brackett.
Walsh, Robert, 24 Briggs.
Wrigbt, Augustus It., 17 Carieton.
Wa erhouse, Elmer H„ 192 Pine.
W'elcn, John A., 214 Damortb.
*
Winslow, Amos K., 287 Brackett.
Wade, Leander A., 73 fcpruce.

Our school are again open aud doing
good work under the teachers who taught
the Fall term. During the vacation Miss
Phinney refused a very flattering offer at
Gorham village being engaged here for
the winter term.
Miss S. Ellen Brackett Is teaching her
third term at Newhall.
Mrs. Charles Walker, who has been ill
Cfn/»0 .TnriCk

1C

rani/4

tar

and would pay

asaeu

much

ior tne
more for

last year
the next

if that would keep him with ns. The
Uulversaiist church has been ngularly
open for service during the summer time.
Are not these things signs of a bright and
prosperous little country villagd?
Rev. Mr. Webber, of Bar Mills will
preach at the Universalist church next
Bab bath.
Mr. E. S. True, an old resident of this
place but formerly a merchant of Portland
died at his home here ou Monday night at
an advanced age.
Mr. True by his kindly
manners and bright
ways had endeared
himself to the whole community. He
leaves a wife and .two children who have
the sympathy of the eutire community in
this their affl ctlon. His son Mr. Edwin
True aud his wife recently came on from
Idaho on account of the father’s illness.
one

Fryeburg.
Randolph C. Surbridge of the Harvard
Law School, Clayton W. Pike of the University of Pennsylvania and Miss Pebbltts
of tbe Boston Conservatory of music are
spending a few days in this place.
Mr. Alonzo F. Lewis is putting forth
everv effort to make the 100th anniversary
of Fryeburg academy a grand success.
Any information in regard to earlier graduates of the institutiou will be gratefully
received.
Miss Mattie Howe will spend |the winter
in Montreal.
Tbe Chautauqua circle has been organized for the winter with Miss Mary Bradley
President- Tbe next meeting will be held
in the club room ou Monday evening.
Christmas exercises with the usual
Christmas tree were held in the New
Church Christmas eve.
The Congregational church have their exercises Christmas

Very Goad Reason Why the
Wom»« Could Not Afford It.
mo

tell you

away so long.”
“I am not fit to kiss even your band.”'
He felt that he was getting at his subject very welL
“What have you been doing?”
,
“I’ve kept drunk a week.”
:
“Urn--” She was very serious now.
,She drew her skirts back a little and
As he moved toward a chair’
sat down.
“No, you can stand up.
she said:
What did you do it for?”
“Because I was a fool.”
“Yes, I know that much; but what

|

xuaue

yuut

Freeport.
A second case of fatal diphtheria has
just occurred in the family of Simon B.
Holmes of North Freeport resulting in the
death of the youngest child aged two years
and 16 days old. Eittie an older daughter
died .some three weeks since. It is reported that the elder child Justin is sick
with symptoms of the same ^disease at this

present writing.
l)r. H. F. Twitchell who has been absent
south for the past four weeks will return
today to his work.
aiam

yroiciuny uni*
left us

icmuvru

uui

guuu

sleighing and

mud for Christmas.
All parties are getting ready for Christmas evening.
Gatherings are announced
at the Baptist and Congregational churches
in the villuge, where appropriate services
will be observed.
Helping Sick Sailors.
Dear Friends:
“inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of
the least of these, my brethren, ye have
done it unto me.
I take this method of
expressing my profound and warmest
thank? to those who have so g< nerously
contributed toward giving just a small
token in the way of comforting bags, containing needles, pins, thread, yarn, and
other articles most needed by sailors; also
tbase who gave Bibles, fruit and other
thing", to the twenty-oDe sick sailors at
the United States Marine Hospital.
How
blessed it is to drop crumbs of comfort in
the wake of the ship on the homeward
E. P. Fickett.
bound voyage.
Winona Council.

Winona Council, Daughters of Pocahontas, elected these officers last evening:
Pocahontas—Mrs. Olive Ba'lard.
Winona—Miss Nellie Wiison,
Powhatan—Wm. P, Stearns,
Keepar of Kecords—Mis. B. A. Norton.
Assistant Keeper of
Kecords—Miss Iness
Winslow.

Keeper of Wampum-Miss Ella F. Kennard.

after I

thought

“I

saw

you

last,!

you—”

“Oh, you did it because of the quarYou

had.
think?”
you

jrel

we

are

all

through,

do

“Yes—forever.”

“Pooh! that’s a big word for so small
How much did it cost yon?"
a man.
t
“About a hundred.”
“Ah! have you got the bills?”
I suppose
“No, it was mostly cash.
there will be a bill from one restaurant.”
“Supper, I suppose.”
“Yes. Don’t be so hard on me, Kate.”1
“You are hard on me,” she corrected.
“I came to tell you that I know I
don’t deserve you, and to—”
You have been con-,
“You can’t.
temptible; but such escapades are my|
That reown, now, more than yours.
minds me. Of course, you cannot afford an extravagance like an engagement ring now. The hundred is needed

elsewhere.”
“Kate, don’t.”
“I

going to, dear boy. Pay
p£f your bills with it, my friend. I
should like one or two of them receipted,
if you can manage it, and let me sayj
I shall always be’
no more about it.
able, I hope, to square you financially
jin these little matters. I only pray that
you may not draw too heavily on my
[regard and—and love for you.” Then
!he started to take her in his arms, but
she lifted her eyebrows and brushed
Jier fingers lightly together. “Dear boy,
you need several baths and a good long
walk. Please go away now.”
They
were married in course of time, and;
very happy, too, but she never wore an.
engagement ring.—Utica Observer.
am not

A Flourishing Good Templars’ Lodge.
T.iidcru T

land,

O fl. T

nf Smith Port.

well established in their
It will be rememnewly repaired hall.
bered that last summer lightning struck
the hall, doing about s 200 worth of damage. This has been repaired, and they are
now talking of putting an addition on the
rear in order to enlarge the stage.
The
lodge was organized in 1865. It now has 75
members, and owns its own hall.
are

now

A Popular Cigar.

For the past four

or

five years the famous

Sleeper’s Eye Cigars have been kept before
the public, and their superior merit has
won for them a sale unprecedented.
In this state the demand for this famous
brand is now larger than ever, and as the
quality of the goods is never allowed to depreciate this pleasing state of affairs is not
surprising. The wholesale trade in these
goods is not conffned to any particular
house, and all the leading firms, including
Harris, Gage & Tolman, Charles McLaughlin & Co., E. H. Stedman & Co., MillikenTomlinson Company, C. A. Weston & Co.,
Cook, Everett & Pennell, of this city,
Thurston & Kingsbury, and Charles Hayward & Co., of Bangor: Cobb, Wight &
Co., of Rockland; handle these goods.
They may also be foand in the stock of
every fir6t-class retail dealer in the state.
Fora disordered liver try Beecham’s Pills.
MARRIAGES.

night.

The rain of Wednesday has put an end
to the sleighing. Farmers tell us we must
have snow to make business lively.

Tonne

Iu this city. Dec. 23, by Rev. B L. Whitman,
and Miss Annie E. Foster,
Doth of Portland.
In this city, Dec. 24, by Rev. Geo. D. Landers,
at the residence of the bride’s parents, W. C.
Crawford, master of the Collins School, G1 ucester. Mass., and Miss Cora A., daughter of
James W. King, Esq., of Portland.
lu this city, Dec. 24, by Rev. 8. F. Pearson,
Chester A. Hanson and Miss Lillian F. Davis,
both of Portland.
lu Westbrook. Dec. 24, by Rev. Mr. Pottle,
Wilber D. French and Miss Alice M. Scott, both
of Westbrook.
In Berlin Falls. N. H.. Dec. 23. Walter T.
Lnfavor of Portland and Miss R. Augusta Duke
of Berlin Falls.
in Holds, Dec. 23, at the rerldence of the
bride’s parents by Rev. E a. Porter, Fred 0.
Gllpatrlck of Boston and Miss Flora M. Warren of Hollis.
In Biddeford, Dec 19, Tristram F. Russell
and Miss Lizzie W. Allen, both of Alfred.
Ia North Vassal boro, Dec. 19, Walter M. Penley of Dexter aud Miss Jiaiie M. Fisher of North

Leroy ri. Kimball

Vassalboro.

In Bethel. Dec. 14, Charles E. Valentine and
Miss Bertha Grover.
In Lovel. Dec. 16, Fred 0. Russell of Rockland and Miss Carrie A. Farrington of Lovell, jd

deathsT"
In Saco, Dec. 22, Mary r,.. wife of Edmund
Garland, aged 47 years 9 months.
At Cape Porpoise, Dec. 16, \Vm. H. Hutchins,
aged 86 years.
In Bootbbay, Dec. 16, James W. Hutchins,
a

ed 61 years.

Iu Tremont, Deo. 12, Mrs. Rose Tracy, aged
34 years.
in China, Dec. 4, Cyrenlus K. Evans,
aged
76 years.
In Oakland, Dec. 16, Mrs.
Mercy Crosby, aged
72 years.
In Providence R. R., Dec. 23, Rebecca, widof Capt. W. H. Kinsman, formerly of Portland.
In Savannah. Ga., Dec. 23. Molde j.. wife of
t
Lincoln
W. Nelson of Biddeford, aged 30 years
nr,
7 months.

[The funeral of the late Lucinda Sawyer will

take

place

on

Saturday

a'ternoon at 1

o’clock,

from her h ie resideace. rear of 22 Boyd street.
[The funeral service of the late Martha
Ray will take place this Friday afternoon at 2
o’clock, from her late residence, No. 21 Dow
8CIQ6L

Solemn Faueral Cbs

quies of

ADtTION MALfitt.

nisrELLANKOtm :

ROYAL BURIAL IS ISD1A.

ring.

why one bride wears
fellow
had been engaged
A
ino ring.
two weeks, and at last
about
her
jto
she had consented to let him put an en-!
on her
independent lit-;
igagement ring
itle finger. She would allow him to pay
|one hundred dollars, and it was to be an
emerald set with small pearls, because
an emerald was her 6tone, and she
loved pearls. Then they had a quarrel,
and he went off on quite a thorough
end of it he felt that he
spree. At the
bind better give the dearest girl in the
fworld a chance to throw him over, as
[he deserved. He went to the house.
She kept him waiting half a minute,
land then ran in. She look particularly
isweet, of course.
; “You may only kiss my hand,” she
said, saucily, “because you have been

vcAmiarli..*

Under the auspices of the W. C. T. U,
there will be, later in the winter, a prize
contest in recitation.
All young persons
between 14 and 21 desiring to take part in
the same, will please communicate with
Mrs. Grant, who has the matter in hand.
It is not uucommon to hear that there Is
no improvement in our village, so I am inclined to look over the last five years and
see what has been done. A large wing has
been added to the Sebago wood board
mill, a new dam constructed and much new
and valuable machinery put in. The wool
mill a wooden building has been replaced
by a fine brick structure with all modern
improvements. This mill Is about ready
to start and is exppcted to do much more
work than the old one.
All the mills
which have been blown up at the works of
the Oriental Powder Company have been
replaced by superior ones. A fine iron
bridge has taken the place of the old wooden one which crossed the river at Mallison
Falls. One new two story school house has
been erected and the other one has been
paid for. On opposite sides of the river
two handsome homes look over at each
other from places that five years ago were
Mr. Frank Bryant has
mowing fields.
built a meat market with a pleasant hall
and anterooms above.
Many private
buildings have been remodelled and much
improved and a general air of thrift pervades the place. The schools have been
much improved. Many of our youDg people have graduated from other schools.
Will and Carrie Holden have graduated
from Bridgton Academy, Will having gone
to Orono to the state college while Carrie
as Mrs. Geo. Babb, is a teacher in Kamehameha school at Honolulu.
Lincoln Bodge has graduated from Bowdoin College, and has been admitted to
the bar in Minneapolis.
Lillie Bodge has graduated from Bates
College and is now teaching there.
Dr. Hall Staples has graduated from the
Medical school at Dartmouth College and
Howard Long, Bert Little and Chester
Sawyer have taken business courses at
different schools.
A public library of nearly 200 volumes
has sprung into existence.
Under the preaching of Rev. Mr. Cox
and later of Rev. Mr. Bean the chutch has
been strengthened and increased to more
than double its working force. From being able to pay barely half a pastor's salary it has come to be able to pay promntlv
an iur. ceao uas

a

Let

at the Baptist church.
Rev. Mi. Bean will preach next Sabbath
on “The spirit of the day we celebrate.”

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

tuuuij*:

Processional 17, “Hark, tne Herald Angels"
Venite.Crotcb

And

MAINE TOWNS.
Items of

engagement

no

evening

matinee and evening performances, there
should be, and doubtless will, audiences
Organ Voluntary...
Psalms.G’govian present limited lu size only by the capacity
Jem edemptor.
Mueller of
the house. For several days the workM gniheat.McCabe
Alma.Batman meu have been engaged putting the elaborO Salutarls (trio). .Ahborc
Taiituin Ergo .Go«b ate scenery in position. Of the company
Laudato Dtuulnum.Schoepf an excbauge says:
MDs Fannie Egan, orChorus of 25 voices.
There is probably no dramatic company
ganist; Mr. J. M. Watts, director.
mis
MOKNINQ.

Welch, Thomas Joseph, 230 Danforth.
Williams. John E., 39 Salem.
Wooditl, Joseph C.. 40 Grove.
Wheeler, Elisha, 245 St. John.
Warren, George Lewis. 142 Line.
Wiggin, Frank L.. 80 Clark.
Whitney, Awmi, 865 Spring.
Verrill, Byron lb, 60 Carleton.
Verrill, Harry M., 60 Carleton,

F. 0. BAILEY ft CO.

SLEIGHS! SLEIGHS!
a

Mohammedan Rajah.

Furniture, etc., 46 Exchange St.

Single Sleighs, Double Sleighs

-STOCK or

-ANDCeremonies Attending the Death of mn
Indian Chief—An Imposing Procession
to the Grave of a Ruler In

Hindostan.

An Event That Interests Crowds.

early hour crowds of Malaya,
Javanese and other Mohammedan races had gathered In the grounds
of the house lately built for the descendant of the Singapore royal line at Kampong Glam. Before 4 o’clock the large
rooms of the house were filled with
white torbaned sheiks and Malays seated
in long lines on the mats and murmuring in low toned unison prayers for the
dead. Within the house could be heard
the splashing of water, where the corpse
was undergoing ceremonial purifications
previous to burial. Outside stood the
bier, an enormous structure some twenty
feet by twelve, made of lashed rollers
and roofed in with yellow cloth, cut into
a fantastic fringe at the edges.
Really it was a bier within a funeral
carriage, for the center was screened off
to contain the coffin, a space being left
From

GROCERY PONGS,
Fur

nil ornnnrl

rolafirna

Tungku

to stand and scatter golden rice
In one comer of the
over the crowd.
ground the coffin was having its finishing touches. This was a massive box of
2-inch thick planks, dovetailed at the
comers and stayed across the top.
It
was in itself a great weight and took a
dozen men to carry it. The tone of the
crowd in the ground was quiet and subdued, but by no means sad or despondent.
Behind the coffin itself, for instance,
was a group of retainers quietly taking
a meal.
Swarms of Malay boys were
running about the ground, and the men,
some nicely dressed, many in their ordinary clothing, chatted about their dead
chief. A little distance from the bier
stood the gravestones of granite, also
swathed in royal yellow and lashed to a
stage for convenience of carriage.

Tuesday, Uf

Robes,

change in business and will
wh 'iesale business only and
his new office 45 Cross street.

F. O.

possible prices.

-AT-

LOW PRICES.

Co.

We take Mock next month and
until that tltue ahull tiler all our

STEINWAY.

WEBER,

CARPETS

HARDMAN,

CABLER,
HENNING,

at

WEBSTER and
W£SER BROS.

will come and

See These Seeds

PIAKTOS.
W* have Just received a large and varied
ft nrlnbe nn.l
D*,, n/4
I>inn«..
L

Gf/Ull/ aI

<

greatly reduced price*. II you

«

Holiday trade.

-AT-

expert.

GET OUR

TUNING, EEPAIKINQ AND POLISHING.
Open
Evenings until Jnnuary Jut.

Then, in response to cries, a deathlike
silence ensued, and an Imam, in a clear,
musical voice, chanted some verses in
Arabic, the bystanders responding in a
deep toned murmur. Then the heavy
lid was put up, and with difficulty (the
sand making it exceedingly heavy) the
coffin was put upon the bier or ltranda.
Bound about it placed themselves young
Malays with salvers, whence they threw
among the crowd yellow rice, spices,
money and scents.
First marched a number of boys beating censers or cups, some with spices,
many with incense. Next were about
thirty women in two lines, each with an
enormous yellow candle and a
slip of
yellow cloth tied round their necks.
Then came the kranda, borne by a great
number of men escorted by the umbrellas and followed by the gravestones and
the immense concourse of people.
The distance to the mosque, about 800
yards, was laid with yellow cloth. The
grave was in a small structure adjoining
the mosque and abutting on the road.
On reaching there the coffin was lifted
from the bier. This was apparently the
signal for the destruction of the latter.
In ten seconds it was surrounded by an
excited crowd who snatched at any part
of it to secure a relic of what they believe had been sanctified bv contact with
the remains of their chief. Not a shred
of the precious yellow cloth was left on
it and even the wood of the structure
was taken.
With much difficulty the coffin was
then lowered into the grave and close
upon dusk the ceremony which marked
the close of the “reign” of another rajah
Was

concluded.—Singapore Free Press.
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McCOULORiC, Manager
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CARPETINGS.
1882.

1892

H. J. BAILEY & CO.,

_

NEW

190 Middle Street,

Wall

Papers

PORI t AND,

Companion,

MAINE.

novlO

dtf

THIS IS A

We are now showing
the Spring Pul terns
in all grades.

H. J. BAILEY & CO.

Book Year!

•

190-192 Middle St.

novludtf
•

•

What is better for

gift than

JAPANESE’

Christmas

a

readable

a

set of boohs for the

boob,

PILE

way in the

purchase

A dollar

CURE

best of the
will

A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kinder degree—External, Internal, blind or
Beading, I ching. Chronic, Recent or HerediThis remedy has positively never beeo
tary.
known to fail. *1.00 a box, 6 boxes for *5.00;
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of
price. A
written Guarantee positively given to each
purchaser of 0 boxes, wheu purchased at one
time, to refund the * 00 paid It o f cured.
Guarantee issued by W. w. « IHPHlk ep
•
«., W hoio.nl* ai.d Iteluil Ag. nt.. 21
Monumem Square. Portland, .Me. oct-beodtf

of

purchase
1

*11

iutcoicu

mu

A

a

long

book.

bny the

kind, and Are dollars
a l

umber of choice

gems, while ten dollars
1

a

two will

or

or a

library 1

A little money will go

We have

I

uuj

carefully
1 ■

a suiuu

and

new

editions of standard

IIL

uur«rj«

beautiful

works finely

illustrated, with clear print, at

Tiie Wonderful Coal-Saver

low

price*.

Also all the

new

publications of

current works and
ment of Children's

a

flue assort*

Books, illus*

trated, at very low prices.

Loring,
For Sale by all Orucera,
BTANOABU COAL & FUEL CO.
60 Equitable Building, BOSTON.

sept25
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5 MYRTLE

LAUNDRY,

Mormon.

8 8 uorSodtf

VIOLET, LAVENDER, FLOR DA.

STREET, REAR C:TY MALL.

Sdilotlcrbcck A Foss

about to add to our laundry bu«ir,es-t
WE arestocK
of Chinese and Japanese Fancy

BOYNTON,”

a

Goods, and also a choice line of tea. All goods
are imported direct from
Chinn, amt are of the
finest quality.
We shall be open for business
Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.

£47 Congress St.

Silver Plated Cups for Child
*1, $3.oU, #2, $2.50.
Warrauted Quadruple Plate.

Please Call and See U*.

rei.

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
dec21

&

"W

Toilet Waters.

--T H K-

MIKADO

Rhort

SCMLuTTERBECK’S

dim

FOR CHRISTMAS

BOYNTON,
547

Congress

SCHLOTTEft BECK’S

GERMAN COLOGNE.

Sr.

Old and

Toung.
There is no surer antidote for the effect which time has over us all, in making our age evident, than a young heart.
“I should like to live to be as old as
you are, grandmamma,” said little
Helen, “but I don’t want to be as old as
Aunt Susan, ever!”
“Why, why,” said grandmamma,
looking over her spectacles, “what do
you mean, my dear child? Your Aunt
Susan is a great many years younger
than I am!”
“1 don’t see how that can be,” said
Helen, much perplexed. “You always
remember the plays you had when you
were a little girl; but when I asked
Aunt Susan one day, she said, ‘For pity’s
sake, child, you don’t expect me to remember any of the games I had as a little
girl. It’s so long ago I’ve forgotten
whether I ever played any!’ ’’—Youth’s

PRICES,

you well be convinced that this
the proper time to buy

540 CONGRESS ST.

was

AT THE GRAVE.

—

Instruments are carefully selected

THE COFFIN.

The coffin, clean wood though it was,
carried away and also washed, being then placed in the porch of the
house and half filled with clean white
sea sand to await the body.
A posse of
Malay policemen arrived to keep order,
and other police officials appeared. In
front of the house a row of sixteen umbrellas, eight white and eight yellow,
was formed, and from many windows
peeped the women of the household. A
lelah or cannon in the inclosure of the
mosque had been firing at frequent intervals, being tended by a gigantic
negro. Meanwhile the occupants of the
house remained nearly silent, interest
being centered in a group of katips
(priests) and Kalthis, who were seated
in front of a curtain of striped satin, behind which the body was being prepared
for the grave.
It was considerably after 5 o’clock
when a movement among those seated
in the house indicated that the time had
come when the body would be put in the
comn.
Anna a consmerable amount of
confusion and a perfect babel of excited
cries, all that remained of Tungku
Allum was carried down stairs, wrapped
in yellow cloth and infolded in a red
edged mat. Borne on the shoulders of
six priest? the coffin was reached and
the body deposited in it, H. H., the
Sultan of Johore, reverently kissing it
when the wraps were removed. The
bystanders seemed perfectly frantic to
get a look at the corpse ere it was placed
on its bed of sand in the coffin.

& CO.,
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PIANOST
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and Hair

Exchange Street.

V. O.RAILKir.

Sr., tORNtlt CUMBERLAND.
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IBATLEY

Salesroom 18

Carriage Manufacturers,

All of

a.

Aaction^rs an d (/ooimissioD 31»reliauts.

Z, THOMPSON k BRO.
uecl7

lO

at

We shall sell Parlor Suits lu Plush

Harness and Stable Goods in
great variety and all at lowest

ELM

99,

rubrr

Cloth, Chamber Sets, ( hairs. Mirrors. Folding
Beds. Sideboards, Hair and Wool Mattresses,
soring Beds. etc., etc. Mr. Colley is making a

BLANKETS.

HORSE

COLLEY.

A.

J.

an

Arabs,

AUCTIONEERS

•

•

Boy** N'cfcel Watches Wartauted
keep good time,

to

Schlotterbeck & Foss

S4.00,_

BOYNTON”,

For Christmas & flfcw Yea

s

51? ronyri

ss

sr.

Solid sold rim»8 fir chlldreu
from 50c to $ 1 00.

Schlotterbeck & Foss

OYNTO

Celluloid Goods

547 Congress Street,
Ladies’ Solid Gold Watches,
Waltham A Elgin, $25, 28, 30.

At Moderate Prices.
i

j

Sclilotterbeck & Foss

«

Aspects.

Some of the
Million

Things
Stockings,

That Are

to

Literal and

Fill

a

Figura-

Orleans Affair of

Meeting

I COPYRIGHT, 1801.1

an

put off from the
fleet anchored beNew Orleans,
and with suitable
aids and attendants made his way
to the headquarters of a band of
contraband trad-

privateers,
bandits, pirates or

ers,

what not

though, that to mo kills the
savor—spoils the sweetness of the hoi-

Capt. Lockyer,

ideep

green leaves and stems and golden
hearts. Over this fell a veiling of the
finest plain black and
simply hemmed
at foot, and very full over the trained
plain back breadths.
The waist of
satin
had
coat
tails
in the back
|gre6n
and a bew of wide black velvet with
:ends reaching quite to the floor set at
top of the low corsage quite between
the shoulders. From under it a loose
drapery of the net was drawn under the
arm
to the middle of the front and
icaught in place there with half a wreath
!of poppies as red but not so big by half
as those upon the skirt.
For evening the empire gown gains
.steadily. There are gowns and gowns
though. Of nine that I saw last night,
one
was
superb—and more than su-

|
!

|

even more than
garments recalls the epoch of Josephine
and Recamier and Tallien. The variety
of styles is great enough to suit all
faces, but in all the newer ones the hair
’is waved all over the head and drawn
high to the crown. The bang is worn
very light—a mere frieze of soft curls.
Back of it came either pompadour rolls,
puffs or waved hair massed betwixt the
forehead and the terminal apex and
held in place with fancy pins, ropes of
milk pearl or Lukian fillets of tortoise
shell enriched with gold or silver. In
fact ornaments were rarely ever so much
worn in the hair.
Their name is legion,
their shape as varied as their uses. The

place

been

much money this Christmas as for any;
of the three years past.
The 6hop!
keepers knew what was coming.
Far;

seeing

as

they

are

shrewd,

as soon as

a!

even in sight!
they began plan how they conld ab-1
aorb if not abolish the surplus. Notj
Biuce the flush times of ’83-4 have there j
been such quantities and varieties of i
things good to the use of Christmas edi-(

generous harvest

was

to

fying.
For example, I strolled yesterday i
into a 6well confectioner’s with intent:
then to fill the stocking of an out of'
town namesake—and found that realLv
choice sweets were worth just one dollar a pound—that the box or bag to put
them would be from ten to twenty dollars more, and that if I was lowly minded
land economical I might buy something
jin a plain paper box as low as sixty
■cents the pound.
I could give you columns on candy—
etill the half would not be told. Indeed,
in writing just now one suffers the embarrassment of riches, albeit there is
very little that is new or startling to be
chronicled of woman's gear proper.
Modiste milliner tailors tell the same
Old story of the princess gown, the
three-quarter cape or coat—free bands,
low hats, high bows, very small bonnets, rosettes, beads and feathers. The
(highest authorities unite in saying that
the nearest approach to novelty is the

|

fancy.

If you have a fine feeling f^r n apery
the linen stores just now will make you
wish for the purse of Fortunatus. There
are the most exquisite things—center
cloths edged about with cut work
half a yard deep, fine sheen doylies
wrought with spider webs and violets
and clover blossoms in white silk or
wash gold. Rich white damask, too, the
pattern outlined With gold thread,
cheese and fruit napkins, all in shining
white with delicate patterns of flower
and leal Truly it is possible to look
A great novupon dining as a fine art.
elty is the gold lace ware used for
cracker boats, fruit dishes and so on.
It is of gold filigree as fine and shiny
and floriated as real lace. Inside the
gold comes a movable dish of plain,
clear glass, to which the gold is accurately fitted. The handsomest and
costliest table glass is pure white flint
glass cat to a plain surface and overlaid with golden flowers, leaves and
scrolls. Tall flower holders like those
pictured are set sparingly about and
[filled, not crowded, with big, longstemmed flowers—oftener than not
American Beauty roses three feet
[from tip to tip.
Sometimes the holder is all glass.
’’Sometimes it rises out of a golden base
arms.

“Though proscribed by

my adopted country, I tender my services to defend it,”
Wrote the gallant outlaw.
But the authorities were in no mood to
treat with so notorious an ally. For outrages on American vessels and resistance
to revenue officers Governor Claiborne had
proclaimed the whole band of Barratarians, “buaccaneers,” and offered a reward
for the capture of the leader, Jean Lafitte.
Later a force of militia had been sent to
suppress the band, but Lafitte, with his
usual suavity, had kept off hostilities long
enough to disarm their wrath by bribes
and lavish hospitality, in the end sending
all hands back to mainland without a col-

lision.
Cue member only of the council that
discussed Lafitte’s dispatches believed in
the outlaw’s sincerity. The governor was
inclined to trust Lafitte, but at the instance of the officers of the army and navy
he decided to make an end to Barrataria
Rt once. Commodore Patterson, of the

Sometimes,

too, it is of the richest Venetian red. In
all forms it costs a pretty penny—and
(has been

ware-

the other side.
Still, If the United States revenue flag
was of no account in Barrataria bay the
flag that stands back of it was reverenced
there, and the presumptaous British being
then bent upon war against it, the outlaws
took umbrage at the invasion of American
soil and seized the entire party as prisoners, intending to send them under guard
to New Orleans. Then Jean Lafitte, pirate
chief or smuggler prince that he was,
stepped out and made a speech to the excited Barratarians. At that moment there
was a price upon his head set by the
government of Louisiana, and his brother and
partner m piracy or smuggling, Pierre Lafitte, was in the hands of their common
enemy in the New Orleans jail. Jean readily persuaded his people to permit the
British to go as they had come, and after
feasting all hands on the stores of his
ocean lair, he told Capt. Lockyer to come
back in ten days for his answer, meanwhile
to leave him all the official documents
bearing on the offer he had made for leisurely consideration.
No sooner were the British well out of
the bay than Lafitte dispatched a messenger to the representative American authorities at New Orleans, giving an account of
what had taken place and submitting documents in proof. Governor Claiborne and
the officers of the American army and
navy took counsel upon the case, and while
they were still discussing it a second communication from Lafitte gave the council
fresh news gathered by the outlaws to the
effect that a British expedition was about
to attack the American coast, and offering
the aid of his Barratarians for defense.

Illustrations show the trend of fashions
in hair’dressing—which each beholder
can adapt to her own taste or features

upheld by golden

dwellings,

was on

I

or

collection of

whose goods and chattels, acquired
matter how, were handled and disposed
of as they would be in any trading seaport,
with the single exception that no revenue
pennants lent the sanction of customs officials to the proceedings. Little recked the
British sightseers over this, for the joke

TWO THEATER WAISTS.

——*v*4~',

It is j
especially open-handed.
long odds that he has spent double as |

a

no

very

on/I

An4»w
o--£-•/
rrroen

was

people

the holiday
few or many days. And out of it came j
Philistines that have taken away the |
strength, sweetness and light from the
;
giant of our holidays.

/vf

an

houses and marts, with docks and shipyards adapted to a seafaring, commercial

casts its bread upon;
waters to find it again after ]

o>•
-*r-

lor

galleons gone the way of all prizes of the
Robin Hoods of the sea, and enjoying rare
Havanas that had never paid a cent of
duty, much less cost the hospitable entertainer a farthing on invoice.
Meanwhile the captain’s fellow officers
and followers roamed about the island inspecting the haunts of the outlaws. The

I

!

lunuwers

xur

picturesque fashion, was sampling rare old
vintages from the wine chests of Spanish

large class, which

There is something though to be saidi
on the other side.
For the most
part]
your Philistine’s pocket is very warmly
lined. He spends lavishly if not always;
freely, and his shekels prove a reason
for being to so many beautiful things.
Thus nobody can deny his usefulness, j
or that without him the epoch fin de \
tittle would lose much of it color and!
glitter and lively notions.

empowered

to

past deeds, indemnity for all losses and
rich rewards in money and lands for future services.
A glittering naval uniform with all the
appointments, a commission and orders assigning the metamorphosed pirate to the
command of a full armed frigate at that
moment riding at anchor close at hand,
everything that an exacting ally could demand accompanied the offer. Instead of
snapping up at once the chance to secure
wealth and honorable recognition and a
decent means of livelihood, the pirate chief
smilingly asked the captain to “come in
and sup” and talk things over. The captain did so, and soon, alone with a handsome and courteous outlaw
standing six
feet two and costumed after an original and

f Hair-dressing

typed—and

was an envoy

£uiu, lujiiiumtj'

fmen.

Gift-making has become stereo-

an

treat with certain men outlawed by United
States authorities and secure their aid in
an attack on American territory
along the
Gulf coast. The proposal was addressed
to the leader of the outlaws, one Jean Lafitte, and to him was offered a captain’s
commission in the royal navy, $30,000 in

tolerable and not to be endured.” The
>wearer had attempted to combine empire and Grecian garments, and the result was such as to appall gods and

NEW DESIGNS IN HAIR-DRESSING.

on

island in the mouth or pass of the water
since known as Barrataria bay. The Briton,

IN GLASS AND GOLD,

perbly worn, two decently passable,
five distinctly dandy, and one “most in-

a

at its height,
officer of the

royal British navy

merce,

is the type of

with Gen. Jaclcson.

was

Beyond question the Christmas trade
is a mighty important factor in the
year’s profits. It is this flavor of com-

body.”
The good woman

Bay—Eafitte’s

(Copyright, 1S91, by American Press Association. Book rights reserved.]
NE autumn day
in 1814, while the
war with England

I fear me Christmas will abolish itself before many years are past. This,
the last full week before the holiday,,
has been such jams and crowding as
no sane mortal feels a call to endure.
Instead of a season of refreshing rest,
it has become one of the winter’s chiefest burdens.
There is too much of it
Shelf and counters are;
every way.
crammed till the eye wearies, the brain
reels—all yon can do is to go gasping
and weary along with the procession
that for a good three weeks past has
swept steadily in and out of big shops
and little ones.

is oftener than not a matter
of cold and close calculation. The other,
day I heard a lady lamenting her own
generosity this wise: "Why,” said she,
"just think of it. Last Christmas I gave
all the Robinsons—there are eight of;
them—presents that did not cost less
than twenty dollars—and would you believe it, all the return they made was a
trumpery book to my youngest boy and
a few rubbishy roses to me.
Depend on
it, this year I am not buying anything
for them—although somebody told me'
that the old gentleman and all of them;
agree to put their money in coal for
poor people who had none. That was
right enough, I suppose, but I believe i
in being just before you are generous.,
Certainly I couldn’t bring myself to rest
under a sense of obligation to any-;

1814—The Freeboot-

in Barrataria

Bair

er’s
*

iday.

His Exploit with the British in the New

mounted with a rakish, turban shaped cap
of otter skin. He never took to the sea,
however, but remainefjjit home, managing
his lawless crews adfi marketing their

Lafitte, the Genial Freebooter, Sol-

tive—Gamas, Beads, Glassware—
A Novelty in Ceramics.

.

dier and Pioneer Ruler,

GOOD MISTER PIRATE.

[fitted adorably into her environment of
[palms and roses. Her gown was of
gTeen satin, pale but rich. Down the
[front of the skirt, a little to one side,
ran a trail of big blasy
poppies in scarlet velvet aDDliaue uoon the satin, with

Use and Abuse of Its Various Commercial

(mas vrais and later "became a piratical
cruiser in the east; after that he was a
strong ally of certain republican states of
South America. He was about forty years
old, tall and commanding in figure, with a
fine black mustache to set off a dark but
handsome face, and just the fellow to And
life’s fruition in the exciting game played
at Barratario. To
signalize his official position he wore a full naval uniform sur-

'nesque blonde with the palest golden
thair and an apple blossom complexion

A WORD OF CHRISTMAS.

united estates

itoss, oi tne
schooner, two gunboats and
a detachment of
regulars, moved down
the river, and at the proper channel sudarmy, with

a

navy,

ana «joi.

several thousand times
TwieVi nonl Ino
over for fortune’s spoiled and favorite
--©
and the wearing of cloth gowns as full
children.
denly steered for Lafltte’s island.
dress evening toilets. Stranger yet,
The thing of all others though that 1
Under ordinary circumstances the enter'some of them are trimmed with fur and ; most did covet was a loving cup of clear
prise would doubtless have come to naught
lace—two or three narrow bands above
many previous attempts to suppress
| glass with three gold handles and like
the smugglers of the gulf. The island ocA mighty swagger girl ap- i golden scrolls on its three sides. Next
a flounce.
by the Barratariaus covers the
peared at a reception the other night in to it I rank a dear delightful china cupied
side and is
a master cloth gown, cut princess and
thimble, thin as an egg-shell daintily mouth of the bay on the gulf
six miles long. The vast harbor behind
to the left and buttoning all the
tinted, yet warranted to serve you well the
island connects with the Mississippi
if you do not let it fall and break.
way from the left hip down. The lap
various canals, lagoons, bayous
through
was edged with a narrow roll of natural
Much finer but not half so full of homeand other outlets, the whole screened by
beaver, and two bands of the same fur
ly pleasure is the intaglio ware now
beaded the ten-inch flounce of rich cofjust introduced. It is a fine pale cream swampy forests and forming an admirable
fee-colored laco that ran all around the
tint, finished without glaze. The figures lurking place for vessels and bands of men
who seek to hide their operations from offidemi-trained skirt.
The glove-fitted
'are carved before it is baked and are
cers of the law.
This natural fastness had
Iwaist was exquisitely plain, except for
and
wonderfully spirited
graceful. loDg been the resort of smugglers and
a
ja high collar for the fur with torrent Their creator, a young woman with slavers, and a few years before the New
of lace inside, foaming up about the
gifted finger tips, is thought to have a 1 Orleans
episode Jean Lafitte had taken
wearer’s long white throat.
She is one
fortune in them.
up quarters there as leader in the lawless
of those fortunate women, “divinely
The blouses are—blouses warranted
enterprises hatched and controlled at that
”
On this occasion she was espe- I new and fashionable. No room to
1
Stall
point. He went to Barrataria from New
say
cially fortunate. Fate set her at the more while Christmas things abound.
Orleans, where he had been a successful
ielbow of Mrs. Paran Stevens in a ravI trader in smuggled goods.
Ellen Osboen.
Lafitte was a Frenchman who had led an
ishing red toilet that threw out and enar
Superior has turned oi t 55,000,000 feet of adventurous boyhood. Tradition says that
soft
the
other’s
hues,
pale,
j>hasized
lumber this season.
i he served as an officer in some of
Napoi^JJqt far a wav from the two_.a
l
ocimi

bought

in

—

—

—— —
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c-1

jlapped
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CITY OF PORTLAND.

NOTICE TO VOTERS

aii mu

Board of

Registration of Voters,
November 16,1SBL

The undersigned

having

been appointed and
commissioned a Board lor the Registration of
Voters for this city under the law, hereby
notify
all persons claiming the right to vote in this
city at the Municipal Election of March next
that said Board will be in session at the times
and places below
mentioned, for the purpose
of relceiving the names of such
persons and
forming lists thereof.

Hours from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m., 3
p. m. to 5 p. un., 7 p. m. to 9 p. m.

Seven, Ward Room. Yanghan
Street, Dec. 21, 22, 28, 24, 26 and
28.

Hours

same as at other

ward

kindly view of the impressible Grymes,

polished

adventurer Lafitte. He escaped capture
and remained in hiding not far away, his

followers ready to answer his signal. Soon
afterward Old Hickory Jackson came to
town and issued his soul stirring proclamation, and in contempt of the British
offer to suborn the outlaws, and also in
contempt of Grymes’ certificate of character for the same polished gentleman, declared that “the undersigned calls upon
neither pirates or robbers to join him.”
Jean Lafitte only smiled and bided his
time. After Jackson had looked the ground
over and mustered the “ragtag and bobtail” of the levees, the fugitive pirate gave
his elegant mustache an extra twirl and
bearded the princely hero from the mountains of Tennessee in the midst of his
camp.

Jackson succnmbed to the blandishments of the irresistible Frenchman, and
the whole band of Barratarians were assigned to duty in the lines, with Jean and
his outlawed brothers, Pierre and Dominic, in positions of command. So faithfully did these men serve the guns in the
bloody battle of the 8th of January that,
on the 21st of that month, in his
congratulatory orders, Jackson spoke of the gallantry of the “privateers at Barrataria”
and “those gentlemen,” the very men he
had denounced four months earlier as
"hellish banditti.”
President Madison soon afterward granted full pardon for all smuggling and privateering acts prior to Jan. 8,1815.
The subsequent career of the Laflttes is
involved in doubt. Some accounts state
that Jean appeared in Washington society
after the war and squandered a princely
fortune in making a good fellow of himself. The most authentic account places
him afloat in West India waters preying
In 1817, with
upon Spanish commerce.
about 1,000 followers, outlaws of the gulf
and adventurous refugees from Europe, he
usurped the vacant governorship of Galveston island and set up a republic on the
ruins of a defunct revolutionary movement
that had attempted to wrest Texas from

t.ho Snnnicli

vnlro

n’haim

Via

in America.
But the old story of the Pitcher and the
Well has to be repeated ever bo often.
Freebooting is a demoralizing occupation,
and one unlucky day bis followers, just to
keep their hands in when no Spanish galleons hove in sight to occupy their attention, plundered and sunk an American
vessel. The brig Enterprise, under Lieut.
Kearney, was promptly dispatched to Galveston bay to wipe out the bustling government of Galveston, Campeachy and all.
True to bis nature, however, Governor
Lafltte, in bis vessel of state, met the
Enterprise at sea, tendered the hospitalities of his weatherboarded palace
to the warlike fleet commander, and over
the inevitable ancient Spanish vintage and
dutyless choice Havanas asked whether
the kinks couldn’t be taken out of the
knotty relations between Galveston and
the United States in some more agreeable
way than real war. The lieutenant sipped
the rare old stock and sniffed the fragrant
odor of the cooling weed, smiling the while
in the Frenchman’s face, but pointed to his
orders all the same, and Lafltte slowly and

Spanish

sadly,

cause

but with

tled bis

own

As a prerequisite to voting at the Spring Elec
tion, on the 7th of March next, application for
Registration must be made In person.
It Is hoped that every citizen In the
respective wards will present themselves on the days
named, In order that the registration be
made complete.

AUGUSTUS F. GERRISH, )
Board of
JBI. A.N UILAieD, Registration

JOHN b.
novie

(

RUSSELL^

»

jf voters.
dtj

CITY OF PORTLAND.
lire line cl red Dollars Reward.
accordance with the order of the City Connell, approved December 7th, 1891,1 nereby
offer a reward of Five Hundred Dollars to any
person who shall furnish evidence sufficient to
procure the arrest and conviction of any person
gullcv of the crime of Incendiarism or arson in
the Citv of Portland during the municipal year
1891-92.
GEORGE VV. TRUE, Mayor.
Portland, December 8th, 1891.
dec9eodtf

IN

BV8INK88 CARDS.

Book, Card
—

Job
PRINTERS’

97 1-2

AND

—

Printer,
EXCHANGE,

Exchange St., Pori land, Me.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY
All orders by mall or telephone promptly at
tended to.
nov 1 leodtf

''**'*7

UU

auuuai|

Block._

for sale,
if you
for a Christmas
present ;|your friend will gratefully remember
you every time he shaves. G. L. BAILEY, 263
Middle street.
24-1
razors
Electric
Electric Razor
buy
an

guitars, banjos and
FORallSALE—Mandolins,
musical instruments; Washburn, Lus-

comb. Gatcomb, Stewart auil other manufactures; besides extra violin aud banjo strings,
for sale by HAWES, 414 Congress street.

__23-1

SALE—We have just received sixty tons
of p, lme Cotton Seed Meal and can offer
very low prices for cash to farmers aud dealers
who wish one or more tons.
Call and eee us
before tuis is sold. BENoON & DALTON.

FOR
\T)

O

T

V

—New York Timer.
Kqaal

to the Occasion.

Walter—Ahem, haven’t yon forgotten
something, sir?
Quest (who has been badly served)—
Yes; but I’ve no furtheruse for it. Keep
it yourself.
York Epoch.

can

pair at Page’s Bazaar,
Boys, only 64 cents
261 Middle Street.

up

to match.

COLES WORTH Y’S Book Store. 92
19-1

Exchange street.

GEORGE

C.

Counsellor

at

IjlOUND-The

dark coon kitten Wednesday ereJ ulng. Dec. 16th. Will finder please return
to NO. 194 HIGH ST.19-1

IOST—A

and best, assortment of
picture b ooks. such

largest
FOUND—The
children’s Illustrated

Chatterbox. Wide Awake, Panzy, Zig Zag,
popular books, Handsome
bound books In cloth for 25 cents eacn.
COLKSWOKTHY’S BOOK 8TOBE,
92 Exchange street.
19-1
as

and all the other

S3

HALE HELP
the office of a wholesale
WANTED-For
house, smart, active boy. Appiy In own
a

handwriting

Or ganizat ionof Corporations a specialty. aa266ir

CHAS.

Em

048 1-2

19-1

__

WANTED.

nov24

FOR

FORSALE

dim

man, 18

assist

30 years

or

Typewriter

in general

and

office work.

Address, Hating experience,
JOHN WATSON,
Houlton, Maine.
dec24

(11 w

screens.

to

foot of Hanover street.

CHAS. R. LEWIS,
Manager.23-1

Wanted..

represent a man$50 per week; small capital required. Address, with stamp, Manufacturer,
Box 70, West Acton,
Mass._decl9dlw

ufacturer

of town and country ao.
\S7ANTED—Men
»'
qualntance to call at West End Hotel
from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m., for a few days, room 35.

__19-1
Boons.
■■

beautiful residence, No. 41 Thomas St.,
finely situated, light, airy and sunny, every
room pleasant, fine library finished in
polished
Black Walnut, Dinlug Room m quartered Oak,
elegant Parlors, cosy dewing Room, Bath Room
a gem. Ornamental
Mantles, Electric Bells
throughout. Soealctng Tube.
Combination
Steam and Hot Waier Heater, Plate Glass front,
large Closet room, dry roomy cellars, set tubs in
laundry, Hot ana Cold Water, and everything
first class. Lo contains about 6600 leet of
land.
Inquire of B. B. KELSEY,
nov7tlf
No. 243 Commercial Street.

The

■—

<

—

a gentleman, a comfortable,
large, sonny room, In a private family,
near the Sherwood House.
Adaress Room 14,
537 Congress Street.
23-1

WANTED—By

miSCBI, LAPIKOVS.
have Just received
WE Turkeys,
which

extra fine lot of
shall sell from 18 to
16 to 18 cents
pound. Chickens
pound. Geese 18 to 20 cents pound. C. A.
ROUNDS, cor. Boyd and Heatn streets. 23-1 b
an

we

20 cents

Isn’t she beautiful.
Certainly, she
the famous Blush of Roses.
The
uses It also, but you could
never detect It on i heir faces.
We sell quantities of It YOUR DKUGUI8T.
2.-1

LOOK!

uses

LET.

gentleman with her

and well located
now

occupied by

■■

■

Messrs. Chenery & Co., as a wholesale fancy
goods establishment; also a manufactory connected therewith.
Frontage about 26 feet,
depth 85 feet. Possession Feb. 1, 1892. BENJ AMIN SHAW, 51
Exchange street. 22 1
LET—A parlor with room adjoining on
first floor, heated by furnace.
Also room
on second floor on Congress street, near State.
Inquire at E. J. HARMON & CO., 648 Congress
street.
19-1

TO

LEI—very desirable

TO
_berland street.
MONEY

rooms at 467 Cum

18-4

to loan on first or second mortgages

on farms or clr.y property, life insurance
policies, commercial paper or any good collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42Vi
4-4
Exchange Street.

BE

LET—The elegant residence
TO
late N. C. Sawyer,
Deering, Is
for

of the
offered

in

lease for a term of years; possession
given Immediately.
Inquire of K. A. NOY ES.
Treas. Public Library, 8j Exchange St.
2-tt
seven

flats In building No. 21
WM. SHEA, 6
oct7-tf

or

ac-

Address, Box
22-2

MEETING!*.

First National

wanted!
skilful pastry cook.

A

apply

None other need

at

dec23d3t

88

PA BK

8TBBIT.

looking for good comfortWANTED—Those
able quarters for the winter, rooms

heated by steam and lighted by electricity, furnished or unfurnished, would ao well to call at
the ST. JULIAN HOTEL.19-1
11/ANTED—An active partner with sfew
v v
thousand dollars In an old established
business that fs paying well and Is all right
Young man pre/erred. Pall or address within a
week. B. B., Falmouth Hotel.
19-1
--.

TYTANTED-To purchase a small farm In
Cumberland County.
Preferably near
Portland or eld Orchard. Send full particulars
to Lock Box 168, Pittsfield, Me.10-2
persons
WANTED—All
call
E. D.
bags
and 668
to

in want of trunks of

at

Congress street,
our goods, and

REYNOLDS’, 666
Oak; as we
can therefore give

corner of

manufacture
JVM

vvvwma

lugs unttll

!>•

1VVS

|

WUUAO

»W^au«U|

DV

VVPU

e-

rjm

4-7

one

Speaking tubes and bells of every
description put Into hotels, private houses and
steamboats at short notice; all Work warranted;
orders by mall atten led to.
24 1

ANNUAL

=

■

Plush goods and albums; cuff and collar boxes 26 cents and up. K. D. REYNOLDS,
cor Oak and Congress street.
16-3
onus.

public to know that J. G.
WANTED—The
CURRIER. bell hanger, is at 137 Clark

cept any responsible position.
396, Madison, Maine.

■

WANTED.

in want of pictures from
WANTED—People
dollar to eight would do well to call

PEltSOHAL.

rime

PHOTOS.

A young

of age, to run

A man to take an office and

SALE—Houses; prices, $450, $600,$900
$1000. $1100, $1300, $1400. $1600. $1700.
$2000. *2200, $2500, *2700, $3200.
J.
C. WOOMAN, 106Exchange street. 19-1

JACKSON,
St.,
PINE?

Congrea.
Oak,
JYlaine.
Portland,
Cor. of

to P, O. Box 1674.25-1

our

entry bookkeeper is open
Law, Double
for engagement after Jan. 1st; would

8S 1*4 exchange St., Portland, Rle.

21-1

largest and best assortment of
photograph albums, card albums in plush
and morocco binding. Toilet aud manicure sets,
and plush boxes In great variety at ver? low
prieos. Call and see them. LOLESWOK*
TIIY’S Book Store, 92 Exchange street, ltt-1

sets

$15.00, cut price, $5. Scott’s novels, 12
volumes, illustrated, published for $12.00, cut
price, $5.00. Macaulay’s History of England,
f> volumes, cut
price. $1.60. COLES WORTHY’S Book Store, 92 Exchange street.

street.

HOPKINS,

Hurry

live, energetic salesmen to
SALE —Ten
of Charles Dickens’s
WANTED—Some
sell
lmprovrd window and door
FOR
novels, illustrated, 15 volumes, published
the
Portland Screen Co.,
Apply
for

Danforth street.

NO. 37 PliCn STREET.

St.

pair.. Page’s Bazaar,

_

STEPHEN BERRY

Bool, Job and Card Printer,

a

~

a

LET—One

Bank,

to buy from $1000 to 916NOTICE—Wanted
GOO worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the

highest cash price for ladles’ dresses, gents’

and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats: call, or address letter or postal to 8.
LEVI, 87 Middle street.
auglOtf

buy 91000 worth of cast-off
cloth tog; I pay the highest cash price for
ladles’ dresses, gents’ and children’s oiothlng,
and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address
letter or postal to MRS. GOODHABT, 08 Mid-

WANTED—To

dle street.

auglOtf

annual

meetlag of the stockholders of
buy from 31000 to $10,000
the First National Bank of Portland, will
WANTED—To
THE
worth of cast off clothing, tne highest
be
held at Its banxtn'rooms on Tuesday, the
12th day of January. 1892, at 10 o’clock a. ro„
for the purpose of electing seven directors for
the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any
otner business that may legally come before
them.
J AMK8 E. WENGREN, Cashier.
Portland, Me., Dec. 11.1891.
decl2dtd

cash prices paid for ladles’ dresses, also gentlemen’s and children’s clothing and winter overcoats.
Highest cash prices paid for carpets
and furniture.
Address, postal or letter to.
No. 103 Middle street, M. DeGROOT, Portland, Me.
oct39-tf

————^—

FEMALE HELP.

The

National

Traders’

Bank

shareholders of the National Traders’
Bank of Portland are hereby notified that
their annual meotlug will be held at their banking room on Tuesday, the 12th day of January,
next, at 11 o’clock a. m., to choose live directors for the eiisuing year, and to acton
any other
business that may legally come before the meetEDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
ing.
December 12, 1891.
decl2-dtd

THE

CANAL
IS INVALUABLE FOR

hs ^
*

aii.La.ng,

'Roubles.

P

$1

A Al
iiivnvinii

at ell
m

Druggists.

AAB.aa.

F

OR

ixi.u. u.

Ditson

uasmer.

Dec. 11, 1891.

declleodtd

^

eod&wly

CHRIST

BANK.

mTsT

s

YY7ANTED—Young lady with some knowlv v
edge of bookkeeping and willing to make
herself useful when not engaged on books. Address P. O. BOX 1435.26-1

HOUSEKEEPER
Wanted,
to

Cumberland National Bank.
annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Cumberland National Bank ot Cortland
will be held at the banking rooms ou Tuesday
the twelfth day of January, 1893, at 10 o’clock
a. m., lor the choice of Directors for the
ensuing year aud the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them
W. H. SOULE, CashierPort land, Dec, lltb, 1891.
decdtd

THE

NOTICE^
undersigned, commissioners appointed
by order of the City Council of the City of
Portland, October 7, 18m), to assist the City assessors in revaluing and equalizing the values
of real est te belonging to resident and nonresident tax payers of said cliy, hereby give
notice that they will b-< In attendance at Assessors’ Office, City Building, Monday, Dec. 28,
Tuesday, Dec. 29, Wednesday, Dec. 30, and
and Thursday, Dec. 31, from 10 to 12 o’clock a.

WANTED.

competent housekeeper; a woman
look after a private hotel. Apply to 88 Park
a

Street.

dec21iw
experienced girl for
WANTED—An
housework iu a small family.

DAVIS,

THE

ouitg, rrup i^
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

apl6

NATIONAL

Annual Meeting of the stockholders of
The Canal National Bank of Portland, for
the election of seven Directors, and for the
transaction of any other business lhat may
legally come before tbem, will bo held at their
banslug house on TUESDAY, the twelfth day
Jauuaty, 1892, at 11 o’clock a. m.

vs.

29 Bramhail street.

STATE

OF

general
G. H.
21-1

MAINE.

Office of Board of State Assessors. 1
AUGUSTA, Dec. 19, 1891. J
Notice is hereby given that the State Assessors will be lu sessiou at Ohy Build lug In Portland, the county of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
the 6th day of January, A. D., 1892, at nine
o’clock In the forenoon to secure Information to
enable them to make a just and equal assessmentoltbe taxat> o property In the several
towns In said countv, aud to Investigate charges
ut concealment of property liable to
assessment,
as required by law.
BENJ. F. CHADBOURNE.) Board of
PRANK GILMAN,
State
OTIS HAVFOKD,
Assessors.
dec21
dtd

{

j

BOYNTON,
547

Congress

Si.

THE

not fitted to

of the eggs and mounted skins naturalists obtained before its annihilation,

tv....

SALE—A have splendid copy of Willis
FORHistory
of Portland, bound in half Turkey

a

mens

a

TO Portland Pier. twoEnquire

important relation in this respect
to the early American fisheries than the
great auk. Indiscriminately slaughtered by thousands, it made an important
addition to the fisherman’s larder, until
at last it yielded to the rapacious and
was

—_

LET—A very pleasant upper tenament of
rooms In house No. 19 Atlantic
street; rent $16 per month. Enquire of B. W.
96
Commercial
street.
11-tt
JONES,

35c. and

withstand, and a most interesting species was totally wiped out of existence.
All that remains today in America of a
once immensely abundant gigantic sea
fowl is its bunal place and a few speci-

1

Bible for a Christmas present for one-half
the ageuts’ price.
Full line of Teachers’ Oxford Bibles with a'lthe helps, maps and flexible
covers at low prices. Call and see us. COLESWORTHY’S BOOK STORE,
92
Exchange
street.
18-1

more

destructive agencies it

Vnn.

find the cele64 cents a

Boys, you
brated Long Aeach Skate for
FOUND—Boys.
261 Middle

I1

TO

Ante Remains on tbe FunK Islands.

v.ia
UC1U

24-1

RENT—The

WH, m. MARKS

the plank himself.
He paid off all his officers and men in
full, and distributed bountiful largess on
all sides, then loaded his personal effects
on board his vessel, fired the town and all
his establishments, and the same breeze
that bore the Enterprise from the harbor
wafted Lafltte from the northern shores of
the gulf forever. After a brief career in
Yucatan he died while still in harness, warring on the tempting commerce of old
George L. Kilmer.
Spain.

__1_1

SALE—The two story brick house, with
Fiench roof, situated No. 207 Cumberland
street; bas 14 rooms, besides bath and closets;
is one of the most desirable houses on the
street, and is finely located for a down town
residence. Is offered for sale at a great bargain to close an estate. Immediate possession.
Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial

spacious
store No. 241 Middle SL,
FOR

royal mien withal, scutship, so to speak, and walked

XT*

proving property

merit.

same at

FEKNALD & SAW-

YER.25-1

TO

a

While studying the cod fisheries off
the Newfoundland coast, opportunity
was taken to visit Funk islands.
Here
were discovered the remains of that lost
bird, the great ank. The delights of the
ornithologist who first grubbed up the
skeletons and the eggs of defunct auks
on Funk islands could have been equaled
only by that of the miners who find a
bonanza.

with insurance If desired.

Morocco, gold edges, as good as new. Edition
1866; also Smith and Dean’s Journal, bound

AaiiimcVia^

four years, built the town of Campeachy,
treated with South American republics,
and generally made his flag a terror to the

bargain, useu a very
$22.00;
light side spring wagon, $25.00; 2 light carriage
poles, 2 sleigh hacks, 2 single sleighs, set
traverse runner
for hacks, 1 set heavy for
barge, 1 set hub runners, 1 Chestnut mare, 1
fancy top phaeton, 1 harness and sleigh; price
$185.00. Can be seen at stable. 697 Coegress
street; also storage for carriages aud sleighs,
a

of

After December 28th, sessions will be resum
ed at office, Room 13, city
Buiidihg, and continue so long as consistent with making
up the
list of voters of the several
wards, which by
law must be posted thirty
days before the election.

bowed eye classeal
this office bv
paying for this advertia»i
25-1

can

m

Ward

and

rataria.
But that was not the end of the

sale and to let-odc set light
pair of gold
Forbreastplate
Owner
have the
harness, rubber trimmed, at
FOUND—A
few limes.
1
and

__22-1
:_r!
viTT

worm, nowever, am not case tne

Commodore Patterson’s little fleet
swooped down on the island under pretext
of attacking the British, and the Barratarians, surprised at all points, made no
fight and scattered into the bayous, abandoning vessels, cannon, houses and booty
to the marines and regulars. So fell Bar-

LOST AND FOUND.

FOR

plunder.
Doubtless Jean was worth to the cause
he served a dozen heroes of the deck, for it
was a desperate game the outlaws played
under the eyes of the law, and it needed a
diplomat at headquarters to ward off a
wholesale hanging scrape.
At one time the matter got into the
United States court, and Lafitte bought
up the district attorney, John R. Grymes,
who resigned his office to defend him. Edward Livingston, who was then practicing
in New Orleans, joined with Grymes, and
for fees of $20,000 each they got a cessation
cf proceedings. Yet the reputation of their
clients was such that they hesitated about
going to Barrataria to get their heavy
fees. Finally Livingston offered Grymes a
large slice of his $20,000 for collecting it.
When Grymes returned successful, with
the aftertaste of Lafitte’s wines and cigars
on his palate and his coffers heavy with
gold, he exclaimed, "What a cruel misnomer it is to call the most honest and
polished gentlemen that the world ever
produced pirates and banditsl”

POIt SALE.

Music Books.
Latest Series! Just Issued!
Ne Plus Ultra Piano Collection.
160 pages. Brilliant but easy pieces
Ne Pins Ultra Ballad Collection.
160 pages.

Latest and best songs.

Ne Pins Ultra Son? and Chorus Coll’n.
Each song has a ringing chorus.
Ne Plus Ultra Dunce Collection.
Every style of dance music; not difficult.
All these boat,sate largenheet manic size■
ANY VOLUME SENT POSTPAID FOR 50c.

OLIVER DU SON COMPANF. Boston.
Jly7
Xu&Fri&wly

m.

and 2 to 4 o’clock

nterested.

i.

m., to hear all persons

VIKGILC. WILSON, 1
Wm. a. IRISH,
j Commissioners.
decs l
dt31
h hereby uitek, that
the subscriber has been duly appointed
u
“
Executrix of the of
SAMUEL B. KENNEY, late of
Pownal,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon herself that tru it
by giving bonds
as the law directs. Ail persons
having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons
indebted
to said estate are called upon io matte payr

I have the best Nickel Alarm Clocks
In the city, and I will warrant them
to beep perfect time.

For Christmas aod New Years
«

Hujler’s Candies.

Notice

ment to

.

KATIE E. KKNNEY. Executrix.

Pownal, Dec. 1st, Win,

deciidlawSwE*

Schlotterbeck & Foss
H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.
Order mate at Chandler’* n«>ic
Stare,
431 t’engrra* Sttcet.
eboeoUU

*

IN

MEMORIAM

Of Rev. Joseph H. Pratt.
TO MY MOTHER, CHRISTMAS, 189' U
“Man goeth unto his long home,
And mourners walk the street.”
How strange y to my sense has come
These words with truth replete.

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets,
Exchange

I loved thee well, our hearts were c >ho
by mor thau common tie:
By Christian work, (and thine is done)
Of cheer, aud sympathy.
I look back now upon the days
Wlieu iu my growing years.
Thy counsel came In tender way, \
Thy love spoke olt lu tears.
I sometimes used to think thee ste th,
So precious was ihy care,
And it was hard n r liie to learn
How de.ir a bather’s prayer.
I

see how much I owe thee
n'/ow,
And 1 do miss thee so;
i
While memory lingers long',, somehow
Upon one year r,go.
/

Thy home was called tb e “Friendly Inn”
80 many passeu thy (*• roor;
And many a soul was h‘e>t there, when
They knew not tho u wert poor.
God’s promises wer e good to thee,
He was thy cons' tapt Frii-nd;
Bis “as thv day, t' ay sireugth shall be.”
the end.
Was sure uuto
of various kinds

were

thy lot,

Affile ion oft

But thou

dear, to purest minds

wast

not ue

xuuu cans'

Long am'

j well

roigui.

spent thy years, three

score

And
n any haif of ten,
lugh f. ny changing years and more,
T’ ay ministry has been.

Tbr<

J^Futl many souls by thee can
Of sav ng grace of God j
f

tell

And alt who Knew thee say “tis well,”
Where’er thy feet have trod.

r

When thou wert old with bending form
Wiih shortened step and slow;
Th\ ripened years too soon had come,
Thy locks too much like snow.

Long months of suffering untold,
Tli ough weeks on bed of pain;

Thy

life grew

(like

as buds
ra n.)

In sweetness (alter

unfold)

and

A few days more, then peaceful morn,
My soul knew ver> we 1
To tnee had come a Heavenly dawn,
W lilcli language cannot tell.

Thy words more dear, thy face all smile,
Thy earnest call tor prayer;
Thy whis ered, s ow i’U rest awhiie”
impressed us ><eaih was there.
A lovely rest in sleep so calm,
And then tuv weary feet
The valley wa ked, but Christ’s dear arm
Supporting, made it sweet.
“A light keeps breaking in,” thou said,
“A light keeps breaking in!”
Ho sting in death for tnee 10 dread
“The sting of death is sml”

At New York money has been easy, ranging
2V%@3 percent.; last loan at 2Vi, closing at
2Vi per cent. Prime mercantile paper 4% (®6
per cent. Sterling Exchange is quiet and steady
with actual business In bunker’s bills at 4 81V4
for 60-day bills, and * 88% for demand; posted rates at ♦ B2@4 84y2
Commercial bills at
4 8l@4 88Vi.
Government bonds duil and
steady. Hail road bonds are aative and strong.
The stock market still maintained an active
business during the afternoon, and all the leading shares made further progress in ilie upward
direction, but no advance was made over noon
prices in anything, the marker closing active
and strong a best prices of the day.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 407,800 shares

Corn was weak in this market to-day and
about lo c ff for both car and bag lots, while
Meal shows a drop cf 6c. Sugar in good demand
at unchanged prices.
Provisions quiet and
steady. Fresh Beef continues quiet, but prices
firm: sides at bV*ZL7V>(a8(i. hinds 7®

9%@iOc, fores at 6c, rounds and Hanks at 6
@6%c, rump loins 10@l6c, rumps at 10@14o,
loius i2glCc, rattles at 4c, backs 6@7c, lambs
at 7®8c, muttons 6%@7c, pork ribs at 8c. sausage at 8c, r< uud hogs 6% 6c. Produce steady
and unchanged.

PORTLAND, Dec. 24,1891.
Receipts by Maine Central R R— For Portland
9» cars miscellaneous merhandlsC, connecting
Sugar Rates.
Portland market—out loaf, 6%c; confectioners’, 7c; pulverized, 6c: powdered, 6c; granulated, 6c; coffee oiushed, 4%c yellow, 4c.
Grain Quotations.

Wednesday's quotations.
WHEAT.

H

truest.10664

Closing.106%

106%

Dec.

Jan.
ftv%

Opening.....64%
Highest...65

68%
6z%

Lowest..64%
53
Closing. 64
Thursday’s quotations.

Closing.106%

Thy struggles with such courage fraught,
Bright setting of thy sun.
Thy whisper low -the battle’s fought,
The victory is won.”

Onenlng.66
Highest.55
Lowest.64%

Dec.

H idlest.... ...106%
Lowest.105%

Dec.

LUO

I ki>sed ilue, bending o'er tby side,
Ana caught thy last -‘good night.”

“My Heavenly home Is bright and fair,”
Hymn thou bad loved so long.
“Mo pain nor death can enter there”
Became thy dying song.
draught could take
speak,

Tliy eyelids
to wake,
Tby soul its fetters break.

A little band watched fleeting breath,
A band ne’er broke before:
silence, such as nun call death,
And thou art here uo more.

Yet thou didst go, thy form was left,
Thyself had gone somewhere;
Whilr iu that soiemu sileuce sept
Faith whispered, “Over there.”
On anniversary of Christ’s birth
again came

down,

To sing good will” by sorrowing bearth,
And lift thee to thy crown.
How great thy loy on Christmas night
To meet thy Lord and ivlugl
Ai.d wiili ceie-iial escort bright
Thy song of victory slug.
as I see thy grave, I say
righteous, lei me live,
And “as tne righteous, let me die,”
My all to Jisus give.

Now
As

And thou hast been one year in Heaven.
What “holidays” are tulne;
If there to idee such power- Is given,
O guide tncse steps of mine.
In memory of a sainted one.
My Father dear, but gone;
I’ll strive to meet wneu time is done,
On resurrection morn.
Hannah T. Pkatt.

Perhaps

It Was Plush.

Pretty soon the car stopped for a woman
wearing a fur cape, and she sat down almost opposite him. He looked her over
very carefully and pretty soon leaned over

and observed:

i

Opening.41%

Closing...41%

9 j%

May.
4tya
418/4

9hsa

9%
May
41%
4a%

12<>

llrt

100
85
120
110
J25

103
los

107%

112
120
107
105

106
116

136
me
705
110

98

New York Mining Stocks.

leiegrapn.

NEW YORK, Dec, 24

1891—The following
ire to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Ool. Coal. »t.a*f|-Ht (•••SSSM-MKSSS
86%
Hocking Coal. 15 no

Humestake..12
“My daughter Hanner has bin coaxin Quicksilver.-.
4 s/.
all the fall to buy her a cape like that.
dopref.
2r%
Ontario.x-dv 44 oo
They do look purty stylish."

“I don't

purtend

posted on sich
fur or only plush?"

to be

Is that real
“Sirl” exclaimed the woman as shd rose
and caught a strap and glared at him for
thirty seconds before making for the plat-

things.

form.
He looked after her with open mouth
and

never

uttered

a

word until she

stepped

off and the car started again. Then he
turned to the man on his left and whis-

pered:

“Land o’ massy! but I jest thought fur a
minute she was goin to scratch and pull
hair! What d’ye s’pose she got so allfired mad about.”—isTew York Evening

Con Cal & Va .
Best & Beicner..
2 25
Yellow jacket....
1 00
Mexican. 70
OplUr .2 10
Savage. 14
Horn Silver. 3 95

Money Market.

NEW VOltA. Dec. 24, 1691.
The following are lo-oay’s quotations of Government securities:
Sew 4s. reg...n«ya
..

...

........."i 1

United States 2s reg.100%
Centra) Pacific ists.1< 8y8
Denver & K. G.lst.11«
Erie 2ds,.,K6
Kansas Pacific Consols.I0i%
Dreaon Nav. ists.
112
Kansas Pacific Ists ...109
Closing quotations of stocks:
Dec. 13
Dec. 24.
4dams Express.14;
147
A.m

Express

116

Jentral Pacific. 34
Jbes & Obio..
: 6
Jhicago & Alton..140
&
Alton
ibicago
prefd.,.J6o
1
Jhicago Burlington * Quincy lin-%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co...it23
Delaware, Lacks & Western.. 140%
Denver & Rio Grande. 16

44%

108
1334
46

BO
14%

115

34
26%
140
I60

109%

123s/8
140%
17

Mfikets.

[By Teirwraun.]
LIVERPOOL, Dec. 24, WM
QuotatlonaWinter Wheat 8s 3dn-rs 4Vjd: Spring Whe
at 8s :^d@8s 4yart; California average at|8s 9d&
8s 94fed; M ixeu Amenoan Corn at 5s a% d..

Cheese at 55 s.
LIVERPOOL Dec f 4.1891.—Cotton marks'—
moderate; middhna at *44 d 'ales 8,.>o0 bales;
speculation and export 1,500 bales; receipts
bales.
—

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
For the week ending Dec. 24, 1891.
Flour.
Crain.
,,
Superfine &
«orn> car lots....«5S6i<
low grades.4 7fi@5 00 Corn, bag lors...69@7o
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots. 67@ e
XX Spnng.6 00@o 26 Oats, car lots....4 •» 4
Pat. Spring
„„
0a-?! bug lois...*7@49
6 7£@8 25
Wheat.
Cotton seed—
Car lots...2* oo@28 5(
Mich str’ght
,,
roller.6 %fc@5 % Bag lots. .29 00(«j3i) to
clear do...5 16@3 2o
Backed bran—
Car lots.. .22 0h@2-; 0
St Louis st’gt
_
roller....
Bag lots...24 ijO@26 irfi
clear do...5 2£@> */i» Middlings 23 oo@ .'8 0
Wm’r Wheat
Bagiotsi -.24
(g.29 or

patems....6 76@8
Fish.

81%
84

85
1434

69%
82

linehaneen

sales

fa66%c afloat; ungradetf mixed 46%®66%c;
No 3 at 60c; steam-r mixed at 53%@£5%c,
receipts 6l,6< 0 i ush export.- »0 bush;
sales »7,000 tujsli: firmer and moderately active No 3 at 39%®39% ; do Wtme36%ct No 2
at 40@4>)%c; do Wnire 40% S4%<
No 1 at

prefd.

Sew 4s, coup

1>4 a

1 00@i fm %. Eye dull and unchanged; western i 00@l 03. Barley dull aud steady; No 2
Mil —. Corn—receipt* 06 926 bush exports
123,844 busb;8ales 143.000 bush; weaker, and
less active; No 2 at 64 <®64%n elevator 66%

122
105

Mexican Central R 4s.72%
Fitn & Pero Marquette prfd. 87
do common
New York auu New England Railroad.... 40%
do prefd.
99
Maine Central Railroad.116

New York Stock and

81%
128%

■

Asked
132
li.2
102
43

me

The wearer of the cape blushed and
looked confused, as was proper under the
circumstances, while the other passengers
winked at each other and kept very quiet.
“I told her I’d see about it when I come
to town," continued the old man, as he
bent over still further. “I s’pose they are
purty comfortable, hain’t they?"
She blushed still more, and looked very
nervous and uncomfortable, but he didn’t
notice it. He extended his hand, felt of
the fur, and continued:

89%

3 15®3 75: line 2 85®3 PO,
Southern flour
unchanged and dull. Eye flour firmer and more
active at ft-0.':@5 so. Buckwheat flour is dull
at l 9< @2 0. Buckweeat at 60@*8c.
Cornmeal unchanged and quiet; Yellow Western at
3 1F)@3 60.
receipts 226,140 bush;
exports 189,898 bush {sales 16?,OOF) bash,quiet
and stronger;No 2 Ked at l 06@ 06% in store
and elevator, I 07%@1 8 afloat. 1 < t>%@l 09
fob; No 3 red at 1 Oiffil 02%: No 1 Northern
at $1 0Rs,4@i 09 ; No t haro 1 J2%@1 12% ;
No ■* Northern l 03%@1 04% ; No 8 spring at

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations are received dally:
Atchison, Topeka & Sauta Fe R. 4rya
C. B. & Q.109
Mexican Central. 22%
Uuion Pacific. 4-%
Boston & Maine R.165
Bell Telephone.205
Wisconsin Central... 1932

[By

89%

22,150 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 60®415;
city mills extra at 5 0@6 26, city milTs patents 6 26®5 60 winter wheat, low grades, at
8 60®4 15 fair to fancv at 4 10(54 90 patents
at 4 60@5 26,
Minnesota clear 4 16® * 86;
straights do at 4 46@510: do natents 4 60®
6 60 do rye mixtures 4 16@4 85 superfine at

May.

STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Canal Natioi al Bank.mo iso
Casco National Bank.... ....100 120
First National Bank.100 100
Cumberland National Bank. 40
41
Merehams’ National Rank.. 76 118
National Traders’ Bank.....100 120
Portland National Bank....100 103
Portlaud Trust Company....
116
Portland Company.
Portland Ga^ Company. 50
80
Portlaud Railroad Co.
116
BONDS.
Portland City 6s M’nicip’l various. 100
Por land City 6s, R. R. a'd. 1907.. 123
Portlaud City Funding 4s ..102
Bath City 6s. Muu. various...IOO
BatntiiyesK. R aid, 6s, 1902..106
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid.llo
Bangor City 6s, long Municipal....118
Belfast ( ity «s. R. R. aid.103
Fort and & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896...104
Leeds Si Farmington R. R. 6s,.106
Maine Central K. R. 1st mtg 7s....114
M aine Central R. R. Con 7s.133
Maine Central K. K. Con 4yas....l03
Maine Central R. R. skg fund 6s..103
Portland Water Co * s due 1899... io«
“
“
4s
1927... 96

98
184

Domestic Marktes.
fBy Teiegraun.l
NEW YORK. DC. 24,1891.-The flour market
—receipts 26,877 packages: exports 2441 bbis

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by swan & Barbett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.

Description.

1*%

Sheep—receipts 3nOO;shirment8 900: steady;
native ewes3 00@4 26; mixed at|4 2F@4 76:
wethers 4 7 @6 fo: Westerns 4 76@t 867
Lambs 3 60®5 75.

COHN.

Dec.

Foreign

21%

RoBfnn Proilnup lYTa.rlrAf.

and 21.963 sacks: auiet and

Opening.
Closing...90%

The Cotton markei
MOBILE.Dec. 24
quiet .middlings at 7*4 J**MEMPHIS, Dec. 24, ^-The Cotton ma,
ket steady; middlings at.744c

22

@<72tt.
May
96%

Dec.

do

There was a fatherly old man among the
passengers who landed from a West Shore
railroad ferryboat at the foot of Fortysecond street, and some of his observations,
after getting into a cross town car, proved
what an innocent hearted old chap he was.

61%

WHEAT

A

We heard no fluttering angel’s wing,
Mo sound of Ooatmao’s oar;
We saw not chariot of the King,
No visage left our door.

61

COHN.

_

no more cool
more
voice could
closed no more

61

51%

Dec.

Opening.
Closing.41
Thursday’s quotations.

on sweet Christmastide

May,

WHEAT.

Dec.

119%
21%
79Vk

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph
CHICAGO,Dec. 24,1891.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 7 00; shipments 80.000; active and
higher; prime steers 6 50®6 00; good to choice
4 00®6 26; others 2 65@3 7R; Stockers 2 t0@
3 00, Texans —; cows at i 26@3 01.
Hoes receipts 34,000.
shipments 8 000;
steady to strong ;rough and common 3 50®3 60:
mixed ami packers at 3 6i@3 80; prime, beavy
and butchers’ weights at 3 80®39U; light 3 40

Wednesday’s quotations.

And this

Aiigels

10 %

108%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Opening...
Closing. 90%

thy

May

107%

62%
52%

Closing.64 Vs

141%

New Fork Central.118%
New York, Chicago * St. Louis 20%
do pref... 73
Ohio & Miss.-. 21%
Ont. & Western. 20%
North American. 18%
Pacific Mail. 3734
Punman ...
Beading. S9%
Rock island....
89%
St Louis & San Fran. ..
do pref.
do 1st ...
St Pam .. 81
do pref.122%
St Paul Minn & Man.114
St. Paul & Omaha. 42%
St. Paul & Omaha prf.107
Texas Pacific, new... 13%
Union Pacific....
46
U S. Express
....
fO
Wabash St. Louts & Pacific.. 14%
do pref. 81%
Western Union...
84%
Sugar Trust..; 85%
itichmond & West Point.13%
do pref —..
57
Oregon Nav. 80

—

61

10fcV4

Jan.
53
63%

And yet the valley was not passed,—
“His will be done,” there came
Yet from thy voice, and then at last
Tby light did swiftly wane.

Mo

50%

*

112%
20%
72
116%

Potatoes—choice native and Maine stock
$1 871*®1 50; choice Vermont and N Hamoshire ana New York Burbanks —@48c; Houlton
He hr ons
®60c-. rose 46c Aroostook Hebrons
at 46®—c; Rose at 46c. Sweet potatoes. Eastern extra* bu'k stock and cloth heads $1 76:
Jersey double lie ads 2 26
Apples—No 1 Baldwins and Greenings $1 ro
@t 50; No 2 at 76C1&90C, Greenings at $100
1 60.

60%

CORN.

Tby farewell kiss, thy last farewell,
In beuediouou grand.
A legacy words ne’er can tell,
lu pressure of thy hand.

Tby lips

Mav.
M

WHEAT.

Thy steady irazihp «d to Heaven
Thy lined be, k m; band,
Assurance, that to nice was given
Bright glimpse of better laud.

H03

107%
1076/a

CORN.

10**%
105%
100%

was

107%

106V*

Jan.
ioe%

-MUCIUli

May.

107%

iof>%

62%

Cotton rnarke

Provisions.

„p"rk-

Backs.16 00&16 25
Clerr.14 5 @14 76
Cod.perqtl—
Large shore.*}Short' uts.14 76(aU6 00

Small.6 00:
Pollock.3 00
Haddock ....305i

Beef-

Ex-Mess... 8 Bp® 9 00
Elate.10 00/610 60
Hake.2Ooogga 60 Ex-Plate.. 10 u.@ij Ou
LardHerring—
Scaled, © hox...t4@l8 Tubs, ^ lb. 644@ 7v4
Mackerel ^ bbl—
Tierces. 844® 744
Shore Is..24 0< @28 OOfPails. 644@L2
Shore 2s..14 00(§i8 OOiPure leaf...12 @1244
Med 3s...11 6i @13 001Hams.10 follOVi
i*rge vs..uuu< @w w ao covera..n @uvi
Oil.
Produoa.^ ‘-g
KeroseneC’peCranb’s.7 6
Pea beaus...2 uOi
Port ref per. «i£
Medium do..
Pratt’s Ast’l. 8V4
Germ’ii med.I a
Uevoe’s brilliant.. 8^
Yellow eyes..1 75i
Lieonla. 6V4
Cal. pea.2 6f_2 661 Centennial. 6Vj
Irish Potatoes—
Raisins.
bu\h.4f @55 Muscatel ....1 50@2 60
weet Potatoes—
Loua’u lny’r.2 ot@S 60
...2 60@S 25 0a ura lay’r..8
@9

ft

Valencia.7

I

40%c; do White at 41 %c: Mixed Western 39
fn4l%c; White do at 40«43%c White State
49@43%c; No 2 Chicag j at 4t@4’%c. n«rfee—Rio dull and lower; No 7 at 13@13%e.
sn*#t—raw dull and nominally lower.- retind
is unchanged and quiet; N<>6 at 3 11-16; No 7
at 8%e: No 8 at 3 9-16c
No9atS%c; No 10
at S7-16C
Noil at 8%c; No 12 at 8%c;
off a 8%®3 16-16c; Mould A 43/gc;standard A
4 3-16c; coufecr loners’ a at 4 1-I6c: cut loaf at
6%c, crushed 5%c; powdered at 4%c; granulated at 4%®4%c: Cubes at 4%c.
Petroleum steady and quiet; united 59%c. Pork is
and
mess
at
9
quiet
unchanged; old
26; new
9 75@10 26 Beef quiet;bee) hams slowjticrced
beef quiet; cut meats easier; middies weak
and dull, hard firmer and quiet;Western steam
$6 87%: city at $601 @6 Oft; refined fairy active and firm; Oontinem at $6 60(a8 77% : 8. A.
at *7 60.
Baiter quiet and steady.
ttheeae
firm with fair demand.
Freight* to Liverpool weak and dull; grain
per steam 3%d.
CHICAGO, Dec. 24 1891 —The Flour raarnet
is barely steady.
Wheat stronger and dull;
No 2 spring 90% @ 0%c; No 2 tied at 91%c.
Com strong and higher— No 2 at 41VaC. Oats
quiet aud firm; No 2 at 2%c. No 2 Rye at
8<%c. No 2 Barley at 69c. Iso Flaxseed 94c.
Provisions flrm:niess pork at 7 62% *7 76.Lard
6 02%@f 0
Short ribs sides at 6 lu@6 20.
Dry salt meats-shoulders at $4 37%@4 60;
sides
short clear
at *6 45®5 60.
Receipts—Flour 31.000 bbls. wheat 140.000
bush; corn 260,001; bush, oats 122.000 bush;
rye 22,000 bush, barley 67.01)0 bush.
Shipments—Flour 21.000 bbls, wneai 46.000
bush corn 233,000 bush, oats 292,000 nnsh.
rye 7.000 hu-n barley 3*.00i' busu
ST.LOUIS, Dec. 24,1891.—The Flour market
Is tinner; family at 8 30@3 40; cho ce at 4 20
@‘80; paten s at 44, @460. Wheat closed
firm; No 2 red ai 92%c. oorr—cash weak tutun-s firm aud higher ; No 2 at 37%@3 %c.
Cats firmer; No 2 at 31c. Bariev nominal. Mum
-o

t* a -.

iiuMon/no am

01

J

*11*11,

Mints

at

8 76 for old and 11 76 for ne *t.
Lard at $5 go.
Dry salt meats—shoulder!* 83 HO. long* and ribs
at 85 621/" short clear at 6 66.
Bacon—shoulders at go 2 >, longs and rlhs 6 25; short clear
at $6 37 v».

Hams 9 O0@t0 50.
Receipts—1 lour 3,000 bbls: wheat 64,000
hush; corn lc8,00n oush oats 19 000 bush:
rye 4.00t» bush barley 10.000 busn
Shipments— Flour 8,00* > bbls wheat 73,000
bmb corn 1H9000 bush oats 36,000 bush
rye 6,00 ■ busn. barley 2.000 bush
DETROIT, Dec. 24 —Wheat—No 1 White at
96c: No 2 Red : 5%c. Corn—\c 2 at *>3c. Oats
—No 2 at 34 No 2 Whire at 36c Rye 88c.
■

Receipts—Flour 000; Wheat 16,60u bushjcorn
11,300 bu; oats 390 j bush.
Cotton Markets.

[By Telegraph],
NEW YORK. Dec. 24 -The Cotton market—

quiet and unchanged; Wes 147 bales: ordinary
uplands tt'6 H-16c; do Hull at 6 15-16c: good
ordinary stained 6 1-16 middling uplands 7 16
16c; Gulf do at 8 5-16cc; do stained 7 Va

NEW ORLEANS, Dec. 24.—(Jetton market is
easy; middling at7 3-l6c
CHARLESTON, Dec. 24, 1891.—Cotton market quiet; middling at 7y8o.

@7%

Onions—
Sup»r,
Natives.2 60@2 76 Ex-quality Flu*
Geese.15@ 7
granulated.4 7-16
Chi kens.I3@te stana’ra do.4%
Fowls.12@I 4 Extra C.4

Seeds.

Red Top.i 9

Timothy.165

Clover.10

—

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTED BY FULLER, CROCKER & CO.

L west.105%

2i

SAVANNAH Dec. 24,
at 7o.

steady; middlings

12@12V4C
Turkeys.18@20
Eggs—Eastern extras at 28@30; fancy near-by I
stock higher: firsts 26®27e; extra Vermont
Apples.
and New Hampshire at 28@30c Western firsts
No 1 Bald27@00c; Michigan firsts at @26c. Jobbing
wins.1 7F@2 oo
prices lc higher.
Eating.2 6( @2 7i>
Poultry—Northern fresh killed turkeys, ebce Cooking.1 0« @1 50
18® i 9c; fair to good at 12®17 .choice chickens
Evaporated ^ lb »@>2
16® 16c: fowls 12al3c; Western dry
o'd
ao
packed
7@ 8
turkeys, choice at 16® 16c; fowls at lO^llc;
Lemon".
chickens l^c.
Palermo.4 3<'@S 50
Beans—New York hand picked pea 1 95®$2:
Messina.4;60@4 59
marrow pea 185® 1 90, chon* screened pea at
Malagers.
1 6 >@1 76: hand-picked medium at 1 85®1 90;
.Oranges.
choice screened at i 60® l 76; choice Yellow
Florida.2 6 @2 76
Eyes l 90®1 96; California pea beans at 2 10@ Messina.OtiO@JOO
2 0 t
nosh hami-pickea at 2 20@2 30: red
errau
kid. 2 00@2 10 -Tobblng prices 10c higher.
Pilot sup.7% m
18
OO:
some
Choice
fair
Hay—
do sq.6V-@6
fancy higher;
to good at
$16 00®17 00; Eastern fine at
Snip.4V4@ 6
$12®14; poor to ordinary $11® 14. East swale Crackers ^fb....x@6%
Coat.
$8@9, Hye straw, choice, at $14 60; Oat
straw $8®9.
Cuinberiand.4 6t'@6 Ob

Retail Grocers’

Jan.
105%

K3Vs
103%
lun%
9%

do 6c.
Butter—Western
extra creamery 27®28c;
fancylhigher; firsts and extra firsts 23@26c;
extra imitation cream S2®23c; factory choice
at 20it 21c -.Northern creamery, choice 28@29c;
New York and Vt dairy good to choice at 24
®26Eastern creamery, good to choi
at
26@28c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
choice full creams and
Cheese—Northern
twins ll%c; fair to good at 7®llc Western
choice He; fair to good 8Vi®H0V4c; sage at

Railroad Receipt*.

Dec.
Onenlne.....105%

125%

BOSTON. Dec. 24, 1891,—The following are
today's quotations of Provisions, Produce,Ac:
Pork—Long cuts 14 00 u 14 26: short cuts
$14 00814 60; backs at 14 60@14 75; lean
ends 00 00 £15 00; pork tongues 10 60; bult
pork 10 60.
Hams at 9%c; small at 10c; pressed hams
HM»c.
Lard—Choice 7c » lb In tierces and tubs;
10-fc palls in cs 8y2c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6c V ft» country

Grain and Provisions.

are very

21%

Northwestern pref.

Strong—Stocks Continue Strong, Ac-

Opening.10f%

V,

Govern-

tive and Higher.

“When I’ve been there ten thousand years
Bright shining as the sun;
I’ve no less day-, to slug God’s praise
Then when 1 tirat begun.”

<

Steady
Steady—Railroads Active
-•

roads 114 cars.

And O that Sabbath night! with wing
Of darkness o’er ihee spread;
H w sweetly. loudly didst ihou sing
Upon thy dying bed.

j

Quiet

ments Dull but

and

83%
74%
108%

Lake Shore.126
Louis & Nash...- ....*•• 82%
Manhattan Elevated.. lt'334
Michigan Central.109%
Minn & St. Loins..
9vs
do
pref.
21
Missouri Pacific. 62%
New Jersey Central..
Ndr. Pacific common. 25%
do prof..
70%
Northwestern
.116%

Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy- Sterling

One year ago all wearily
J by thy t ed did stand.
With eyes too full of tears to see
J hern tuy trembang hand.

Tby trials

Erie...i*32%
Erie pref... 73%
Illinois Central.108%
lad. Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 21%

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Cheese.

NY factory.'2
Vermont. ..13

Sage.13%@14V4

Butte-.T^

Creamery £ lb...
Gilt edge VC.....28
Choice.
Good.i
Store......1

EROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHAN »»•
Sid fm Liverpool Dec 22, steamer Circassian,
Portland.
Sid fm Newcastle. NSW, Dec 2, ship Invlnot.
tj’e, Howland, 8;m Francisco.
Ar at Manila Dec 3, ship Mary 8 Stone, Park,
Hong Kong, to load tor New York.
,,
Ar at Santa Cruz Dec 9. barque Clara K Me*
Glivery, Ullkey, st Tnoroas.
Ar at Curacoa Dec 10, brig Woodbury,Baynes
Ferc&ndina.

Boston & Maine R. R.
Royal

Domestic Ports.
NEW YOBK—Ar 23d. ship Paul Severe, Mullen, Calcutta; barque John J Marsh. Whtitier,
VUtauzas via Savannah; sch Norman. Cosgrave
Laguna; Nellie X Morse, Savage, Mobile; PH

Crowell, Clay. Boothbay.

Cld 23d, sens bred A Small. Thompson, Barbadoes; Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy. Velasco.
Passed the Gate 2'd, sebs Abble Bnrsley,
New York for Portland: Mary E Oiys, do for
HsMowell; Battler, do for Eastport; Morris &
Cliff, do for Kocklaud; Brigadier, do for do;
Emma 8 Brlges, do tor do; Minnie C Taylor,
do for Portlaud; Abble 8 Walker dp for Vinalhaven; E 8 Newmau, Philadelphia for New

Bedford; Normandy,-.
BOSTON—Ar 23a, schs Sadie Wlllcut. Brown,
Pascagoula; JohnC Havues, Haynes, Philadelphia; Cayeune, Bay, New York; Mary B Arnsdeu, Cl,nk Hoboken; Fanny Flint, Warren,
Elizabeth port.
Ar 24th, barque Willard Mndgett, Paterson,
Pisagua; sch Jacob Heed, Nlckrson, Brunswick.
TACOMA—Ar 18th, barque Shirley, Bogan,
Sail Francisco.
SAN PKDKO-Sld 17tb,ship Sea King, Pierce
GALVESTON—Sid 22d, ach Wm Hayes.Hall,
Mexico.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 22d, SCb RlChd S 8poIford, Nickerson. Galveston.
JACKSONVILLK-Ar 22d, sch EV Glover,
Anderson, New York.
FERNANDINA-Ar 23d, sch Jennie Lockwood. Poland. Boston.
KEY WEST— Sid 20th, sch Carrie A Bucknaru, Stubbs. New York.
BRUNS WICK-Ar 23d, sch Jennie S Hall,
from New York.
SAVANNAH—Sid 23d, scb J W Hawthorne,
Hi-ffses. Portland.
PORT ROYAL, 8C-Ar 2Sd, sch Addle Charlson. Presron, Sagua.
NOliKOLK-Sld 21st, sch Clifford I White,
Falkinglmm, Barbados*.
BALTIMORE Ar 23d, brig Jane Adeline,
Cates. Turks lslaud.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 22d, sch Theresa
Wolf, Robinson. Franklin.
Ar 23d. barque John J Marsh, Whittier, Matanzas; brigHavliah. Richardson,Pernambuco;
schs Uranus, Gardiner; W H Converse, Hazelton, Portland.
Cld 23d, sen Sarah W Lawience, Haskell, for
Boston.
PERTH AMBOY-Sid 28th, schs Douglass
Haynes. Hyanuis; John Lenthal, for Soutu
Dartmouth.
Ar 23d. sch Hannah F Carlton, Bryant, from
New York.
NEW HAVEN-Sid 28th, sch John Paul,
Foss, Phtiad>-i|)hlaFALL RIVER—Ar 23d, sch Mary Lymburner

From
isteam^mniI
I
|
!PORTLAND! HALIFAX.
From

From
LIVERPOOL

_

17th Dec.
••

14th Jan.
28th

•Numidlar, 7th Jau.
21st
Parisian,
*
xougolia-i 4th Feb.

*Numidian

9th Jan.
23ra
6th Feb.

••

18th

20ih

*S. S N mnldian and Mongolian will carry cattle and onlv'cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
»60, according io steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $24; steerage $20.
B,irvice o* Allan Line Steam-

STATft LIAE {

New York and Blnaeow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin$35 and upwards. Return

$65 and upwards.
Ulasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Gaiwav.
Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
$30. Apply to II. & A. ALLAN and T. P. MCGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
boston.

dec24dif

PACIFIC BAIL STEAMSHIP (MEANT
—LIN* FOB—

•gfc

|r^;.

California, Jaaaii, China, Central
Soiith A®***and Mexioo,

uiM^an0

-Fyu

From New Fork, pier loot of Canal St., North
K'ver, for ban Ftancisco via l‘he lithnut
of Panama.
For JTapaw and Chine,
COLON
sails Thursday, Dec. 31, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st ana
Braunai. Sts.
CITY of PEKING, sails Thursday, December
31, 3 p.m.
For Freight, Passage, oi general Information
apply to or address the Genera) Eastern Agents
£. A. ABA JIM At CO.,
115 State Mtreet. Cor,Bread Ml., Beale*.
jqwan

DOMINION- LINe7
Royal
Steamships.
PORTLAND TO LIVERPOOL DIRECT.
From

_

Liverpool.

|

Steamer.

.....

Thur. Nov. 12,1 OBKGON,
“

•;

2«.

“

LABRADOR,

3.
I Tues. Dec. J5
••
*•
20
|

Bristol Service

From
Avonmouth.
November 17,
“

2u,

for Avoninouth Dock.

—

From
Portland.

Steamship.
TORONTO,
ONTARIO,

December 5.
December 12.

The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
nov23U DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Agent.

OAT®
24

Wisconsin.New Fork..Liverpool. ..Deo 28
Etruria.New York..Liverpool.. .Dtc 28
Veendam.New York..Rotterdam..Dec 28
La Gascogne ...New York..Havre.Dec 28
Havel.New York..Bremen.Dec 26
Moravia.New York..Hamburg...Dec29
Labrador.Portland....Liverpool. .Dec 29
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool...Dec 30
Waeisland.New York..Antwerp;....Dec 3u
Russia..New York..Hamburg...Dec 31
Santiago....New York..Cieuniecos..Dec 31
Auracla]..New York..Liverpool ..IJan 2
Furuessla.New York..Glasgow ....Jan 2
Obdam.New York.. Rotterd am... J an 2
La .Champagne. N e w York.. H av re.Jan z
Fulda./New York. Genoa.Jan 2
Nevada.New York..Liverpool...Jan 6
Trave.New York..Bremen.Jan 6
City of Paris ...New York..Liverpool ...Jau 6
Germanic.New York..Liverpool...Jau 6
Rhyland.New York..Antwerp ....Jan 8
Suevia......New York..Hamburg... Jan 7
Bothnia..New York..Liverpool
Jan a

I

From

BOSTQKererj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

From PHILADELPHIA
8

every Tuasdav and Friday.
Long Wharf, Boston,
From

[From
u.

m.

Pino

Street

Wharf, Philadelphia, at 8 p.
>m.
Insurance one-half the
'rate or sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Bound Trip 918.
Pamage 810.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING.
Agent, 70 IiOng Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Gen. Manager, 89 state St., Fisa t Building,Boston,Mass.
oct22
atl

International Steamship Co.
—

FOB

Easport, Calais, SI. John,

—

k

B., Halifax, N.S.,

and all parts Of New Brunswick, Navn
8cetia, Prince Edwnrda Island, nnd
Cape Bret»n. The favorite route to Cumpnbelln and »«. Andrews, N. B.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On and after Nov. 2d,

and until turther notice, the steamers of this Hue leave Railroad
Wharf. Portland.

HllVniV and THn»anjv

at 6.00 p. m., for Eastport ana st. John, with
above connections; returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. aT’Frelght received up to 4.00
P# Ms

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Union Ticket Oflce, 40 Exchange st., or for
other information at Company’s Office. Railroad
Wharf, foot oi State street. J. B. COYLE,
Jeaodtf
Gen’l Manager.

BOSTON
STEAMERS.
FALL

Fare

..

and after

Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYON
CONE AG, will leave On’s isiaudat 6.40
for
a.

Portland and intermediate laudiugs. KKTCRNleave Portland Pier for Orr’a Island and
Intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,

J.

.....

MARINE^EWS
PORT OF

PORTLAND.
THURSDAY,

octldtfGeneral Manager.

FREEPORT STEAMBOATCO.
PHANTOM will leave Portland
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Forestde.Cousens’. Great Chebeague and Littlejohns’ Island aud Wolfs Polut. at 2 p. m. dally
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. toucniug at all landings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9, 1891.
sopatuia. p. ouuLis, Manager.

STEAMER

& BOOTHBAY STEAMBOATArraniinurniii. On and
after Monday, Mov. 2. Btr. Enterprise will leave
East Boothbay every Monday at 7.16 a. m., lor
Port laud, touohiug at So. Bristol aud Boothbay
Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin
Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m., for Bound Pond
touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every Thursday
leave Round Pond at 7 a. ni. tor Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor Every Frio ay leave
Portland at 8 a. m. for Booth by, Bo. Bristol. East
Boothbay aud Pemaq Id. Weather permltlng
No freight received after 7.45 a. in., on day of
imer
PORTLAND
CO.

leaving.

Dec24.

Arrived.
Bteamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—
passengers and mdse to J 15 Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston tor
Kastport and St John NB.
Sch Wm I, Burroughs, Robinson, New York—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Laura E Mepser. Blackington, Baltimore,
coal to R ndall & McAllister.
Sch Hattie E Ring, Collins, New York—coal
to A K Wright.
Sch Sea Pigeon. EatoD, Boston.
Sch Aunie & Reuben. Boston for Bath.
Sch Freddie A Higgins, Boston tor Wiscasset,
Sch S A Paine, Boston for Deer Isle.

<Heared.
Sch Bertha V, Wilson, Miiibridge—J H Blake.
Sen Lulu, Wilson.
Millbrloge—J H Blake.
Sch Anuie L Urceh, Cousins, Deer Isle—J H

Blake.
Sch Sea Pilgeon, F.aton, Steuben—J H Blake.
Sch Millie Florence, Wall ice, Ashdale-J H
Blake.
SAILED—Brig Annie R storer; sells John 8
Ames, Ueur? M, Willard, Nimbus, Daylight, 8 (I
Loud.

Only

SI.OO

TREMGNT and PORMtO
alternately leave FRAN KLIN WHARF, Portland every evening, Buudavs excepted,

at 7

o’clock; arriving in season tor connection with
earliest trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, l.owell,
Worcester, New York. Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. F. L1SCOMB,
J. B. COYLE,
Gen. Agt.
Manager,
seplfl
dtf

Maine

Steamship (’ompany

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf

on

Wednes-

days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 8S, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 4 p. ni.
nov 10-dtf
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.

ni.

«■*

MINIATURE ALMANAC,DECEMBER 25.
8un rises."....7 12j H1„h
<. 6 24
Sun sets.4 171 “'Kh water
6 6S
Length of days.. »<’5
1... 7ft 6in
••••
Moon rises
1
J ... 7 ft 3 <u

ARRAASEMHT.

THE NEW AND PALATIAL 8TEAMKB8.

oct30dtfGeneral Manager.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

oct29dtf

ALFRED RACE, Manager.

DtTeTRReedi
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT
No. 3iW 1-2

Cengrem Street,

PHYSICIAN,
Portland.

For the treatment of all cronic and complicated dioea.tts lhat flesh Is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I wilt take them to make
a cure.

Dr. Beed will not ask you any questions in
any way In regard to vour diseases ana after
you nave a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are strickly pure ai.d put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
becoming an entranced medium. There
as been a great many people who have
lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my olfee every day including SunExamination by
days from 9 a. in. to 9 p. in.
letter, stating their uauie, place or residence
and age and one stamp, ft.00.
myM
d9m

Kerson

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

u»ys

uuiy.

•Western Division from Dover.
Through licket-i to all points South and
West for sale at Union Station, ‘Congress street,
and at Commercial s> reet station.
JAMES T. FURBKR,
Vice Pres, and Geo. Man.. Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston.
M L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.

On and after HONDA V, Dee. 7, 1591,
trains will run as (allow* :
DEFA 'TIKES
Far Auburn unu

Kaii.ooaus,

ClUFOKNU, TEX IS ASII

MEXICO

Semi-Monthly Parties, Personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quica tune, Pullman sieepiug cars.
Call on or address E. K.
CURK1ER, New England Aeent southern
Pacific Co., 1«2 Washington St. Boston, M iss.
Jaultf
eodiy

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

For Quebec. 1.30 p.

Canioa, 7.10

a.

m.

For Buckdeid and

m., and 1.30 p. in.

ARRIVAL*.
Fran Lewiston and Ankara, 8.26 a. 01..
12.10, 3.11>, 5.40 aud 6,t0 p. m. Fromifsarhaut w. 11., ti.25 o. m.. 12. i< and 6.50
p. tn.
From Chicago and Houlrrul, 12.10 ft. m.,
5.60 p. m. Frolti Quebec, 12.10 p. m.
TICKET OFFICE.

Exchanga St, and Depot Foot of India Street

Lowest tares from Portland, Yarmouth Jut ctlon and Danville Junction
as follows:
T->
Chicago $20 and $16.75: Detroit $16.75 and
$12.60; Kansas City $30 0* and $26.75; St.
Paul $31.60 and *27.26: Si. Louis via Detroit
$23.76 and $10.76; St. Loulsvla Chicago $26.00
and $21.50; San Francisco. California, fdo.oo
and $60.26 These '»ws vre suMect '■> change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.
dac8
dtf

MAINE CENTRA LRR.
ftnugor, Bar Harbar, Ht. J*ha>, the
White ll»ust«.ss, Quebec, Mian*
treat, and the West.

Far

On and after November V9,1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For D iNVILLE JCT.. AUBURN and LKWITON, 8.30, a. m.. 1.10, 6.«>6 p. m.
LEWISTON via BRUNSWICK,7.16a.m., <*1.1A
б. 00 and 111.3*1 p. m.
ROCKLAND aud KNOX and LINCOLN STATIONS 7 15 a. tn., 1.16 and on Saturdays
only at 5,00 p. m.
BRUNSWICK, BATH,GARDINER, HALLOWELL and AUGUaTA. 7.16 a.m., *1.16, 6.00
and 1*1.30 p. rn.
Farmington aud PHILLIPS, via LEWISTON, 8.30 a. m., 1.10 p. m.; via BRUNSWICK. 1.16 p. m.; and lor RANGELEY at
8,30 a. m.
MONMOUTH, WINTHROP,
READPIELD
aud OA KLAND, l.lo and 6 06 p. m.
WATERVILLE. via LEWISTON; 1.10. 6.06 p.
m.j via AUGUSTA. 7.16 a. m., *1.16,111.30

p. m.
BBlUWHKGAN, VIS LEWISTON,
via AUGUSTA, 7 16 a. m., 1.16,
BELFAST, 1.15 and 11,80 p. m.

1.10 p.

m.,

(11.30 p,

at.

DOVER and FOXCROFT, vU DEXTER, 1.16,
11.30 p.m.
BANGOR via LEWISTON, l.lOp. m.; via
AUGUSTA, 7.16 a. m., *1.16 aud (11.30 p, in
aud Sundays only at 7.80 a. m.
BANGOR & PISCATAQUIS R. K., via DEXTER, 1.16 aud 11.80 p. in.; via OLOIOWN
at l*.30 p. m.
ELLSWORTH aud BAR HARBOR at 1.16 and
1

m.

p.
il.3o
NO1 BOBO.

8T. JOHN, HALIFAX and
PROVINCES. *1.16 and (11.30 p.m.
WOODSTOCK.
ST. STEPHEN
HOULTON,
and NORTH AROOSTOOKai 1.16 and 11.30
p m.; ST. ANDREWS, 11.30 p.m.
•Runs dally, Sundays Included.
(Night express w.tb sleeping cars attached, runs every

night, Sundays included, but not to Sxowbegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White Hanalalaa nil Quebec I,Inc.
For CUMBERLAND MILLS, ShBAGO LAKE,
HRIDGION. FKYfcBUKG,
NORTH CONWAY. GI.BN, HARTLKTT FABYA'S. ST.

JOHNSBUKY. NEWPORT and MONTREAL.

« *;> a.m., 3.30 p.m.; JEFFERSON aud LANa. m.
Thu 8.46 a. m., connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and wRh the Can. P-c. Tr- useo-.tii.ental [rain for Vancouver and Pacific coast
The 3.30 p. in. train has sleeper for
poluts.
Montreal and com ects with trains via "Soo'*
Line for Minneapolis and s(. Paul.

CASTER, 4.45

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waiei.ville a> d Lewiston, 8.3* a in.;
Aunu>ta, Bath aud from H'CkUud Mondays
ouly 8.40 a.m.; Mootretl. Brldgion, &c„ 0 30
a. in.; FarmU'gton, Skowhegan at d
Lewlsion,
12.35 p. m.; St. John, Bangor, RockUud, tic.,
12.30 p. m.; Waieivllle, Ba h, Aiuusta aud
Rockland, 6.35 p.m, Farmington, Hkowhegau,
Watei vllte and Lewiston, 6.45 p. m.; Montreal. Lancaster, Fabyans, B idgtou, 8.00 p,
m.; Night Pullman *1.40 Am.
•Sundays Included.

fORTUMI, HT IIEiEllTand NAU1UH
'I k.t.n BOAT CO.

Steamer City «f KicLutoDd Capt. Wm. E.
Dennison (weather permitting) leaves Portland
for Rockland, Bar llarb-T and Machiasporl. via
usual laudings. Tuesdays and Fridays at lip,
m.; returning, leave Macntasport Mondays aud
Thursdays ar. 4 a in.; connecting at Portland
with ear;y morning traius lor Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, ano General Manager
F E BOOTH BY, G**u’l. Pass, auu Ticket Ageut
.Portland, Nov. 20,
4<Ut

1891._hot

ROYAL 3LU £

LIN IE.

FINEST AND SAFEST TRAINS IN THK WORLD

—between—
New York, Philadelphia.
Mulliuiare aud Waibiugion

Portland & Rochester R. R.
STATION' FOOT OF PREBLE

L'wiouu, 7.10 and 7.20

m., aud 1.10, 1.30 and 6.U* p. m. For tier*
hmu. 7.10 a. tn. 1.30 aud 5.10 p. m. For Hontreu* aud Chicago, 7.1'1 a. in., aim 1.30p. m.

а.

50

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE,

..

FOK

Povlsmouth, Newboryrport,

For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
m tConnects witn Kail Lines for New York,
8outh and West.
|Conu*cts with Sound Lines for New York.
(Western Division from No. Berwick Sun*

Cabin $40 to $«o, return $80 to $110; second
cabin $25; steerage $30.

■

Rugla......New York..Hamburg ...Dec

Birideford,

Sslew. Lina, Homos, (f.!.0O a. ra. daily)
t9."i a. m.. (}t p. m. dally fB.OOp. m.
Boston for Portlaod, 7.00 a m., ({9.00 A
m.uaiiy) J2 30 p in., ( 7.00 p. m. dully.)

| Thur. Dee.

IkaKNIa.

Dec. 10.1

....

WINER

WENTIHlir DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union station) for
Mrarboro Beach, Pino Point, 7.00. 10.1&
a. in., 3.30, 6.16, 0.16
p. m.; Old Orcburd
Bench. 'nt«, Hiddeford, 7.00. 8 ft, 10.15 a.
in., 12 40, 3.30, 5.16, 6.15 p. lu.; Hrum bunk,
7 00,8.46 a in., 12.40, 3.30, 6.16, rt. > 6 p. m.;
Ve'li Bench. 7,00. 8.45 a. m.. 3.30. 6.15 p.
ni.;Nnrt B riick. ureal Palls, Dover,
12.40, 8.30 6.16 p m.;
7.00, a. 8.45 a. m.,
4lt>a
ICachesler, Parmlo||teu,
Buy,
Wnltburn, 8.45 a. m., 12.4C, 3.30. p. in.;
Wo center (via Great Falls and R iciies'er)
7.00 a. in.; Manchester and Concord (via
So. Newmarket Junction* 7.00 a in.. 3.30 p in.;
(via Lawrence) 8.45 a. m.; So. Newmarket
Junction, • xeter, Haverhill, Lswrrscr,
A, well, Boston, t7.00, t8.4t> Am., }12.40,
8.30 p m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.80 A m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Muaduy Trains from Union Station, for
Boston and way stations. 12.65. 4.16 p. m.
EANTEKN DIVISION.
From Union Stailoo. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a.m.; kmeaburv, 9.0o a. in H.Onp. in.;

GRAB TRliM RAILWAY OF CASABA.

From
Portland.

|

igl9

..

I Hit I.

OCtSdtf

Bangor.

Bid 23d sch Wm Todd, Wood. New York.
VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 22d, sch Julia A
Warr, Calais tor Jacksonville.
Bailed 23d, sebs Cayenne, Hattie E King,
i.ruin, r
Wm L Burroughs, Mary E Amadou, J NickerNew York—
son. Abel W Parker.
Light.19 @20
EDGARTOWN-Bld 23d, schs A Bayford,
did weightsl ¥-i2
Warien Roudout lor Boston; Isabel Alberto.
Heavy.22 @21
Peterson. Perth Amboy tor Portland; -loe CarlSlaughter..31 u^a
iooa d’mg.19 ©20
ton, Leigh, New York for Rockport; Huntress,
Acadia.
Am calf. ,. 6C@70 Guthell. do for Haverhill.
19
Ccestnut....
HIGHLAND LIGHT—Passed by, schs HatCumber.
@6 00
Franklin.
@7 60 a’th Dine.so ou®40 00 tie E King, and Wm L Burroughs, Amboy tor
00
Clear pine—
Portlaud; J Niokurso, do lor do; Joel F ShepLehigh.
@6
Cofree.
Uppers.*6«@«0 pard, Philadelphia for do,
SALEM—Ar 23d, schs Jas A Webster, from
Rio. roasted 19@21
Select ••••....$46^62
J.v&do.... 29eyS0
Fine common..$386 43 Vineyard Haveu for Portland; HattieM Mayo,
Cooperage.
4pruce.$13@14 Bosum for Calais; D T Patcnen, do for Castiiie;
HUhd shooks ana has- Hemlock...$l.t@l2 Mentor, do for Bath.
In port 23d. sebs Florida, Rockland for New
9<
MoL city. ..l 80@1
Clapboards—
Big.country ..90c@$l Spruce. X.C86@38 port: Telegraph, Tbomaston for New York;
CmntrymoL
Oiear...SBcniJB Elizabeth M Cook, Calais tor Providence; Eliza
hhd shooks..116@1 20 3d clear.S26@i8 Levensaler, Boston for Thoniastou.
Hhd. hdgmoi.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 23d, schs William G R
No 1.$1R,«J;0
32 In.24@26 dine.$26@60 Mowrv, Motz, Hoboken.
S jruce 86 ta... 2i%v
Below
22d, sebs Richmond, and Napoleon,
Shingles—
s ift Pine, 36
for Boston; Unis n, Bath for
in.20@2 ; X cedar.3 60@3 75 from Rockland
K Merriman, Damariscotta fordo;
H trd Pine.32 in26@^^
Ethel
(w
ear cedar..8
@3 26 do;
Hoods 14 ft....$20@- 6 X No l. 2 o0@2 0 Amelia F Cobb, and Winslow Morse. Boston for
“
12ft....$20622 sc 1 cedar..1 25@ 1 60 Bluehill; F G French, do for Red Beach; Two
“
8 ft....$i0@ia Soriice.l 2. @1 60 Brothers, do for Sullivan; John Gerard, do tor
R«d oak Btaves
L iths bprce 2 0t@2 16 Deer Isle; Coquette, do for Wiscasset; Angola,
do for Mt Desert; Jennie Greeubank, do lor
Box shooks....
*
liinte—Oemtui.
Rockland; star of the West, do for Portumd.
8 Lime# casx.i 00»l 03
Cordage.
Cement.1 40@i 60
J 0 ?11
Matche*.
Foreign Ports.
Amer’np'tb
Manilla.... 11 @13
50
star,
gross
Cld at Hong Kong mu iust, ship Sachem,
Manilla Bolt R’pe 13
Dingo.39@40
Bartlett, New York.
Kjssi ao.I7a,lb
ITiet&u.
Sldfm Hong Kong Nov 2, barque 8t Kathab sal.. .....
Copper—
rine, Frazer, New York.
'4 @48 com
Arat Chittagoug lbth inst, barque Isaac L
00@25
P «.isnd Copper, @16 o&uiueiu, cwuiueiu, mew xurit.
Drugs and Dyes.
A >ia oxalic.
14x48
12(814
planAr at Newcastle Dec 8, barque Carrie Wins“
tart.4t @42
35 low, Barrett, Sydney.
uneu.
Ammonia—
20
ROts.
Ar ai Zanzibar 10th inst, barque Wheatland,
Amib.15@2< Y M‘iheatn
Tltcomb, New York.
Y M Bolts..
27
Ashes.pot....6%@9
Sid fm Dunkirk 17th inst, ship Robert Dixon,
Hals copabia
6.@7<> Blooms....
28@33 Houston, New York.
B
.8b@40 Lmt..
Sid fm Pernambuco Nov 10, sch Ellen Crusoe,
13@14
Blch oowaers
5i Tin—
Tapley. Natal, to load sugar; 29th, barque AlRnrnr__ 199
lAi^tiruirv
499
OA
ice. Kalr, do do.
Brimstone....- .2V.06 English.23® 25
Ar at St Pierre Nov 26, sch Julia A Ward,
C ochineal. 4f 0 a Char. I. CO 7 0007 50 Rich. Fort de France: 26 th,Lila Smith,
Smith,
Copperas
1V.&2 Char. I. X.. .9 2509 55 New York.
Cream tartar... 3o««aB Terne.6 00*8 50
Sid fm Barbadoes Dec 9, brig Waubun, Welch,
Ex logwood.i2ttir> Antimony.)8<«, 18 for Trinidad
UamaraDlc... 7001.2 Coke.8 0008 no
Sla tin barbadoes lOtb inst, barque MegnntlAloes cape. 16a2 Znc.7 6008 00 cook, Wallace. Trinidad.
» amohor.
60«. a solder
Ar at Cleufuegos Dec 16, sch Thos N Stone,
i6Vi
lTlolaaae*.
Myrrh. 6l@ 6
Boston.
Opl nn. 2 26k 50 Porto Kico ... PO04O
Ar at Havana Deo 23, barque Antonio Bala,
8 ellac. 35®<o Barbadoes...32mas Dingmore, New York.
o
Indigo....... 8f@l
Cieofuegos. 38030
Cld at Havana 27tb, sch Minnie Smith. HanIodine.3 750400 rolling.
son. Pensacola; J B Martin, Card, PeDsacola.
Ipecac.2 Ou 2 25 Fancy Ponce....89@40
Cld at St Jehu, NB, 23d, sch Osseo, Luun, for
Nuim.
Licorice, rt.)50to
Fortlaua.
Lai ex. 34040 Cask, cut
19002 00
Moruiune.. ..1P5w«, x«»
Wire...2 1502 26
Spoken.
0 1 bergamot4 00 a 4 ? 6
Nov 22, lat 8 8, Ion 36 W, ship R D Rice, ColCod liver....l lo@i 85
from
son,
Liverpool for Sun Francisco.
Leoon.3 25;33 60
Deo 2, lat 2u N, ion 40 W, barque Oeorge S
Olive.1 0002 60
Naval Stares.
New
York for Seattle.
Homer,
P JDPt.3 2603 60 Tar v bbl...3 76«4 00
1? coal Tar_6 25 a6 60
Wlaterereer,2 Oo
iSMNU MTKAJJltittS.
P >cass br’mde
28033 Pitch.3 oo®s 26
Chlorate. j @i* WU. Pitch...30008 26
1 >olde.2 8f @,i oo Rosin.8 oo®* oo Casco Buy Steamboat
Company,
Quicksilver... JO09S rurpt’ne, gan 39 a 49
CUSTOM HOUSK WH4KV,
Quinine....... s @8K oakum. 8 @9
TIME TABLE, commencing ManOu
hheuqarb, rt. .75@i 50
day, November 1, 1391:
Rt suaae.......3^0(40 Linseed.38043
satpetre.l'0l« Boiled.4)048 Leave Portland for Forest Citv Landing, Peaks
Island, 6.46,6.46. S.ooa. in.. 2.15 6.10p.m.;tor
Ssnna..25® »o Sperm.,.100u)i 17 Little
and Great Diamond, Treletlien’s and Lon
Cs.na.rg seed.... 4 4i/a VhQp....
...50060
Island, 8.00 a. in., 2.15 p in.
C. W. T. GODING.
ocean steamer movements.

4,

Mail

Eggs.
Eastern extias..26@28

F«UM

In Effect October

Mall

Steamships.
Portland
and
Liverpool.

Between

3 ist

Memoranda.
New York. Dec 23—Sch liihel F Hawley.
Kelley, for Calbarieo, with lumber, while lying
at anchor off Bed Hook, was i un into by schr
Viking, and sustained considerable damage.

BA1LBOADS

MT£AI1KKM.

—VIA—

CENTRA RAILROAD OF NE# JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OH O R. R,

STREET.

All trains vesiibuled from end to end. lighted
On and aftir MONDAY, OCT. 6,1891, Passenger I rains will LEA VIS PORTLAND:
For WORCESTER, CLINTON, AYER JUNO
TION, NASHUA, WINDHAM and KPPINC
at 7.3U a. m and 12.30 p. m.
For MANCHESTER, CONCORD, and points
North at 7.30 a. m., 12.80 p ns.
For ROCHESTER. bl’RlNGVAl E. ALFRED,
WATERBOROand SACO RIVER at 7.30 a
m, 12 30 and 6.30 p. ni.
For GOkHaM hi 7.8«>and 10.00 a. hi., 12.30,
3.00, 5.3 0.20 and 1 .1R p. m.
For WESTBROOK, CUMBERLAND MILLS,
and
WESTBROOK JUNCTION
WOODFORD’S at 7.30aud 10.00 a. m 12.30,3.00,
6.30, 6.20 an' U.iSp. m.
Fo: FOREST AVENU (DKEKK1NG). 6.20p. m.
The 12 30 p. in. train from Portland connects
at AYER JUNCTION with" HOOSAUTUNNEI ROUTE” lor the West ami atUN ION STATION, WORCESTER, I«r PROVIDENCE and
NEW YORK, via "PROVIDENCE LINK,” for
NORWICH and NEW YORK, via "NORWICH
LINE” with BOSTON & ALBANY R. K. lor the
WEST, ana with the NEW YORK ALL RAIL
Via “sPRINGEIELD.”
Trains arrive at POK rLANDfrom WORCESTER at 1.30p. m.;from ROCHESTER at3.30a.
m
1.30 and 6.60 p. m.; from GORHAM at 6.40.
8.36 and 11.30 a. in., 1.30, 4.30, 6.50and 7.35 p.
m.

For through Tickets

to all points West and
CORD WELL, Ticket Agent
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C -J.WIGGIN, Gen’L Ticket. Ageutoct6dtf

Booth, apply to 8. R.
Portland, Bile.

fcito.

v.’

ucvjiiaiuu

Milling oai

TIME TvBLE NOVEMBER

sciTICO

16, 1691.
Liberty street

Leave New v.rlt from loot of
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.46, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. m ., 1 30. 9.15.3 30, 4 00. 6.00,6.00,
7.30 p. m.. 12.16 niuht; hcnjjats—9.00,
10.30. 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 6.00, 6.00
p. m.. 12.16 night.
For Baltimore aud Washington daily at 9.00,
() 1.3 > with dining car) a. m ; 1.30, 3.30, dlntnu car 6,00 p. rn 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on uay trains—Sleepers on night
>
trains,
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York ana New

England

boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22

Portland & Rumford Falls
In*

dtf

Kailway.

Effect Nov. 10, IN9I.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. u\
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and 9 30 a.
in

stage
CONNECTION*—Dailt—From
W.
Minot for Hebron Academy;
Buckfletd
for W. Sumner and Turner; Canton for Peru
Dixtteld, aud Mexico, also for Brettuu’s Mills,

Livermore.
W

I* L.

LINCOLN. Bupt.

THE

PBESS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
AMUSSMKNT

City hall—Popular

CHRISTMAS TODDY.

THE SEAL PLUSH DULL.

Many People Petition

course.

An

EIGHTH PAGE.
C. H. Guppy & Co.
X. John L.ttle.

Interesting Meeting of Gentlemen

Yesterday.

New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost,
Found,

Do you know a
from your dealer.

on

page 6.

Wluthrop cigar?

M’KISLEY

Get one

BILL MAKES

EJJGUSH

IKDCSTRY MIGRATE.
Win*. Winslow's
Soothlna Syrup
has been used over Fifty Years
by millions of
mothers for their children while
Teething, with
perfect success. It soothes the child, softens
the Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
remedy for
Diarrhoea, whethei arising from teething or
other causes. For sale by
Druggists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. 25c a bottle.

Mr. Atkinson is All

When Baby

was

sick,

we

Energy

and Enthu-

siasm for the Enterprise; and Will Un-

doubtedly

Make

It

Go-Prominent

Portland Capitalists Meet With Him—
The Bradford Flush Business Must Mi-

grate and Some of

_febRMW&F&wly.

It

May Come

Here.

meeting in the interest of the seal silk
plush mill was held yesterday afternoon at
Room 30, First National Bank Building.
First in order was the reading of notices
explaining the object of the meeting as the
A

gave her Castoria.

When she

was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,

aec11_eod&wi.y

choice of location between Portland and
South Portland.
Among those present
were:
Messrs. C. IF. Libby, George P.
Wescott, Frederick Robie, Philip H.
Brown, General J. M. BrowD, Elias Thomas, Captain Charles H. Chase, A. Little,
THE G. A. R. FAIR.
Captain Boyd of South Portland, Spencer
1. C. Atkinson, Captain Horace
Rogers,
It Will Probably Put 98500 Into Bos! Davis and Walter Ackroyd of Bradford,
worth Post’s Coffers.
! England, an expert in the plush business.
The committee in charge of the BosGovernor Robie was called to the chair
worth Post fair have not vet cot in all th«
and opened the meeting by calliDg upon
returns from their ticket sellers, but the
Mr. Isaac C. Atkinson.
bills are all in and audited. The IndicaMr. Atkinson said:
tions are that the fair will net about $2500.
“I have been looking about the city for
No Christmas and New Year’s Table should
be without a bottle of Dr.
Siegert’s Angostura
Bitters, the world renowned Appetizer of exbulsite flavor. Beware of counterfeits.

BRIEF

|

several years ror a suitame site tor tne

JOTTINGS!

There will be a Christmas entertainment
Gospel Mission this evening at 7.45
o’clock.
Capt. S. A. Woodbury will purchase a
fruiterer to ply between Honduras and
northern ports.
A reward of $60 is offered for the arrest
of Clarence W. Ingraham of
Windham,
who deserted from the regular army at
Boston.
There was an unusually springy feeling
In the air yesterday.
The thermometer
ranged between 40° and 50° and the breeze
at the

was very

balmy.

The enterprising tree merchant who selected the base of the Longfellow monument as his place of business was ordered
to remove his wares yesterday
morning.
A feature of the “Great Metropolis," the
breeches buoy in which a thrilling rescue
is made, was put on exhibition in front of
the theatre yesterday, attracting much attion.
A woman who called herself Georgie
Kimball, and said she lived in Portland,
was arrested for shoplifting in R.
H.
White's and Jordan & Marsh’s In Boston

yesterday.
The park commissioners are having the
small pines on the top of the slope on the
Western Promenade cut down. This will
make tae view better from the lower end
of the walks.
A surveyor was at work on the Western
Promenade yesterday, verifying the posltion of the meridian monuments. He found

them all right except the middle one. This
was a little out of plumb.
Train No. 11 on the Eastern division,
Conductor Lunt’s, brought a baggage car
full of valises yesterday.
This shows a
large travel of people who are going somewhere for a few days only.
A Prince Edward Island man, on the
way by the International line from the
provinces to Boston, lost $40, by the old
confidence game, in this city, when the
steamer touched at Portland.
Last summer C. S. Fairfield took the employes of the Sunday Times and their
friends on an excursion in one of his
barges. Yesterday they called him in and
presented him with a pair of fur gloves
and a whip.
John J. Malloy took a gold ring from a
tray which he was examining at Wasserman’s Fore street store yesterday noon,
slipped it on his finger and started to walk
off with it.
Officer George Hanson was
told of the theft and arrested Malloy on the
street.

The American Express Company has dis
continued Its messenger seivice between
Boston and St. John by steamers of the
International line. Hereafter messengers
will go only as far as Eastport. The company’s St. John business will be done by
railroad.
The W. C. T. U. cordially Invite all
teachers and those interested to be present
at the meeting Saturday afternoon at 3
o’clock, at 5l£ Exchange street, when the
subject of “Temperance Teaching in Public
Schools” will be presented.
The class of '91, P. H. S, will held a reunion at the Preble House December 28. It
ua,D uwu ilijuit?

tu

ui>L<tiu

ine

aaaress

of all th* ex-members and If any have not
yet procured tickets they can obtain them
from the committee, or at 65 Spruce street,
or 118 Emery street.
Says Hex' Children Were Sent Away.
The wife of James L. McCarthy, private
secretary to A. A. Strout, has reported to
the police that her husband has taken her
three children and sent them to Montreal.
The woman is beside herself with grief.
McCarthy charges that his wife is not a
suitable person to bring up the children,
and he ha9 sent them away where they can
have proper training.
The sympathy of
the neighbors seems to be with Mrs. McCarthy, who is said to be a very worthy
woman.
McCarthy also bears a good reputation. The children, aged seven, five
and three years, were taken to Montreal
by McCarthy's mother, who, Mrs. McCarthy declares, is responsible for all the
trouble.
Forest City Lodge, A. O. U. W.

Forest City Lodge, No. 16, Ancient Order United Workmen, have elected the
following officers:
Past Master Workman—Walter B. Marshall.
Master Workman -H. K. Colesworthy.

Foreman—Charles J. Butler.
Overseer— H. J. White.
Becorder—E. M. Themes.
Financier—William H. Willard.
Beceiver—Charles F. Koberts.
Guide—J. Anderson.
Inside Watch—A. Jensen.
Outside Watch—C. Jorgensen.
itepresentatlve to Grand Lodge—William H.
Willard.
Alternate—Walter B. Marshall.
Trustee for three years—Thomas Edwards.

1

es-

tablishment of this manufactory and have
aeeiaed that this place presents advantages, as the nearness to tidewater, etc.,
and also nearness to the city that, no other
place does. I have secured the land and I
am prepared now to deed it gratis to the
company. My offer Includes a lot 400 feet
long by 200 wide, and 300 yards from tide
water. 1 will also give, am in fact under
contract to furnish, 0000 yards of building
stone for the foundation, and have arranged for a wharf suitable for vessels of
1000 tons to lie by to discharge their car-

j goes.”

i

Mr. Atkinson then spoke at length of his
firm belief in the remunerative nature of
the plush industry and the certainty of a
full return to the investor.
He said
further: “I am willing to forego the benefit that I might derive from my work and
investigations in the plush business, and if
it can be shown that any public spirited
citizen will make an offer that shall be
considered by the Investors as good as this
one of mlDe, In the city proper.
I shall go
in with both bands, shall furnish full Information on the subject and shall subscribe as much capital, namely 85000 on
my own account, and $5000 of outside
capital that|T have secured, as if it were
my own offer.”
Mr. Atkinson spoke at length of the
nearness of the proposed traot on the Cape
to Portland, and the fact that it would be
tributary to the city, and closed with an
appeal to the projectors of the plush mills
to leave him out of the management, other
than as a deeply Interested stcokholder.
After Mr. Atkinson’s remarks Mr. P. H.
Brown asked as to the amount of stock
subscribed. Mr. Atkinson replied that although he had no stock lists filled out, yet
be had on memoranda about $70,000 subscrioea.

Question

then asked as to what effect removal of present tariff on seal
plushes would have on such an industry.
In reply it was stated that silk seal plush
would always be in use by those not affording seal skins. And it was thought
that the manufacture wonld always be remunerative on this side of the water If
once established. There are but two important mills in America now making silk seal
plushes, one in Utica, N. Y., and the other
in Bridgeport, Ct. The mill at Sanford,
Me., does not make silk seal plushes. The
McKinley bill has ruined the silk seal
plush industry in England; and the Bradford manufacturers are getting ready to
come to the United States.
Mr. Ackroyd was then questioned as to
the manufacture. He explained that he
had had entire management of the mills at
Bradford. With him had come fan expert
dyer and finisher. This skilled labor Is
absolutely indispensable, and several factories started here have failed on account
of lack of proper dying and finishing.
Mr. Mitchell, the Bradford expert here,
is possessed of the secret whereby Walker
& Co., the great plush makers of England,
give their goods its lasting color.
Mr. Wescott read the terms upon which
stock was to be subscribed; and suggested
that a clause be inserted that if any Portland offer equal to that of Mr. Atkinson's
should be made the stockholders might
make choice of location.
Mr. Wescott said he had had some experience with this manufacture; and although some In the meeting had thought of
using buildings already erected he could
assure them that a structure should be
specially built; that the foundation should
be of stone with no cellar, as any vibration
aI
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A Glimpse at th® Huge Christmas Mail*

tlie^Cferk* Handle.

The amount of Christmas toddy coming
into this town from Boston may not be
large, but it is qnite troublesome to the authorities. Sheriff Cram's office is beset by
people who want to ask his permission to
Of course he
have liquors come to them.
has nothing to do with the matter, and
tells them that he can give no permission.
It is the right of every citizen to have rum
sent to him from Boston provided he does
not intend to break the law by selling it.
The law does not presume to interfere
with a citizen’s right to drink whatever he
wants to. When Sheriff Cram tells them
that he has no authority to grant or deny
their request, they notify him that the
liquor is cuning, and request him not to
seize it. When they [are straightforward
people, who are not in the rum business,
and evidently want it for their own use,
the sheriffs, of course, do not interfere.
The corporations sometimes complain a
little at the frequency with which the sheriffs search their premises. But really they
are treated pretty well.
For the sheriffs,
by diligently searching for the real offenders, often save the companies the embarrassment of being hauled up for Illegal
transportation of liquors. A knowledge
on the part of an indiscreet employe lays
the company liable to prosecution under
the law passed by the last legislature.
Deputy Sheriffs Plummer and Sterling
put in a hard day’s work searching yesterday, but they were not rewarded by finding much that was worthy of their atten-

The post offi&
a sight yesterday. The nood'mkil bags were piled up to
a great height on the office trucks, the cor
ridor was full 0f bags, the mailing tables
were covered with letters, and the as-
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feet working of the looms.
It was thought that if the stock should
be subscribed for the in coming week, and
the company organized, the treasurer and
Mr. Ackroyd could at once proceed to England to purchase machinery, and that within four months the fabric might be on the
market for sale.
The entire stock will have to be $100,000,
of which Mr. Atkinson said he had a memoranda of about $70,000.
Christmas Trees at tfie Gospel Mission.

Last evening the annual Christmas tree
festival was observed at the Gospel Mission. The large hall was decorated to reprefent a forest scene. Two large trees were
placed on either side of the altar to receive
the presents, and long before night they
were loaded to their utmost capacity, with
wearing apparel, household goods and
fancy and ornamental articles, Notwithstanding the inclement weather, long before the appointed hour for the distribution
to commence, a large and expectant company was assembled.
Promptly at 8
o’clock, “Jesus, Lover of My Soul,” was
sung by the audience, after which Rev. S.
F, Pearson offered a fervent prayer of
thanksgiving. The committee then began
the distribution of gifts and was kept busy
for two hours. Mr. Pearson desires to return his thanks to Frederick Fox,
Esq.
Capt. Benj. Webster, Capt. N. C. Davis
Owen, Moore & Co., Miss Harvey, Mrs. J.
E. Coyle, Fred Willey, George E.
Sawyer,
Mrs. Thurston and all friends.

tion.

Thev hptrfin the dav at 4

a. ni..

at

which hour Mr. Plummer went down to
the Boston boat wharf but found nothing.
Mr. Sterling went to the Boston & Maine
yard and when the early freight came in,
secured a five gallon keg of beer.
In the afternoon they called at Murdock
& Freeman’s.
They made a thorough
search but found nothing that could be
seieed as contraband.

Crawford-King.
At the residence of the bride’s father on
Franklin street last evening, Miss Cora [A.
King was united in marriage to Mr. W. C.
Crawford, formerly of Belfast. The ceremony was performed by Rev. George
Saunders of Gloucester, Mass., a classmate
of both bride and groom, assisted by Edward F. Thompson, Esq., also a classmate.
Miss Mae Cannon of Waterville was
bridesmaid, and Mr. Robie G. Frye of Boston

be$t

man.

Mr. Crawford is

graduate of Colby
University, was formerly superintendent
of the public schools in Ellsworth, and is

FINEST STOREINTHE STATE

sistant postmaster’s room was turned into
an apartment for sorting the presents received in the bags.
The floor of the earners' room was heaped with packages ol
all sizes. The full force was working foi
dear life, while the money order and stamp
windows were besieged with eager purchasers.
“It gets worse and worse, I believe,every
year,” said Assistant Postmaster Sanborn,
“and the clerks and carriers are driven almost to death.
There are so many whe
wish to mail their matter as late as possible so as to have the presents delivered on
Christmas day that they overshoot the
mark and the beneficiaries have to wait
until the holiday is over before they receive their gifts. The wiser ones are several days ahead.”
•

EXQUISITE.
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connected with the schools in Gloucester, Mass. Miss King is a graduate of
Coburn Classical Institute, and was afterwards a successful teacher. Both have a
great many friends, who will wish them all
possible happiness in their new relations.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford left on the 6
o’clock train for Gloucester.
□ TDCAMAI

Hon. Eugene Hale passed through Portland yesterday noon.
Mr. Howard J. Libby of Burham, was
in the city yesterday.
Sheriff Wentworth of York county, was
in the city yesterday.
Mr. Ira D. Sturges of Augusta, is critically ill with pneumonia.
Dr. Bradford F. Lancaster of Madison,
was in the city yesterday.
Uncle Otis Kaler of Scarboro, has taken
a house in Portland for the winter.
Mr. R. Bradford Robinson of Cambridge,
Mass., is visiting friends in this city.
Hon. B. B. Thatcher of Bangor, with his
family will sail for Italy from New York,
January 23d.
Dr. H. G. Yon Bey er of tne naval laboratory, Washington, is spending the holidays in this city.
Hon. P. P. Gilmore of Bucksport, state
liquor agent, was in the city yesterday on
his way to Boston.
Mr. Richard F. Chase of Boston, was in
the city yesterday on his way home
to
Baldwin to spend Christmas.
Mayor True was a little better yesterday.
The attack of the grip left him much prostrated but he i3 slowly recovering.
Rev. E. C. Guild of Brunswick is steadily improving in health and expects to return to his duties about February 1st.
Dr. H. A. Kelley of this city, read a paper at the meeting of the Harvard Odontological Society in Bostoa Wednesday.
Mr. George Berry, conductor of the
Rochester transfer train, is laid up with
the grip. Mr. Bickford is acting a3 conductor.
Miss Clara Keene of New Sharon, who
has been acting as assistant nurse at the
Maine General Hospital for some months
has gone to her home.
Mr. Terrence C. Kent is acting as telegraph operator at the Union Station for a
few days while Miss Kilgore, the regular
operator, is away on a vacation.
Second Lieutenant George H. Patten,
22d Infantry, U. S. A., who is stationed at
Fort Sill, S. D., passed through the city
yesterday on his way to his home in Bath,
where he will spend a short furlough.
Mr. Walter Smith, formerly organist at
the Congress Square church, is winning
much favor as a teacher of the organ in
Lewiston. He is the organist ;and director
at the High street Congregational church
and is planning a special Christmas service for next Sunday.
Conductor George Mudgett of the Boston
& Maine, who has run the Pullman on the
Eastern division, and Conducter Joseph
Winn, who has run between Boston'and
were discharged from
North Conway,
the service of the company Wednesday.
Baggage Master Bryant has charge of the
Pullman, temporarily.
Mr. J. B. Dillon, of the Weather Bureau,
who is to succed Mr. Shaw, arrived in the
city yesterday, and at once assumed the
Mr. Jones is down
duties of his position.
with the grtu, so Mr. Shaw will defer his
parture to New York for several days.
Mr. Martin W. Berry, Williams, ’95, is at
home for the holidays.
The Post Office

Today.

Cashier’s and general delivery windows
will be open between the hours of 8 and 9
in the forenoon and 1 and 2 in the afternoon.
Delivery wiil be made by carriers
at 7 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Collections will
be made at 7 a. m. and 6 p. m,
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ARBUTUS,
SWISS LUAG,

Another libel for damages against the
steamship Oregon was filed yesterday by
Woodman & Thompson, acting for the
Knickerbocker Steamship Company ol
Boston, for services In towing the Oregon
at the time of her recent accident.
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Crown
Lautier
Eastman
Leith & Danforth

...

-

-
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WILD OLIVE and MARY STUART,

PERSIAN ROSE and III AR Rl OSSflUS

HELIOTROPE ORIZA,
DROP OF DEW,

Children’s Christmas Club,
Theie will be a meeting of the Children’s
Christmas Club on Saturday afternoon in
A full
City Hall ward room 4.30 o’clock.
attendance is desired.

Legrand

-

Metcalf

-

Fall Line of Lnbin’s

Not a Local
Disease

T.n^ll

.

-

-

Wright

-

according
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to

Good for mother

style.

Colgate

-

.

CRAB1PPLE BLOSSOM,
MAYBELLS and EOELWISS,

1V1

and more,

FOUR SEASONS,

_
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...

-

bination desk

com

Comfortable V Plush
Ricksecker Easy
Rockers at $5 and
less

-

-

good

and bookci ise for your
best girl wi’11 cost you
anywiiera fi ’•om $10 up,
but you can * get a neat

Huduut
Lazell
Rimmel

-

-

-

A

Lundborg

-

-

EDGEWOOD VIOLET,
CASHMERE BOUQUET,

The Oregon Libelled Again.

YOU* HAVE ?

■

•

candies to the “deer-park.”
The letter carriers who have been struggling for several days with steadily increasing loads of “parcels post” as our
English cousins call it, were obliged to call
In outside help yesterday, and most ol
them went their rounds accompanied by
boys who shouldered the bags of bundles,
while the uniform men took care of the
letters.

a

now

*

-

CHERRY BLOSSOM,
SOYA LILY and EDENIA,
LILY OF THE NILE,
ROSALIA and IRISINIA,
WHITE HELIOTROPE,
GOLDEN GATE,

r.

_

Atkinson
Ed Pinaud
Rogers & Gallet

....

VIOLETTE DEPARME,
HELIOTROPE BLANC,

“Yes,” said Postmaster Small, "bul
there is one thing we can say that probablj
we have never had a postmaster
general,
who, from his own experience, knows bet
ter the trials and vexations of a post office
in the holiday season and who is readier to
make things as easy as he possibly can.”
The clerk3 are not entirely forgotten bj
patrons of the post office.
The Union
Mutual Life Insurance Company of Maine
sent the male clerks a box of choice cigars

WEDDINGS.

FVKNITCBB.

Street.

Congress

presented

♦

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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and similar advertisements will be found
under

the appropriate headings

Sheriff to tot

THE POST OFFICE.

Them Have a Little,

>

f&f

the

CHRISTMAS/VT

First rate Platform Rockers at $3.50 for your
big sister.
Good
Easy Chairs in
which rest is assured.
Father would like one.

$5
A

will

buy

one.

pretty flve-foot Easel
a Picture all for $2.
Very nice present and

and

not much money.

A Table Lamp and nicely
decorated bhade $1.50.
Colgate's

Perfumes,

and Toilet Waters.
«♦

•

Banquet Lamps for $5.
Hall Lamps for $3.00
with ruby globes and

Because Catarrh affects your head, it is not
therefore a local disease. If it did not exist in
your blood, it could not manifest Itself lu youi
nose. The blood now in your brain 13 before
you finish reading this article, back in your
heart again and soon distributed to your liver,
stomach, kidneys, and so on. Whatever Impurities the blood does not carry away, cause what
we call diseases. Therefore, when you hava

C. N. GUPPY & 0.,

Catarrh

Monument Square.
1

dec25

a snuff or other inbalent can at most

give only
temporary relief. The only way to effect a cure
is to attack the disease In the blood, by taking
a constitutions. remedy like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which eliminates all Impurities and thus
permanently cures Catarrh. The success of

STORE

d2t

OPEN

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

As a remedy for Catarrh Is vouched for my manj
people It has cured. N. B. Be sure to get Hoods

From 8.30 to 11.30 a.

m

fancy trimmings.
A good pair of
very nice

thing

always

Be more

beautiful, more pleasing,
appropriate, more greatly de<
sired by WIFE or DAUGHTER thai
a really good
more

Owing

to the very bad

weather, especially the
evenin&r before
Christmas, and knowing that
many of our patrons were unable to finish their
Christmas shopping we have decided to open
shop from 8.30 to 11.30 Christmas Morning.

PIANO?
NAUGHT CAN.

THURSTON’S

to

give,

acceptable.

$3.50, tine Blankets.
Willow

Rockers
were
handsome for
as
$6
they are this
Christmas
for $4.50.
Just think of it.
Some
never as

at

$2.50._

Children’s

GAN AUGHT

Blankets,

Chairs

Rockers,

$1.

leases
asts as

child

a

long

Have you

and

Nothing

more or
as a Chair.

If
not, accept our Christmas offer of $10 down

organ?

an

and $5 a month
organ at $65

for an

We shall make a selection of what remains
worth
PIANO HOUSE from the
See
these
beau$100.
Holiday Goods, put them on the counter
tiful organs.
supplies these in perfection.
by themselves and cut the prices in half.
ALSO ORGANS,
Don’t mother want a SewCome and see or send for Catalogue.
ing Machine? $28 will
TUNING TO ORDER,
buy a beauty. $5 down
*I
$4 a month.

Remeiiitier the lime, 8.30 to 11.30 a. m.

S. THURSTON,

Are you
ware?

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free 8t., Portland
dec24

Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

pHRISTMAS
*■

dtf

Berry Dishes, Castors,
Cake Baskets, Tea Sets

GIFT

To falfiillits purpose in ererj
way requires quite a little study o!
yonr friend’s taste, fancy, or iniuiedi
flip

nr

fiitliro nooitu

If

tlioca

are

borne in mind when

gift

conveys more

and all kinds of nice

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

i

buying,
meanirg than
simple remembrance expressed by

the
the
th,
now almost obsolete Christmas cirds
A look ai our new and select stock, em
Oats and Corn mixed
bracing perfumes In novel and daint] Wheat, Barley,
at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
packages, sachets, brashes and combs
►having and dressing mirrors, cui
This is the cheapest as well as the best feed
glass toilet bottles and pungent* for poultry; nothing makes hens lay better
mixed grain.
than
travelling cases and many other little i
odd articles, will sorely suggest some
pleasing as well as useful thing toi
each of yonr friends.
The prices admit of a satisfactory
Investment of from 10 cents to severe
Foot of Green Street
dollars, according to yonr pnrse ant
PORTLAND, MB.
fancy, but no matter what the amoun
jyleodOm
of yonr purchase, you will find lh< 5
PNEUMATIC AND
goods full value.

Poultry Feed!

:

could be
will
$5
get a
clock.
splendid

Comforters.

Centre Tables and Bible
Stands.

i

&

SON,

CUSHION TRES

middle Street.
decl7

dlt

dec23

cycle. Pneumatic,
$ 25; Cushion. $15.
For full particulars
and description of
Tires, address

C. H. SC A NLAN & CO.,

ALFRED RACE,

OO Preble

Manager.

*t., Portland, Me.

Telephone No. 429

dlw

in r

3._dec24dlw»

BOYNTON, BOYNTON,
517 Congress SU

Sliver

Cabinet

styles.
decia

Picture Framesfor Card

Photographs,

WE SOLICIT
oecl8

ONE

TRIAL.
dim*

to
ANY
make of Safety Bi-

Steamer Enterprise will be take:
from the route Monday, Dec. 28, 189
for repairs, nntil further notice, mak
ing her last trip east Friday, Dec 26
Her place will be supplied by sailinj r

packets.

We CAnld

applied

NOTICE.

547 Congress St.
am

Gold

Pens,
Toot Picks, etc-

all the lates t
dtt
»

Pencils,

what

Draperies, Chenille Table
Covers, Rugs, Puffs and

|

HAY

cheap.

very

better.

BENSON & DALTON,

H.

things
Clocks,

1

H.

fond of SilverRutter Dishes,

Maine

Commercial

Travellers'
Association.

Dinner or this Association
THEwill6thbeAnnual
held at the treble House, FKIDAY

EVENING, Jan. 1st. 1892. Tickets at e now
ready and can be obtained or the secretarv
y No
2 Free street, or or the Committee:
G. w TENNANT,
BENJ. ILL8LEY,
F. T.GKOW8,
J. H. DOW.
_8. C. LANG.
The annual meeting and

election ot officers

will be held at ttie rooms, THUKSDAY EVENING. Dec. 31. 1891. it is desired that every

member should be present, as there is business
of importance to be transacted.
decl7dtd
C. K, G AGE, Sec’y.
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have you see our splendid array of
presents and onreleirant ilne of Furniture, carpets and House Furnishings
of all kinds.
Open every evening.

THE ATKINSON
HOUSE FURNISHING CO.
-HEADQCARTK RSCor. Pearl and MEddlc Street*,

Portland, He,
Hrnnfhr,— Auburn,

Oardiner,

lu|w BUtlfwt,

N.rwar,

Kocklnud

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
UCv«a

and

OldMwa,

Waterrille.

GENERAL MANAGER.
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